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FACTORS AFFECTING THE DESIGN 
OF
MARINE REDUCTION GEARING.
The study of loading on the teeth of large marine 
reduction gears has been greatly retarded over a long 
period by inability to produce units in which an 
adequate analysis of performance was not rendered 
impossible by the consequences of inaccuracies of 
manufacture.
Serious failures with early double reduction 
gears in the years following the first World War set 
the seal on a conservative attitude to design without 
widely inspiring an urge for more accurate manufacture 
and as a consequence the limited advances made in 
Naval design met only with mixed success and the 
position in the early days of the last war was 
revealed as unsatisfactory.
The writer has taken some part in developments 
which followed and progressive stages are represented 
by papers he prepared on the subject, copies of which 
accompany this thesis as additional papers and which 
may be briefly described as follows :-
No.l. Fairfield Shipbuilding & Engineering Company's 
report "Loading on Gear Teeth" 1941» 
circulated to the marine industry in this 
country and referred to by Joughin in his 
1951 paper to the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers "Naval Gearing - War experience 
and Present Development". This was an early 
attempt to assess the amplification of tooth 
loading due to inaccuracies of manufacture 
and to distortion, and to provide a yardstick 
for the seemin^y fortuitous incidence of 
"scuffing" of tooth surfaces.
No.2/
No. 2. "Report on visit to U.S.A. to investigate
problems associated with Design, Production 
and Maintenance of Main Gearing" 1944.
This was prepared for the Admiralty and the 
marine engineering industry in this country 
and showed that the redevelopment of the 
double reduction gear in America, which so 
greatly benefited their naval performance, 
was supported by gearcutting practice much 
in advance of general British practice at 
that time, although there was no evidence 
that their appreciation of gear tooth design 
was superior to contemporary knowledge here.
No. 3* "Corrections and Measurements carried out on 
Pinion Robbing Machine Alll at Fairfield"
1945. This is not a published report but is 
a record pf work carried out under the 
author's instigation, guidance and instructions 
and represents the kernel of developments 
based on some novel methods of fine measure­
ment which established a world wide 
reputation for the quality of gears cut on 
this and adjacent machines that had 
subsequently been treated in the same manner.
No. 4. "Cunent practice in Marine Gear Cutting" 1945, 
published in the transactions of the 
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in 
Scotland, vol. 88, provided a more general 
resume of American practice and gave details 
of developments in this country that were 
rapidly closing the gap in technique.
No. 5. "Trends in the development of Marine Reduction 
Gearing" was the title of a paper given to 
the Institute of Marine Engineers in 1949, 
published in volume 61 of their transactions. 
Its purpose was to trace the development of 
marine gearing, to show how the best 
practice in this country had by that time 
overtaken American wartime technique, and to 
forecast the lines which developments might 
take. In this latter respect the writer was 
on delicate ground and subsequent experience 
showed that progress in the employment of 
higher duty through hardened steels was to be 
fraught with more complications than were 
envi saged.
No.6. The Twenty-eighth Thomas Lowe Gray Lecture
"Marine Reduction Gearing" given in 1956 to 
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and 
reproduced by International Shipbuilding 
Progress. After giving particulars of some 
of the most significant features in the 
present day production of hobbed and shaved 
marine gears, the lecture proceeded to a . 
detailed examination of gear tooth design, 
making hitherto unestablished distinctions 
pertaining to modes of failure and 
providing a logical basis for design in 
relation to the materials used.
It/
It is this latter section of the last mentioned 
lecture which forms the basis of this thesis, and in 
fact the following text with its associated 
Appendices 1-12 are abstracted substantially from 
the final printed record of the lecture. Appendices 
13-16 are added providing explanation or supporting 
evidence for material given in the text and in 
Appendices 2, 3 and 4, which it was not appropriate 
to include in the lecture. Where additional symbols 
are used in any of these latter appendices their 
significance is given in that same appendix. A 
tabular list of all other symbols is given by 
Appendix 1.
Appendix No,17 comprises notes on approximations 
made in certain of the Appendices 5 to 12 and the 
Appendix, No.18, illustrates the types of gears to 
which the subject applies. Appendix 19 presents a 
bibliography of works to which reference is made in 
the present text.
In general outline the text commences with a 
consideration of the amplifying effects on tooth 
loading of pinion distortion and malalignment as 
modified by tooth deflexion, and the slew of pinion 
journals in their oil films. It then proceeds to a 
new presentation of tooth loading criteria cast so as 
to provide clear guidance in the choice of tooth 
form for any particular duty,and having particular 
reference to the effects of employing different 
qualities of steels.
When the additional paper No.l was written in 
1941, the general errors of gearcutting were so 
serious /
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serious as to justify inclusion of their effects 
in the calculation of tooth loading; the degree of 
compensation by tooth deflexion could only be roughly 
estimated in the absence of knowledge of the relevant 
characteristics of the teeth of broad helical gears.
Additional paper No.3 illustrates the trans­
formation which the gear hobbing process underwent, 
commencing seriously in this country in 1944 
(actually with the machine exemplified), and which 
"together with the advent of the post hobbing process 
known as "Selective Shaving", resulted in the 
production of gears of an entirely different quality. 
Shaving is an American process by which a cutter in 
the form of a narrow faced, serrated toothed wheel 
is run in solid mesh and crossed axes with the gear 
to be treated, the face of which is slowly traversed 
by a feeding mechanism. The process is not suited 
to the improvement of badly hobbed gears but corrects 
minor irregularities of tooth surface and also of 
tooth profile. Tooth spacing is entirely a function 
of hobbing, but minor errors of helical angle can 
be corrected by shaving selectively in a manner 
devised by the author whereby the cutting pressure 
is varied as the process continues. This ensures 
uniformity of undeformed contact along the meshing 
teeth and provides a method for helix correction 
to which subsequent reference is made. The 
advantages of shaving are amplified when applied 
to gears hobbed on machines fitted with a creep 
mechanism to the master wheel driving the table and 
the merits of such a drive have been critically 
examined by Tuplin (1948 and 1951).
Therefore when the additional paper No.6 
came to be prepared in 1955, the general 
character /
character of marine gears had so improved that it 
was no longer necessary to consider the effects of 
gear cutting errors on tooth loading, other than 
errors of malalignment over which the manufacturer 
might have little control. The vital effects of 
tooth deflexion were by this time the subject of 
research by the author and the conclusions reached 
in this matter are embraced in the text and 
amplified by Appendices 2, 13, 14 and 15.
The conclusions reached in the text 
regarding the merits of tooth form (d) reflect the
uniform sucess achieved with this form of tooth
during 10 years experience. The design was originally 
submitted to the Admiralty in 1944 by the author^ the 
form being as adopted except for the preference for 
a flank angle of 17° rather than 16°.
CONSIDERATIONS ARISING FROM PINION DISTORTION 
a ND Ma LAJj14NMENT NiOhÏFÏED BŸ tOOTlf hËI^liÉXIÔNT
It has been customary to design gears 
allowing for a maximum circumferential tooth separation 
of 0.00075 inch due to combined bending and torsion 
of the pinion on the assumption of a uniformly 
distributed load along the teeth. In fact the 
teeth deflect differentially along their length 
in sympathy with an altered distribution of load 
brought about by the distortion. The problem is
capable of elaborate treatment but by the approach
described in Appendix 3 it is shown that 
approximately the maximuia as compared with the 
average tooth load for double-helical, pinions is 
given by :
\ +  sec.L})^^ j^ W-fjrG
p  “ l€> lo‘ I D+{2r«-i)s
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or in the case of a double-helical pinion engaging a
pair of divided train gears at l80 deg. spacing 
P m  _  I . I _/ W - G &  T( Vv/— s>
Values of the tooth flexibility factor (in terms 
of inches tangential deflexion in a circumferential 
plane per lb. of tangential load per axial inch of 
gear face), have been determined from repeated 
full-size deflexion tests on equipment illustrated 
by Pig. 1 and by the method described in Appendix 2, 
the results of which are graphed in terms of
on Fig. 2 where Q =  / i-ZS *
Fig.l. Equipment for Measuring Tooth Flexibility.
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Pig.2. Tooth KLexihility Chart
The values bear additive quantities representing 
Hertzian compression derived from calculations by 
Niemann (19^9 ).
For ease of comparison, values of &-r 
for the tooth forms in more common use are given 
by Table 1. It may be noted that a deep form of 
tooth does not show up as more flexible than a
Table 7. S^ x 10<^ and Y  Values fo r Particular Tooth Forms
Tooth form St X 106 Bending
stress
factor.deg. sIp Helical angle, deg.
0 10 20 I 30 1 40
a 14 i 2/ir 0 25 0 30 0-375 0-48 10-64 0-79
b 20 2 h 018 5 0-225 0 275| 0-3151 0-38 0-915
c 22} 2jn 0 22 0-265 0 33 0 35 0-38 1-0
d 16 2 / jr X l-2 0 245! 0-295 0 36 10-445'0-565 1-0
e .4J 2/77X1-44 0-21510-255 0 32 i 0-41510-55
t 1 f
1-0
shallower tooth of the same flank an^e, because 
actual load per unit length along the teeth is 
reduced on account of the longer zone of contact by 
the same factor as the flexibility is increased, so 
that no further advantage accrues to a deep tooth 
so far as flexibility is concerned.
In Appendix 3 it is also shown, as a derivation 
from the above equations, that with a double-helical 
pinion ih /
8in single engagement having a central gap of about 
3 inches, the optimum ratio of face width to pinion 
diameter to give the least localized tooth load as 
based on this theory is given by .
and for double engagement at 180 deg. spacing
Appropriate to these particular ratios P^/P has 
the values 1.67 and 2.0 respectively.
In considering the theoretical value of /D it 
is important to recognize that:
(i) the conditions determining this 
turning point of low loading are 
extremely sensitive to changes in tooth 
alignment that might be brought about
(a) deliberately by relief of the tooth 
flanks or (b) accidentally by errors of 
bearings, gear-case distortion, or 
helical angle;
(ii) the characteristic is not sharply 
defined and some deviation from whatever 
may be the theoretical value is not 
important; and
(iii) whatever theory is employed, the 
nature of the problem demands resort
to approximations, the accuracy of which 
can only be verified by a co-ordinated 
examination of failures.
The reflection of this last point is seen in 
that the results of the theory presented pass the 
test that they indicate YY^/P values substantially 
in accordance with what is believed to be the best 
current practice and which has in effect evolved over 
years through trial and error.
The difficulty of obtaining precision must not 
be allowed to obscure the importance of having a 
sound theoretical basis for \Y^/D as a nucleus about 
which certain vital influences may be crystallized, 
influences which have sometimes evaded proper attention 
with dire consequences.
First/
First, however, the effect of gross alignment 
errors requires consideration and repeated reference 
follows to Fig, 3, which illustrates some general 
principles with particular examples. With a centre 
distance between effective bearing supports of 40 inches, 
a journal alignment error of about 0*007 inch in the 
direction of the load line at the untorqued end of a 
double-helical pinion in single engagement will, with 
tooth flexibility of 0.4, give Pm/P =  4. If
the pinion having diameter 17 inches is designed in 
accordance with the above theory to have a minimum 
Pm/P when in true alignment, it will have face width 
of 32 inches and the variation of Pm/P with alignment 
is shown by the curve marked A, being 1*67 in true 
alignment.
If the tooth flanks of this same pinion are now 
relieved 0*00025 inch at the torqued end, in Appendix 3 
it is shown that ^  - 1 is reduced by the factor 
2 S O
' . and if P = 1,000, is
reduced to 1*48, the condition being illustrated by 
curve C on the same diagram. This would enable the 
gear to carry 14 per cent greater load without 
increasing the maximum loading in true alignment.
But a journal alignment error of 0*007 inch would 
still give approximately the same Pm/P as the 
unrelieved pinion A, and under these abnormal but 
not infrequently possible conditions gear C is n^ ot 
suitable for carrying any heavier load than gear A.
From Appendix 3 it will be seen that the optimum 
face width when such relief is carried out increases in 
the /
42,000 LB, PER IN.
- — 2,180 
- — 3,1503
=1.500 LB. PER IN.
1,215
2
=  1,000 L8. PER IN.
, 2 i  4 /. X W M
(0-004 IF 2A=40 ) (0-008'' IF 2 1= 40 ")
JOURNAL ALIGNMENT ERROR ON LOAD LINE
A - Uncorrected gear.
W s 32 inches (theoretical optimum).
Relative horsepower = 100 as basis of comparison.
B - Uear with helix end relieved 0*00025 inch.
W ss 40 inches (theoretical optimum).
Relative horsepower = 126 for same maximum load under 
any similar condition of alignment.
C - Gear with helix end relieved 0*00025 inch.
W retained at 32 inches.
Relative horsepower = 114 for same maximum load only
when in alignment.
D - Corrected gear.
If W = 32 inches, relative h.p. = 167 ) maximum
If W = 40 inches, relative h.p. = 210 ) i n V i S ^ œ t ^ ”
21 = effective length between pinion bearing centres.
Pig.3* Tooth Load Concentration.
11 ^  2 S O
the ratio ( ' j about 40 inches
in this example, the P^/p at true alignment 
reverting to 1*67. Such a gear, referred to as B, 
would carry 26 per cent more load than A for the same 
maximum tooth pressure, and as its characteristic with 
increasing malalignment is almost identical to gear A, 
the curves representing the two gears are virtually 
coincident. The bearing-supporting centres would now 
increase to 50 inches and it would take a proportionately 
greater journal displacement of about 0*0085 inch to 
make Pm/P equal to about 4. Thus under all conditions 
gear B is suitable to carry 26 per cent greater load 
than gear A. Gears bearing the particular combined 
characteristic as described here for gear B are now 
being referred to as "broad relieved". The relief 
should be approximately in the proportion to P shown 
above and clearly becomes too small for practical 
consideration when P is much less than 1,000. A relief 
of 0*00025 inch has the merit of corresponding to a 
definite witness when checking gear marking in the 
beat practice.
This comparison justifies careful reflection.
Part of its import is seen with greater effect in 
referring to the "corrected" gear (Joughin 1951),of 
which gear D o n  Pig. 3 is an example, that is a gear of 
the type which has been considered advantageous to 
meet severe conditions of loading, and in which the 
helical angle of the pinion has been adjusted along the 
face width so as to conform with the reflected 
deflexion of the pinion under full load when evenly 
loaded along its length so that Pm/P = 1. Under 
true alignment gear D, with face width 32 inches, 
would carry 67 per cent more load than gear A, 
but with 0*007 inch journal alignment error 
Pm/P /
Pm/P again approximate a to 4 and the gear ia not 
suitable for any greater load than A. Thus the con­
ception of a "corrected" gear fails in that such a 
gear is extremely sensitive to alignment errors.
From the viewpoint of gear-load assessment 
the significant finding of this investigation is 
that a gear having Pm/P less than the optimum value 
(1*67 on basis presented) is not suitable for 
advantage to be taken of the fact by increasing load.
One conclusion to be drawn from this would be that 
the existing practice of ignoring Pm/P in defining 
gear loading is fully supported. But this does have 
the serious disadvantages that:
(a) There is no recognised method of 
assessing the effect of gear loading 
when Pja/p is more than the optimum value.
Perhaps a lack of information regarding 
permissible limits of Hertzian stress and 
root stress has obscured the significance 
of the omission. But more is known of
the incidence of scuffing, and a subsequent 
section illustrates the vital use of the 
Pm/P factor.
(b) There is no recognizable warning 
sign to prevent serious mistakes being 
made in taking seemingly innocent 
advantage of low P]n/P values to overload 
malaligned gears.
The view is submitted that Pm/P should be 
incorporated as a factor in all formulae for the assess­
ment of gear loading but that by the method of 
calculation shown here, it should never be less than 
1*67 even although by calculation the figuring shows a 
lesser value. To simplify procedure the distortion 
coefficient cd should be employed in lieu of Pm/P
I (a — p
and should equal rT"-, * T? or ^  . Thus Cd
I - c > 7  p  5  p
could never be entered as less than 1*0 and 
for the bulk of well-designed gears cd woxild be 
1*0. If for any reason a slender gear were 
required /
required, due regard would automatically be given 
to its shortcomings in determining permissible 
loading.
In a divided train gear, however, as the 
optimum face-width ratio occurs when = 2.0 c^
must never be less than 1.2.
None of the particulars given above is applicable 
without modification to the older type pinions with 
centre bearings.
It would be unfitting to close this section 
where such urgent reference has been made to mal­
alignment, without a word on the correcting influence 
of slew of the journals in the bearings due to 
differential loading of the oil film. It has often 
been hopefully imagined that such a process would 
occur to a useful degree in compensating for short­
comings in alignment, but doubts as to the useful 
proportion of the slew to the error are confirmed 
from recent measurements reported by Newman (1956) 
on the attitude of journals in bearings, and from 
which it can be estimated, as shown in Appendix 4,
that, when the bearing load is mal distributed - 50 per
Nl. - oL
cent, the total slew correction is --------
10,000 Pb
thousandths of an inch; from this it can be 
calculated that slew will not usually correct more 
than 10 per cent of the malalignment. To take the 
effect into account on the basis of the assumptions 
made in Appendix 4, is substituted for c^ in
all the above remarks, the relationship being 
approximately _ I ,
D ' ^ Zi5/^ V<.
for gears in single
engagement.
Ko slew can occur for gears in double engagement.
It will be seen that the correction is quite small and
for most practical purposes with well-designed gears 
Gu = Cd*
One trend which might not be altogether 
of advantage to the performance of gear teeth is the 
tendency to reduce diametral clearance. This has 
resulted from suspected vibration due to whirl of 
the bearing oil film lender light loads ( Shawki 1955), 
but reference to Appendix 4 shows that the 
ability of a journal to correct maldistribution 
of loading by slew is in proportion to the 
bearing clearance. A gear should be so designed 
as to make correction unnecessary and indeed it 
has been shown that with a properly designed 
gear the slew correction is very small, but in 
the event of a disturbance to the bearings 
causing malalignment, the effect can be quite 
substantial in minimizing load concentration. 
Reduction in pinion-bearing clearance should 
therefore only be carried out after the most 
careful consideration of all the circumstances 
of the service.
TOOTH LOADING CRITEKIA AND CHOICE OF TOOTH FORM.
In its approach to gear design, B.3.436 takes 
the reader immediately into an empirical 
treatment based on long experience in general 
operation, focusing on wear and fatigue life.
But the marine gear must be provided with such 
a margin of safety to meet exceptional 
conditions of storm, that these factors 
have no primary application, and the best treatment 
for /
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for design is therefore by recourse to more 
fundamental principles rather than general 
conventional formulae.
Appendices 5 to 9 inclusive show the 
development of three criterion coefficients 
Op, Cp^ , and 0^ relating respectively to 
tooth failure by pitting, root stress, and 
scuffing. The numerical coefficients have been 
chosen so that when the undernoted conditions 
apply, a thoroughly sound merchant gear design is, 
in the author’s view, achieved when none of the 
criterion numbers exceeds 100. This is 
conditional upon the use of what have been for 
many years regarded as standard materials 
(Dorey 1942), viz. 0*3 per cent carbon steel 
31/35 tons ultimate tensile strength (U.T.S,) for 
the rims and 3*0 per cent nickel steel, oil 
quenched to 40-45 tons U.T.S. for the pinions, 
lubricated with a standard undoped oil and 
having normal high accuracy tooth finish by, 
say, shaving, aligned according to proper shop 
and fitting-out practice and submitted to 
conditions of transmission which do not involve 
exceptional cyclic irregularity.
With the numerical coefficients chosen 
it is believed that under normal conditions of 
service at sea there is a factor of safety 
of about 1*5 on tooth loading against pitting 
fatigue, and 2*5 against bending fatigue, /
fatigue, although aa records are based on gears of 
older construction the safety margin is probably now 
greater. Against scuffing the factor of safety is 
about 1* 25 under full-power trial conditions with 
proper tooth profiles, but this rapidly and indefinitely 
increases with improvement of surface and profile and by 
work hardening under running conditions. The reasons 
for the variation in the respective factors of safety 
are obvious, but it is to be observed that a gear 
which scuffs on trial and is subsequently "dressed up", 
or a gear which has excessive tip relief in an effort 
to avoid such trouble, carries a leaser margin of safety 
against subsequent pitting fatigue by reason of the 
lesser useful tooth surface that remains.
The expressions for thç criterion numbers are 
C p  =  K .kp, ; C r  —  K . W ç ç  ; a n d  C s =  K .  k g  
where K = P/De conventionally and kp , k^ and are 
respectively given by expressions in Appendices 7, 8, 
and 9.
General use may be made of these expressions for 
the analysis of existing designs, and they also form 
the basis upon which to examine the character of 
patterns produced by altering variables with the object 
of defining the most suitable proportions of teeth in 
terms of variables that are relevant, for which 
reference should be made to Appendix 10.
The cardinal points emerging from this analysis
are:
(1) Referring to Pig. 4, tooth forms, e, d, and c 
form a series meeting all requirements, having 
certain consistent characteristics. Prom
the point of view of the master expression 
representing surface pressure, the forms are 
to be preferred in the above order.
(2) Form e should net be used for a pitch less 
than inch.
(3) /
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(3) The liability to ac\iffing with theae 
tooth forms is ia the reverse order to that 
preferred for surface pressure and this 
entails an overriding restriction which 
will follow as an outcome of this analysis.
(4) Existing practice is confirmed in that 
tooth forms e and d should be associated with 
a helical angle of 30 deg. Reference to Table 
3 will show why, for a flank emgle of 22j^  deg. 
the helical angle for minimum root stress 
should be 40 d eg., and why, for the sake of 
consistency in the present examination it is 
temporarily assumed to be associated with a 
20 deg. helical angle.
/c\ The proportion of pinion addendum to 
active depth should only be increased above 
O' 5 if a slight increase enables a tooth of 
smaller pitch to be used. The particular case 
of an all-addendum tooth is referred to in 
Appendix 10.
Before this information can be channelled to lead 
to any broad conclusion it is necessary to establish a
ii<N DEG I / p
e O'SIS
Pig.4. Tooth Forms
suitable expression for loading, and this will be in 
the form of a C factor which will be developed from 
the basic relationship
(2 =  C p i  or or 1*00 whichever is greatest LCp Cp J
=  ^  ^  o< 1*00 1 whichever is greatest
L Kp Kp -1
In this regard Cp is in the nature of a master
while and are, in a manner, slaves; it will 
be seen subsequently that 0^/Cp has a major influence 
on tooth pitch and C^/CpOn depth/pitch ratio, additionally*
It is shown in Appendix 11 how, on this basis of 
presentation, the information derived from Appendix 10 
may be crystallized about a consistent series of teeth 
approximating closely to the forms represented by e, d, 
and c in Pig. 4 , flank angle being subjugated to depth/ 
pitch ratio, involving an error of up to no more than 
1-4 deg. in any of the forms. The method adopted enables 
the C factor introduced above to be recast in a way to 
show quite clearly the effect of the vital variables, 
unclouded by other variables legitimately subjugated 
and surviving only as factors in numerical coefficients 
or as indices of the vital variables. In its amended 
general form the C factor is
c . \ - Of I'OO\0'\q5
whichever is greatest
where the theoretically correct pitch, as distinct from 
Pf the pitch fitted, is
P  W o o )
p/Pf in preliminary design being 1*0.
In the expression s/p , p regpresents the pitch 
actually fitted and this is not to be confused with the 
distinction between p and pf in another term. The 
possibility of confusion on this point is unavoidable 
whatever /
whatever system of symbols is employed in the derivation, 
and particular reference to the point is warranted.
The quantities within the square bracket only 
contribute to the product if the conditions they 
represent, respectively root stress and propensity to 
scuffing,are vital in indicating the limitation of 
permissible loading. The full significance of the s/p 
ratio on scuffing is clearly shown.
The next step provides in itself an indication of 
the significance of the equations to all marine gear 
design. It is convenient temporarily to adopt the 
general relationship of diameter to revolutions per 
minute referred to in Appendix 7, enabling a chart to 
be drawn showing, for normal materials, p, pf, and 
C^/CpOn a base of pinion diameter, taking Dg « 0*875D. 
This is shown by Fig. 5, a study of which will reveal 
the restriction which considerations of scuffing place 
upon the use or the deep tooth form e supporting the 
view that its satisfactory employment is often to be 
associated either with limitation of loading or excessive 
tip relief.
The 0/0. and K values relating to the tooth form d 
on the diagram (s/p = 0*76) show respectively t ha t, for 
standard materials, there is a good margin for the 
avoidance of scuffing and that this tooth is suitable 
for carrying a greater load than the deeper tooth when 
proper restriction is placed on the latter against 
scuffing.
GEAM HÉUtlVÉLY  
SUITAW.E FOR
K  FACTOR o r
-fVWHtCM y
WOULD tE  ^  tw )i/p -  0-flS KyrKhc'-•U T  FOR
RELATING TO
FORM
SCUFFING 
FACTORS 
C,/Cp THUS
RELATING TO 
FORM (dl
I# I I  14 I t  
/ ) -INCHES
‘Standard’ materials. (N/1,000) — 250, D, ■* 0-875D.
Helical angle, 30 deg. m — 0 5.
Fig.5 Typical Load Criteria 
with Different Tooth 
Forms.
The fact that, but for this restriction, the deeper
tooth would carry a greater load and also that the
shallower tooth embraces such a substantial margin 
against scuffing, leads to an examination of the load- 
carrying capacity of a tooth form intermediate between 
them having s/p equal to, say, Such a form would,
on the average conditions portrayed by the diagram, run 
up to the safe scuffing limit and carry a load 
represented by K values midway between those given for 
form d and those in brackets for form e which would hold 
good but for scuffing. This represents, for a 20-inch 
pitch circle diameter (P.C.D.) pinion, an increased load 
capacity of 4 per cent over form d auid 10 per cent over
form e, the sharp characteristic indicating the
intermediate form being brought about by the inter­
section of converging allowable load curves rather than 
the turning point of a single curve.
Attractive though this may be, the author would not 
recommend the establishment of such an additional 
standard, at least at this stage, on account of the 
following /
following considerations. It is believed that with 
liiodern gear-cutting and alignment standards, the 
factors of safety against ultimate fatigue by both 
pitting and root failure are in fact greater than 
have been suggested, although the margin against 
scuffing on a nev/ gear is fairly well established.
The form d, by reason of its generous margin against 
scuffing, would probably permit an increase of nominal 
loading of at least 20 per cent over the limits that 
are suggested here and as such an increase would not 
be possible with the intermediate form, the justifi­
cation for its establishment disappears. Conversely, 
form d probably provides a more uniform additional 
margin of safety with the limits proposed. Further­
more, the adoption of higher tensile materials may, 
by reason of scuffing characteristics, to which 
subsequent reference is made, favour a reduction 
rather than an increase in depth ratio.
For these reasons, and having regard to the 
suitability of form d through the full range of gear 
sizes, it is appropriate to regard this existing tooth 
form as a standard upon which to base a specialized 
statement of the 0 factor, namely.
c - K 13 C d  
/N_N0I7 
\\ooo)
K .' "'/P „  ,.00
whichever is greatest
De I
With this form of tooth, when normal materials are
used, the slave factors within the square brackets are
unlikely ever to be significant, that is, to exceed
1.00, particularly as, normally, the pitch chosen would
be the standard pitch next above the calculated figure. 
These calculated pitches are slightly smaller than
conventionally/
§1
C\J
c c
O O' M
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conventionally adopted, reflecting the author's view 
that pitch is frequently made excessive.
Table 2 shows criterion numbers and the C factor 
for a number of naval and merchant gears. The naval 
gears show the high 0^ values which fast-running all­
addendum teeth seem able to sustain and to which 
reference is made in App.lO, Gear S represents slow- 
running all-addendum gears whic h fail by pitting, the 
sizes being chosen for direct comparison vdth gear T, 
and to which the designs U and V also relate.
The use of material constants is introduced in 
Appendix 12, whereby
^  ^  ^  d  lvi FS
C i  =  K.
C , C , and C are unity for the materials
MP' MR MS
currently regarded as standard. To avoid complication 
these constants have been excluded from the equations 
leading to the G factor which is nov/ repeated in its 
soecialized form to show the characteristic of their
employment and termed ,
rN®'S P*/ ^  2 ZS-D
C  = K  .-ll?
N \o*n 
lOOQ j L  vhiichever is greatest
ana K  ^P 72-4 l^lODDj j
The latter equation, taken in conjunction with the 
expressions for C and C in terms of U assumed inMP" MF?
Appendix 12, shows that for an established s/p ratio, 
desirable pitch varies as
If the material constants are applied to the previous 
and more general statement of the C factor, which 
approximately covers the e, d, c tooth series, it is 
seen that the scuffing or d epth/pitch slave factor 
embraces /
embraces the multiple
Thus, if yCiv^  ^/^I'O^as is quite likely in the
employment of advanced materials to which reference is 
made later, immunity from scuffing is reduced and when 
the safety limit is reached, K ceases to benefit 
further in proportion to C and unless 0 , is^ MP MS
artificially raised by the use of an E,P. lubricant 
either s/p must be reduced, possibly rendering 
desirable a new tooth form intermediate between d and 
c, or pf must be reduced. Within the scuffing zone, 
reference to the same statement of the C factor will 
show that reduction in s/p will permit further load 
increase inversely proportional to the ratio of 
reduction raised to the power (3'4 - 0*83) or about 2^ . 
On the other hand, unless p^ is larger than necessary 
(in which case K may be increased inversely pro­
portional to a reduction in pf) the allowable gain in 
K due to reduction in Pf is negligible since the root 
stress slave factor suffers to almost the extent that 
the scuffing slave factor benefits.
These considerations are essential to research on 
gears with advanced materials to ensure that 
comparison is being made between optimum conditions.
TIP RELIEF 25
While the desirable values of the foregoing 
criterion numbers have been assessed from practical 
experience of gears on trial and in service, based 
on a good quality of tooth finish, certain 
refinements may justify the raising of some limits 
and the question of the best tip relief to be 
provided for the teeth is silhouetted against any 
such consideration.
Before referring in detail to the extent of tip 
relief required it is essential to refer to two 
features that have been responsible for confusion*
First, tip relief on a spur gear (Merritt 1954) 
is necessary to provide "sweetness'* of engagement in 
compensating for the deflexion of the load-carrying 
teeth. The comparable feature in a helical gear is 
the relief that must be provided at the ends of the 
pinion teeth; no such consideration arises affecting 
tooth profile. Secondly, because gears have sometimes 
been designed in a manner that has made them 
susceptible to scuffing, an erroneous impression has 
arisen that heavy tip relief is a basic necessity of 
normal engagement of helical gear teeth, in disregard 
of the palliative nature of the measure.
In extreme cases the tip relief has been progress­
ively increased to amputate tooth surface and when the 
measure has not been carried sufficiently far to over­
come scuffing it has been described as inadequate with 
reference to the thickness reduction rather than the 
radial dimension of mutilation. With a gear tooth 
properly designed to meet the requirements‘ of the 
transmission, the factors dictating the need for tip 
relief are entirely different.
Attention/
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Attention is now directed to the measurementa 
described in Appendix 2 in which the values of factors 
a, b, c, d, e, and f represent the variation in loading 
intensity along the line of contact. Typical values of 
the factors are plotted in Pig. 6 as applying to a pair of
Q
teeth of inch pitch having 16 deg. and s/p =
0*76 with a length of contact corresponding to a helical
AVERAGE
TIP OF PINION AND 
ROOT OF WHEEL K
LENGTH OF CONTACT LINE
Pig.6. Typical Load Variation on Contact Line
f
angle of 30 deg. The nature of the variation correspond 
to a forecast envisaged by Walker (1946) but appears to 
be of lesser total variation than he anticipated, being 
for this form of tooth plus 60 per cent and minus 20 pe 
cent of the average load, totalling 80 per cent. 
Corresponding variations and percentages measured for £ 
tooth of the same pitch having Lp^= 22^ deg. and 
s/p = 0-636, total 95 per cent. Por the ^  inch pitch 
deep tooth with = 14i deg. and s/p = 0*915, the tot 
variation in load is 40 per cent.
In Appendix 2 reference was also made to the 
corollary to be drawn from the deflexion calculations 
by assuming a, b, c, d, e, and f to be equal, giving 
differing local deflexions that might be regarded as the 
mirror reflection cf an initial profile correction to 
give uniform loading. But the total correction to give 
the /
the required effect is only 0*00005 inch. * The 
importance of this finding is that the whole conception 
of correcting the involute to compensate for the not 
inconsiderable variation in loading that nominally 
occurs by reason of tooth deflexion due to bending and 
shear, is, with a helical gear, purely theoretical and 
incapable of practical interpretation. It nevertheless 
emphasizes the value of plasticity in the running-in of 
a new gear.
The sole legitimate reason for profile correction is 
to provide for the generation of a hydrodynamic oil film 
at the regions of initial and fineil contact and this is 
effected by a tip relief of, say, 0*00025 inch plus an 
allowance to compensate for Hertzian depression (which, 
unlike bending and shear deflexion, tends to absorb tip 
relief effect). The total relief to be provided varies 
then from, say, 0*0003 inch for a 0*4-inch pitch to 
0*0005 inch for 0* 8-inch pitch.
The problem of producing these small corrections 
naturally requires patient attention. In shaving, the 
requirement is met by a swelling on the root of the 
cutter profile of about twice the desired relief, the 
ratio having been established by comparing the routine 
measurement of a snaving cutter profile with the profile 
of a tooth finished with the same tool, and obtained 
laboriously in the interest of research.
Pinishing /
* See Appendix 14
Finishing by hobbing does not provide assurance 
that tne correction will be properly achieved. Two 
fundamental difficulties obtrude. First, there is 
the difficulty of a slightly eccentrically-running 
hob producing errors even under most careful control 
greater than the required correction. Secondly, 
the generating process is such that the position 
of the swelling on the hob tooth to give proper 
tip relief varies with the diameter of the gear 
to be cut, and unless a much greater relief is 
to be accepted for large diameters with loss of 
effective tooth surface, a considerable stock of 
only slightly differing hobs must be carried,
END RELIEF *
End relief, to be greater than the total tooth 
deflexion and depression, should be, say, O.OOO8 inch 
for 0.4-inch pitch to 0.0015 inch for 0.3-inch pitch, 
normal to the teeth on both flanks. V/hile relief is 
largely to ease the rate of deflexion on engagement, 
it also eases an end peak of surface pressure on the 
teeth. Root strength is adequately safeguarded by 
the conventional chamfer and the fact that the 
enhanced flexibility of the tooth end does not permit 
that part to carry greater root stress than the 
adjacent body of the tooth, similar deflexions being 
reflected by similar root stresses as experiment has 
shown. The provision of this slight relief which 
should wash away in about ^ inch, can form part of 
the selective shaving process. Excessive end relief 
is detrimental in just the/
* See Appendix 15•
the same way as excessive tip relief. The author 
does not consider that there is any useful purpose 
to be served in attempting to make this small relief 
taper off in line with the line of contact in a manner 
which has been suggested, and which entails costly 
work on every wheel tooth.
(W - 6s) is employed rather than W in the 
calculations for tooth loading, not because the teeth 
are relieved for l*5s inches at each end, but because 
this allowance represents the reduction in load, 
carried by the ends of the teeth regardless of relief.
MATERIALS FOR GEAR-WHEEL RIMS AND PINIONS
Development in the production of highly-finished 
teeth led naturally to the desire to adopt higher tooth 
loadings by taking advantage of higher tensile steels 
with greater surface hardness and root strength, it 
being considered that loss of plasticity for the 
accommodation of irregularities of tooth contour 
would axiomatically be compensated by the higher finish.
(Such development is represented by Fig. 7 reproduced 
from Paper No. 5.)
Factually this is an oversimplification of the 
problem, and the relative merits of retaining certain 
qualities of materials to the sacrifice of other 
qualities will emerge only as the results of further 
research materialize. The next ten years are likely 
to see a concentration on this problem matched by the 
intensity of the quest for greater accuracy of tooth 
production in the previous ten years.
G e a w WHfiSk
TOOTH
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PIG.7 - Comparative error characteristics of gears 
of twenty-five years ago and modern 
shaved gears.
Basically, a higher-duty material is required in 
order to obtain a greater fatigue resistance to 
pitting, and the material conditions which supply 
this quality also provide for a greater resistance 
to fatigue in relation to root stress. Toughness, 
that is, the ability to deform without inter- 
crystalline cracking, is provided in greater measure 
by an alloy steel than by a high-carbon steel and 
this consideration has led to the demonstration of 
one viewpoint that higher duty can best be obtained 
by making both pinions and rims of alloy steel having 
suitable U.T.S. differing by, say, 15 tons per sq. in. 
to minimize mutual weldability.
Unfortunately, such a difference in U.T.S. between 
the mating elements is not effective in providing an 
increase in resistance to scuffing ( as represented 
by the/
the factor) proportional to the increase in fatigue 
resistance (as represented by the „ and C_„factora). ^ " MP M R
Indeed, there is some practical evidence, both from 
service results and disk testing, to show that the
f&ctor is reduced with a combination of alloy steels 
as compared with standard materials as the following 
examples demonstrate:
Secondary gears having teeth of ^  inch pitch deep 
form (s/p = 0*915, 14& deg.) scuffed when running
with a K value of about 62 and at 95 r.p.m. The 
severity of the scuffing was such that was asaessi 
at 130 on the temporary assumption that normal steels 
were 
0*78.
involved, this corresponding with a value of
In the second example a similar set of machinery 
incorporating secondary gears having a pitch of ^  inch
with s/p = 0*76 and t^= 16 deg, scuffed in very mild
form at the same power condition, was assessed at
120, giving a value of 0*64.
Both these vessels have primary gears of the same
combination of alloy steels, and operate completely 
satisfactorily with a K value of 91 and 5,000 r.p.m. 
Assessing at the worse determined value of 0*64, 
this gives for the primary gears as only 84, thus 
demonstrating why they have been free from scuffing.
The reason for the scuffing of the alloy steel 
combination may not be completely determinable, and 
the assessment of different combinations must be the 
subject of research.
One factor that might aggravate the condition is 
that the difference between the two alloy steels is 
largely in their heat treatment which locally becomes 
purely historical when an area, however small, has 
reached /
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reached welding temperature. On a subsequent contact 
there may be a local molecular affinity between wheel 
and pinion which is not foreshadowed by study of the 
respective U.T.S. values of the test-pleces.
More definitely it can be added that as an alloy 
steel has a relatively high yield point with poor work- 
hardening qualities the tooth asperities which are so 
small as to be of no consequence when a carbon gear 
is employed, do actually assume a significauice that 
cannot be ignored. The difficulty can be satisfactorily 
overcome by employing one of the new E.P. lubricants 
suitable for turbine machinery; the function of the 
additive material in these oils is to form a sulphide 
or an oxide locally on the tooth surface where the 
temperature is raised by metallic contact, thereby 
not only preventing molecular cohesion but corroding 
the local high spot and affecting a so-called 
chemical polishing. After running for a few hours 
with such an oil the gears are seen to have achieved 
a particularly fine polish. Fig. 8 shows Talysurf
g
b
Fig.8. Talysurf Records
a. Before running with an E.P. lubricant.
b. After running with an E.P. lubricant.
records of tooth pinion surface before and after such a 
run with E.P. lubricant. It is to be noted that the 
Talysurf undulations before running, being on a highly 
magnified scale, correspond with Tomlinson undulation 
records in the "as shaved" condition shown in Pig. 7. 
Subsequent trial-and-service records on two vessels 
show that such a combination of alloy steels when 
running /
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rurining with an E.P. lubricant have a value of 
at least 1*15, there being no evidence of scuffing 
under any conditions to indicate what the actual top 
limit may be,, although disk testing might suggest 
the value to be between 1* 40 and 1*90.
An alternative to the use of a combination of 
alloy steels for high duty is the adoption of an alloy 
steel of high U.T.S. for the pinions running with a 
carbon-steel rim having a relatively high carbon 
content. Opinions have been divided on the point but 
it does appear that with suitable heat treatment an 
increase from 0*3 to 0*4 per cent carbon results in a 
steel having higher fatigue resistance proportional 
to the increase in U.T.S.
The adoption of case hardened gears is slow in 
the marine industry due to the present uneconomical 
character of its application to large units and the 
mathematical treatment which has been described 
applies specifically to carbon steel gears or through 
hardened alloy steel gears running with through hardened 
alloy steel pinions.
Nevertheless the system of design criteria 
propounded will have equivalent application to case 
hardened gears with the use of material constants 
determinable from current researches on such gears.
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APPENDIX 2 
FLEXIBILITY OF GEAR TEETH
Full-size sample8 of long, single teeth have been 
machined integral with supporting flanges and subjected 
to loading with short, blunt knife-edges as shown by 
Fig. la and b, deflexions being measured with a see-aav 
toe registering on a clock gauge with ^.^1^ - inch 
calibrations.
The line of contact of typical helical gears was 
drawn on the tooth and equally loaded successively at 
six equidistant stations into which it was divided, 
the deflexion being recorded at each of the stations 
for every load, giving thirty-six readings for each 
test. Corresponding readings were taken for replica 
rack and involuted pinion teeth and for every two 
such sets of thirty-six readings the following process 
of evaluation was adopted. The constant load was 
imagined to be multiplied by respective factors a, b, 
c, d, e, or f depending upon its staiiion, the reverse 
sequence being adopted for rack and pinion teeth when 
counting from the tip of the teeth in each instance.
The deflexions were multiplied by the same appropriate 
factors so that at each station the summation of six 
deflexions became an algebraic expression involving 
the six letters. Such expressions for stations cf the 
same letter on rack and pinion teeth were then added 
to give six further expressions of a similar 
character, and these represented the combined deflexi< 
of rack and pinion teeth at each of the six stations, 
and these of course must be equal and were represent 
by a single constant.
Solution /
Solution of the six simultaneous equations gave the 
combined deflexion of the teeth for the chosen line of 
contact so far as bending and shear were concerned. Any 
irregularities due to the inability of locating the 
recording toe at the point of load, which applied to a 
sixth of the readings, were evened out by graphing each 
of the seventy-two readings of a combination before 
forming the equations.
This method of loading the teeth gave a measure of
the distribution of load along the line of contact and
overcame the vital uncertainty of minute contact attend­
ing the use of a loading edge the full length of the 
line of contact.
Furthermore, in the nature of a corollary to this 
method of calculation, the six unknown factors in the 
final equations can be equated so that each equation 
gives a different total deflexion, the differences 
being the mirror reflection of the correction required
to involute form to secure uniform loading from tip to
root of the teeth for any chosen magnitude of loading.
The satisfactory nature of the equipment having 
been demonstrated there were the effects of many 
variables to be examined, viz.:
Influence of involuting to represent 
different pinion diameters.
Different rack tooth forms.
Influence of altered an^es of line of contact 
to represent different helical an^es.
Influence of length of tooth in giving greater 
flexibility at ends of helices.
A very large number of readings would be required 
to cover this investigation fully and this has not been 
possible; indeed it would be all too easy to over­
elaborate the problem at this stage. The following 
approximations have been evolved from the results of
some twenty tests.
Involuting has the opposite effect, on flexibility
to that which might be imagined, because of the 
intensification /
intensification of loading nearer the root of the 
pinion teeth, thus offsetting the lesser beam strength. 
Repeated readings showed pinion tooth forms, for ^
average diameter relative to pitch, in mesh with a 
rack tooth giving leaser flexibility in the ratio 
0'82/cos^lp^ as compared to rack tooth with rack tooth 
having the same diagonal length of line of contact 
(albeit an imaginary condition).
It was not possible to define the varying effects 
of tooth depth, flank angle, and helical angle by any 
simple relationship, or indeed by any relationship at 
all until another unexpected feature was recognized.
As the helical angle is reduced the increased angularity 
of the line of contact results in the deflexion normal 
to the tooth (in terms of in. per lb. per in. of true 
load on the load line) increasing, but this effect is 
reversed with further reduction of helical angle, 
because of the relatively greater buttressing effect 
of the adjacent unloaded portions of the tooth as the 
contact line shortens further. The effect is modified 
by the factor required to convert the deflexions to a 
tangential direction to suit the calculations for 
pinion distortion given in Appendix 3*
The expression derived for the normal bending and
shear deflexion of the loaded portion of a long tooth,
except at the ends, expressed in inches x 10^ per lb,
per in. of load along the load line, is:
/0-O&5 Q.as\ I  ^  Q
BSN* -
'  ^ t r  ;:'i -
There is a noteworthy significance in the com­
ponents of this expression. The first term in the num­
erator is due to parallel loading at zero helical angle 
and was readily assessed from measurements,on short 
lengths /
lengths of teeth. The second term in which
1/ A.ccc / I X, ± (being proportional to the
J ™  ^ ratio of the longitudinal
to radial lengths of the 
contact line)
represents the increase in deflexion relative to a more
radially loaded tooth as the helical angle increases.
The exponential function in the denominator where
e = 2*718 represents the stiffening effect of the long
unloaded portions of teeth.
The term introduces for closer re-
M S
flection of bending and shear effects, functions related 
to full depth and tooth thickness as distinct from 
active depth and pitch, with numerical constant arranged 
so that the term approximates to 1*0. The expression 
satisfies experimental results within - 10 per cent.
The factor required to convert this bending and 
shear deflexion into a tangential direction per lb. per 
in. of face width of gear is shown;
&  =  &  r , . u k . 5 h ^ i
B S T  Bski L S Cosher J 
To obtain the total tooth deflexion, there must be
added to this an amount representing the Hertzian 
depression and compression of the mating teeth. Sub­
stituting in equation (6) of Niemann's D.S.I.Ii.
Sponsored Research Report No.3 (1949) the appropriate 
expression in a direction normal to the teeth is given 
by p
N =  O-OÔfi'7 2550 ^  —  Û ’ÛKôtï
The log term in is relatively insensitive and
hence it is reasonable to simplify the expression and 
to eliminate p, D@, and , which is a function of P (see
Appendix 5), by taking p/Dg = 0*050 (normally varies
0*030- 0*075) and P/De = 70, whence and converting to
the /
' ^9
the tangential direction again aa above
H .
sin CaS
( È ü  - kHz')
h,.' \f H
h
where H =  0-O36S h .5 Ce*S^  ^
This can, in fact, be substituted by the wholly 
empirical expression
10' 2 S ^jp
Finally, the total tangential deflexion of the 
teeth in a circumferential plane in in. per lb. of 
tangential load per in. of face width of gear is given 
by
8&-
G>
The expression within the brackets from which 
certain terms cancel is graphed in Pig.2.
It was originally thought to be something of a 
disadvantage that, by the method described, only the 
bending and shear effects could be actually measured 
and that resort had to be made to calculation for 
the Hertzian effect, but reference to the factor X^, 
which is introduced in Appendix 8, shows that there has 
in fact been considerable advantage in obtaining such 
a separation of the deflexions.
APPENDIX 3
MALDISTRIBUTION OP TOOTH LOADING WITH PINION 
15Tg!rcmTOiriJNÏÏER 73'OTOTO' BEITOINiS m  T055IÔN 
--------- MOTürPTEÏÏ' Br'fôûl H.BEP i m O S ---------
The helix of a double helical gear with the 
significant maldistribution of load is the one adjacent 
to the driving end. A method of assessment is 
introduced by Fig. 10, it being assumed that the
0 »  DIAMETER AT MID-ACTIVE DEPTH OF TEETH
INITIAL ASSUMPTION POR WHICH 
SUBSEQUENT CORRECTION IS MADE
"  TANGENTIAL LOAD, LB, PER IN.
ir/2
0 J
Fig.10. Loading on Pinion Helix.
loading along the helix takes a parabolic form 
represented by a + bx^, x being distance axially 
along the helix from the inner edge of the helix, 
a correction being made subsequently for the gap.
It can readily be shown that if I = transverse 
moment of inertia and m equivalent tangential 
bending/
/bending deflexion over the helix of a gear in single 
engagement
Ell cos’4^1, ■= +
Likewise the twist over the helix, expressed as a 
tangential movement at the mid-active tooth depth 
radius, is given by
E i t ^ =  #  ft
Taking = tangential flexibility of teeth per unit 
tangential load per in., from Appendix 2, the 
differential tangential load between the two ends of 
the helices bB^ produces a movement b B ^ . w h i c h  must 
equal  ^ • Substituting and transposing
_  ftis) + (i
o- E  E  
64 (b ) [ ^ ( b ) ’■(c b
%
the maximum load/inch =  a + b B
the average load/inch F* — B  " 3 b
whence
V=> I -H ^  bB’A
. The cumbersome solution of the above equations 
may be graphed and an empirical relationship derived 
to give an expression for Pm/P in terms of the 
proportions of the gears and the tooth flexibility, 
it being reasonable and in the interests of simplicity 
to take
L “  B  + ifD
In so deriving the final expression, consideration 
must be given to the effect, significant at the highly 
loaded end only, of the greater flexibility of the ends 
of the teeth due to absence of the full buttressing 
of continuous teeth. It is found from the experimental 
results of tooth flexibility that quite a close 
approximation/ V
/approximation is given by taking a corrected width 
of helix as (B - 3s). To this must be added a 
correctioi. for the unloaded gap between tue helices, 
a good a proximation being half its axial width in 
relation to the whole width of the two helices.
Thu diar.eter of the pinion is confirmed by 
experiment to be correctly taken as the diameter at 
mid-active depth of tue teeth, namely, B + (2m - l)s. 
Tuning coa «  1*015Cast^the final expression for the 
distortion coefficient for a double-helicol pinion 
in single engagement without centre bearing is 
^ I  S€'c
P  l(o (5^  % IÔ^ I 33 + (2vrx- \ ') j
For a locked train pinion in double engagement at 
130 deg. spacing, there is no bending term and the gap 
between the helices has no bearing on the distortion. 
The quantity bB^/a is as above but v/itnout the bending 
terms (identifiable by the factor S-ec'^  ^ and
the final similarly derived expression is
^  1 ^ Y
P  IS-S \. I \+(2w,-i)s  y
Important derivations from these values are 
theoretical expressions for the ratio of face width 
to pinion diameter to give the least intensity of 
local loading on the teeth.
Taking the case of a gear in single engagement and 
letting (W + 6s) = (W - 2), which conveniently
is the same reduction in width customarily used to 
assess average tooth loading, it follows that
/it follows that
_  a F  R,
~ ■ p
=  2 F + A(w-zY®j
\ \'2*Swhere /\ _  Sec
IG A ICb^ \ 4
Differentiating
4 5 = .  =  2 F  
d(w-z') . l^ -zT ^
/ \0'S
^ + I'SA(vJ-2) S= O
when (W - 2) is at its most advantageous value of, 
say, (V/' - 2), whence
By a similar process for a pinion in double 
engagement at 180 deg. spacing
VJ-Z ^ 4.A-
Broad Relief of Helix. The tooth surface towards 
the loaded end of the helix at the driving end of 
the gear can be shaved to reduce thickness about 
0.00025 inch on the ahead flank just without loss of 
witness when marking the gears in mesh according to 
the best practice, the effect being tapered off to 
cover one-third of the helix width.
V/hen such procedure is adopted
For single engagement in the expression for Pm/P
and W'/D, then becomes replaced by (<S x
V ^  P  cai trj
the transposition being subject to the condition that 
as a first approximation to the optimum face width 
ratio, Pm/P remains equal to 1.67. The inclusion of 
a loading term illustrates the fact that a static 
correction can only give effect as a function of the 
load.
For/
For double engagement the substitution of 5.^  -f. lO
in the expression for Pin/P and W'/D is by
this being based on ^
appropriate to the optimum face width ratioat!^ = 2*0 
From the description in text ^  but
«3 r
*0^ I'O I'Z for sin^e and double engagement 
respectively.
APPENDIX 4
MALDISTRIBUTION OP TOOTH LOADING AS PURTMER
lAODin^l) DY "sLËw ÜP-JÛÜRIUL'S"!!]' mÂiiim ’CITTTlm.
It may be deduced very approximately from work 
carried out by Pametrada on the attitude of journals 
in bearings that with a constant viscosity of 
lubricant corresponding to average pinion bearing 
conditions, an inequality of bearing load on a 
two-bearing pinion of - 1 per cent produces a combined 
slew of the journals in the plane of the load of
u X,
a  s Pfe
M
|oo<=>
the diametral bearing clearance also being expressed
in these units.
Por a double-helical pinion in single engagement,
taking account of the different loading characteristic
on the helix adjacent to the untorqued end it can be
shown, taking moments, that the percentage inequality
/ y-s
of load on the two bearings is Z \ ^ )
Slew is similar in its effect to broad relief 
of the helix in reducing Pm/P, and hence from the 
reasoning given in Appendix 3, it follows that
is reduced to, say, by the
factor 1 vi-s
I N. Db ot X K
0*S X Pb . P CûiCT.
The effect of the correction is usually less than
10 per cent and in this circumstance simplification
by approximation is desirable and accordingly the 
following relationships are adopted;
d= D t = | û  ; §  = '•' ; ;
vL lO^*= G'4-Z. .
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It then follows that
Pw>\' ^_jvj  _  I 4-----e ____!—
p )  - '
where t Q>*^5 N
Taking N as a constant (see Appendix 7), 
givingD N = 325 (as adopted for the general case 
shown by Fig. 5), and using C q  for the distortion 
coefficient in lieu of corresponding to the effect 
of instead of ^ / p  » then
c  =  I 4-
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APPENDIX 5 
HERTZIAN STRESS COEFFICIENT - 0^
_ _ . CL I Pni • ET. Cûs O’
Hertzian stress O.
S
Hertzian stress coefficient
2 _  P n £  Ces <T
" ■ 2-85 ’ S'.A<fr
=  ^ . k„ / 12-a X \cf 
p
lie "
r- P  Ic
For the determination of
p  = p  R. — — . Cb
^  % COST. Cosvfw
9 *  (1:22^ +  i  D e ■
&  ^ L "U* J
L_ Ù'%hS.co&<r 
. s\n
ayvdl Coô ‘^ T H  Cos
whence L —  ^  4^ -^»
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APPENDIX 6 
OIL FILM PRESSURE GOEPFIOIENI - C p
Martin (1916) has shown that between two loaded teeth: 
Maximum oil film pressure oC ylx. J
Load carried per inch of tooth oC ^ - V r -
In expanding Pf in terms of the following
relationships are used :
P k i  ( “S e e .  A jp 'p -C 'o d L w  S ^  
oC H. W . "SlfL
Re oc D«. cr
i D,' V p  ' Ni''»
Neglecting the near unity term in the square bracket, 
the oil film pressure coefficient may now be expressed 
as
whence ^  S. 4L
P
e
«C F>
L ^ C q . w V
%. . M''»
where
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APPENDIX 7
TOOTH SURFACE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT - C p
The true maximum shear stress below the working 
surface of the tooth must be reflected by a combination 
of and Cp. • An approximation to such a combination, 
at least so far as the relationship between the 
maximum stress and the applied load to the tooth is 
concerned, is made feasible without recourse to 
indefinite assumptions by the chance similarity of 
CvA and , the latter containing the denominator 
term which the former lacks.
The simplest solution would be to take as 
representing the combined condition, and indeed no 
definite information is available to suggest any other 
course. General practice, in so far as it is 
presumed to reflect a consistent factor of safety, does, 
however, lend support' to making this convenient assump­
tion, as the following will show.
For many years (Douglas 1940) it has proved 
satisfactory to design for the widely differing 
conditions of primary and secondary gears by taking 
= constant, and despite general recognition 
of the theoretical value of P/De (Merritt 1954) as 
representing the Hertzian stress, it will be found that, 
comparing the successful highest loaded small and 
large gears, the ^  index represents practice.
If a large number of gears of all sizes are plotted 
on logarithmic paper on co-ordinates of De and N, it 
will be found that, by and large, D@ varies inversely 
as « There is nothing fundamental in this fact, 
any more than there would appear to be in the 
rule/
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/rule, but taken together, when representing the 
same group of successful gears, they reflect the
P  p  y  ^
constancy of
It is proposed here to adopt this quantity as 
the basis for representing tooth surface stress, 
but the subject requires more investigation. Actually 
it is difficult to see how this can be done other than 
by a long-term examination of the service performance 
of gears designed on this basis, having good initial 
tooth contours unblemished by initial scuffing or 
any preventative measures taken in that connexion.
It does, however, seem possible that as, say, 
increases relative to the cube of the K 
factor, reflecting an increase in the effectivelength 
of oil film relative to the 'Hertzian flat', that the 
oil-film pressure criterion will play a greater part 
in the combined effect, and that the index of N in the 
load formula will increase numerically. It is 
under such circumstances that the advantages claimed 
for the all-addendum tooth at high speeds, and known 
not to apply at low speeds, could be rendered effective, 
perhaps owing to a reduction in the peak of the oil 
film pressure which in fact reaches its maximum where 
it is being translated in its position relative to the 
meshing centre by a change-over in the direction of 
sliding.
Accordingly/
5^
Accordingly, surface pressure coefficient C p  
s given by p  , ., .
, C p =  ^ - K  =  K
\ I" IS C o  cos
here =  — T ' T ; —
p ■ I )
The numerical coefficients for kp and subsequently 
or and have been chosen to meet the 
equirements discussed in the text.
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APPENDIX 8 
ROOT STRESS OQEFFiaiENT -
Root bending stress at approximately mid-height of
root fillet of pinion teeth
C, _  Fn . C.OS, . X(â- X æ
" h?
-= £  . k- k 1 3 0  
*
Root stress coefficient
C r  =  A ,  =  V<,k„
For the determination of 
(see Appendix 5)
^  'C
t3=.(o-4a|o+-2f>3Wil;„')
The expression in the square bracket and following 
thereafter gives an approximation to reduction in 
thickness from rack to involute form.
=  I + 2Sgianip„ys a stress raiser
for the rack tooth fillet as adopted by Timoshenko 
and Baud (1926). The correction is not susceptible 
to more elaborate treatment, the fillet curve varying 
as it does with different diameters of gear cut by 
the same hob.
Xj is a stress modifier having regard to a 
helical tooth as distinct from a spur tooth to which 
the stress would otherwise apply. Measurements have 
been taken from a strain gauge recessed into the 
supporting flange in way of the root fillet to obtain 
relative values from one of the specimen teeth 
described in Appendix 2 and it has been determined that, 
as compared with a spur tooth, the root stress varies 
very/
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/very closely as the measured normal deflexion of 
the teeth (excluding Hertzian depression) as given 
by 5. • It is therefore convenient to take X ,
as the ratio of this deflexion at the required helical 
angle to the deflexion, at zero helical angle. It 
is a function of flank angle and helical angle and 
is graphed in Pig. 11
Pig. 11. Relative Deflexion of Helical to Rack Teeth
the square root of the function being taken for 
convenience in plotting. (The position of maximum 
stress lies about one-sixth the length of the line 
of contact from and within the normal section through 
the outer end of the line.)
Values of ^ < 5 cx given in Table 3»
from which it will be seen that for Q « 30 deg. both 
tooth forms d and e have the value 1.0.
Table 3. Values o f X s jT 6 7  cos2 <j
Flank angle, 
</'N» deg.
X s f l - b l  COS2 a
Helical angle, deg.
0 10 20 30 40
14i 060 0 68 083 1 00 116
16 060 0 70 086 1 00 109
20 0 60 076 0-95 096 090
22 i 06 0 080 100 0 92 080
It is convenient to teüce a function of tooth form 
Particular/
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Particular values of Y are ^iven in Table 1, 
from which it is seen that each of the tooth forms 
c, d, and e has value 1.0.
It CcUi now be stated that
ApPhhPIX 9 
OCUPFInG CRITERION - 0^
In addition to the proportionalities given in 
Appendix 6 kartin (1916) has also shown that the 
effective length of loaded oil film between tv/o 
teeth A / n O ‘S
The author has previously suggested (Davis 1941) 
that a criterion of failure of the oil film at the 
incidence of scuffing may be taken as an expression 
of work done on the film at the end of recess,viz.,
■
viscosity and coefficient of friction being constant 
at the conditions pertaining to failure.
For convenience the square root of this expression 
is taken and transposed becomes
In expanding the terms, the following additional
relationships are used:
2.fe7 w. ■£> . co&^ ''^ cr
dc t<xvi
There v/as an earlier impression that for an 
equal addendum gear (m = 0.5) the conditions 
appertaining to the beginning of approach were more 
onerous and should supplant consideration of those 
for the end of recess, and this conception influenced 
the adoption of m = Go6 for many gears. Recent 
observations have shown this to be misleading, and 
also that conditions promoting scuffing in approach 
and recess are approximately equal when m - Go 5.
This/
This theoretical criterion for scuffing may then 
be expressed as
torn
omitting the relatively insignificant product term(1Î 3^Cos cr
From the considerable amount of evidence, largely 
accumulated during 1939-45 on classes of vessels rather 
than individual examples, it is apparent that this 
formula is at fault in practice in that it assumes 
an even bearing down the depth of the teeth, whereas 
at least in the case of a new vessel, this often does 
not apply.
It may be considered that for a new gear the 
breadth of marking bears no relationship to the depth 
of the teeth, or possibly that it increases somewhat 
with increase of pitch. A good reflection of 
practical results is obtained if, in fact, the depth 
of contact on a new gear is taken as proportional to 
*n/^ regardless of s instead of being theoretically s.
Thus the above criterion requires revision for 
new gears by inclusion of the factor , when
the scuffing criterion may be expressed;
^5 =  K.\fg
where r Z T T
• ^r\
D . N  fan
(To avoid confusion it is to be noted it is fortuitous 
that this particular numerical coefficient is 100.)
APPBIÆ)IX 10 
CARDINJÜJ RELATIONSHIPS OF DESIGN
Flank Angle and Tooth Depth. An examination of the 
expressions for kp and kg reveals that while a large 
depth ratio s/p is beneficial to the former, it may 
have to be sacrificed to avoid scuffing» It is an 
unhappy fact that the amelioration is only to the 
square root power of the sacrifice, but it is mitigated 
by the maximum opportunity being taken when reducing 
depth ratio of increasing flank angle which benefits 
in proportion to its tangent in reduction of liability 
to scuffing.
Referring to Fig. 10, the tooth forms e, d, and 
c form a consistent series in meeting these requirements 
progressively and from the points of view referred to, 
the best tooth form for a particular example will be 
the one of these three nearest to the bottom of the 
list that is immune from scuffing.
But another consideration arises. The least 
tooth pitch for satisfactory root strength will be 
employed to ensure the best conditions of operation 
as reflected by quietness. The deep tooth form e 
is at the limit for practical hobbing with a tooth 
pitch of inch and it is considered that any smaller 
pitch of this form would lead to severe trouble with 
hob breakages. For pitches smaller than inch 
tooth form e should therefore be avoided.
Now, if the scuffing factor is low and the design 
is not being influenced by this consideration sind, in 
addition, the tooth pitch is going to be less than
"T ■
inch,there is best advantage in matching the 
otherwise/
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/otherwise unwanted reduction in s/p with the greatest 
possible increase in strength to keep pitch to a 
minimum* The consistent series d, c stemming from e 
in practice meets this requirement, but it is of 
interest to consider the minor divergence that is 
involved relative to the theoretical optimum condition. 
The attainment of maximum s/p combined with maximum 
flank angle for each tooth of the series has resulted 
in a relatively small fillet, which, by Appendix 8, is 
shown to give a maximum Y value to the series, 
reflecting a fillet stress raiser overbalancing the 
greater root thickness associated with a big flank 
angle. This tends to be an over-theoretical 
consideration because localized yielding v/ould relieve 
this highly localized stress were the factor of safety 
to be severely reduced by, say, malalignment, but if 
taken at its face value, the conditions under immediate 
review would be best met by a reduction in s/p retaining 
14i deg. flank angle, towards a form intermediate to 
those represented‘.by ^e and a in Fig. 10. Iso such 
intermediate form is, in fact, in existence and its 
variation from d would be so small as to make its 
inception facetious. • As tooth form d is suitable 
for hobbing to the smallest desired pitch, no occasion 
can arise to justify the use of form a. Thus the 
consistent series, e, d, c meets all possible 
requirements.
Helical Angle. The co;i::ion multiplier of each of 
the expressions Cp, Cçç, and (Z^ is affected by helical 
angle, but reference to Appendix 11 will show the 
significance of the statement that it is only in its 
application to the master expression C p  taat it is of 
consequence in that the effect cancels out on the slave 
expressions/
/expressions and . The effective component &f
Cj^ is seen in the differential value dPm appearing 
in the expression for optimum width ratio in Appendix 3> 
namely, ^Cos y , l O ^ ^ ® , The effect of this
factor is approximately to reduce or increase the 
allowable loading on 144 scid 16 deg. teeth of the 
consistent series by about 3 per cent depending upon 
whether the helical angle is reduced from 30 to 20 deg. 
or increased to 40 deg. respectively. In the case, 
however, of the 224 deg. tooth of the series, the idea 
of consistency breaks down in that such an alteration 
in helical suigle has virtually no effect on the load- 
carrying factor C p  as a study of values in Table 1 
will show.
An inspection of the expressions C p  , C^. , and Cc, 
will show that the only other respect in which helical 
angle affects the design is in its effect upon root 
stress. The effect is best shown by plotting component 
factors of C^ on a basis of CT, namely, the function 
Cos Xg
Vp Cûs’^cr, L' fa. . D/p J
The character of X,j- in relation to <T does not alter 
within the norm^ limits of the variables concerned and 
the typical example given by Pig. 12. applies to m = 0.5 
and D/p = 1.8. An examination of this graph reveals
3
1
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Pig. 12. Relative Stress at Root of Teeth 
the further inconsistency of the series in that, from 
the/
/the point of view of minimum tooth stress, a flank 
angle of 224 deg. is favoured by an increase to a 
helical angle of 40 deg. whereas the 144 and 16 deg. 
teeth of the series are favoured by a small helical 
angle. The rate at which the load on these teeth 
increases with increase in helical angle is greater 
than the simpler theory based on cos^CT (excluding 
tooth flexibility effects) would suggest, and for the 
purpose of comparison a curve of this simple 
trigonometrical ratio is shown on the same graph.
The conclusion to be drawn from this examination 
is that a reduction or an increase in tooth pitch of 
about 0=1 inch is brought about respectively by a 
reduction from 30 to 20 deg. or an increase to 40 deg. 
in helical angle for the 144 and 16 deg. teeth, the 
advantage of a lesser pitch being offset by the 
disadvantage of a lower load-carrying capacity as 
previously described. It is therefore the intention 
to strike a compromise and base subsequent expression 
on a 30 deg. helix for these two tooth forms. In the 
case of the 224 deg. tooth, subsequent analysis will 
show that its use could only be justified to take 
advantage of any amelioration of surface loading which 
the all-addendum characteristic might convey at high 
speeds.
Addendum Distribution. An examination of the expressicce 
for both Cfk and Cs shows that a disadvantage accrues 
in raising the proportion of pinion addendum to active 
depth above the minimum of 0.5 particularly in the case 
of Og. Prom such a viewpoint the only minor exception 
which could be acknowledged would be that, when a 
design is not being influenced by the consideration of 
scuffing/
/scuffing, a slight sacrifice might be accepted in Cp 
by accepting a small increase in m to enable a tooth 
pitch to be employed that might otherwise have been 
regarded as just too small.
However, some provision must be made in the 
general assessment of this position to take account 
of the peculiar conditions arising in the case of the 
all-addendum pinion tooth and to which reference has 
been made in Appendix 7. There is evidence to support 
the fact that under the high-speed conditions therein 
referred to, the lubrication conditions dictating the 
limit that otherwise applies to Cp are upset, enabling 
a somewhat higher tooth pressure to be sustained*
Values of Cp applying to high-speed naval gears listed 
in Table 2 support this view, but can be misleading 
to the extent that extremely limited time of operation 
at or near full power minimizes the demonstration of 
fatigue failure# First-hand experience available to 
the author is contradictory on the subject, but the 
impression is gained that the loss of s/p in adopting 
the large flank angle (that is necessary to depress Cg 
when an all addendum ratio is employed) and which 
reflects with disadvantage on the Cp factor is fully 
compensated by the effect of the all-addendum 
characteristic when the peripheral speed is sufficiently 
high* No account is taken of this possible amelioration 
in the derived formulae, but on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence, as described in Appendix 11 might be 
increased from 1,0 for high-speed all-addendum gears 
as a reflection of a peculiar lubricating condition; 
in such a way no confusion of the scuffing slave factor 
Cg/Cp is introducedo
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APPENDIX 11 
DERIVATION OF A LOADING PORlVlULA
It is the intention to express a loading formula as 
a C factor, where, K being the well-known P/De ratio.
C  =  K . k p £,<• &  cr IOÜ
ki
whichever is greatest*
This method of presentation has certain advantages 
which will become apparent. The terms outside the 
bracket represent the master equation, the bracketed 
quantities being slaves which only supply their quota 
to the final product if the conditions they represent, 
respectively root stress and propensity to scuffing, 
are vital in indicating the limitation of permissible 
loading.
There is an essential difference in the values to 
be desired of the two slave functions. For a well- 
designed gear with minimum pitch of teeth, for full 
loading 0^=0^^ = 100 and therefore kp= anct = i'Q- 
Natural limitations in available pitches will usually 
result in being different from and preferably
less than 1.0. On the other hand, for full loading
Cg will only equal 100 if the conditions of running 
make consideration of scuffing necessary, and under 
other circumstances to make C^ = ICO WDuld be to 
produce a grotesque design.
The best pitch can most readily be determined by 
equating kp and kp , but to enable this to be done to 
embrace the tooth forms covered by the series c, d, e, 
already established as relevant, it is necessary for 
simplicity of calculation and comparison to postulate 
a series of tooth forms differing slightly from the 
actual/
6G
/actual standards and which are defined by the 
following relationships: 
cos
tan 4)^ =  '/a -75
X o ^  ^ «  1*00 ^NNbicK jofesuwee, G = 3o^ wken
1-&7 cos*<r S /|3=0 'S l5  or Q.7G0 andl C =2o "
w W ^ n  •= O'G^€>
D^/ jq -= 0'&7^
Vn ?=- O' 5
The involuting expression forming the squared 
term in the denominator of is substituted by 
indices for the terms D@/p and s/p together with an 
appropriate numerical coefficient to reproduce the 
thickness reduction without significant error, whence 
using " to differentiate from the previous expressions.
v " ( i r a T "
Now equating kp
p .
If pf is the pitch actually to be fitted then 
kp" /
In preliminary design this is taken as equalling 1.0.
An expression for /kp is obtained from the 
formulae quoted but this contains p which obviously 
must be replaced by p^, but it is convenient to follow 
this by multiplying by p/p, the numerator being in the 
expanded form already given above which neatly combines 
with other terms in the equation and the denominator 
being bracketed with pj. to give p^/p, which would be 
taken as 1.0 in the initial stages of design when neither 
p nor p^ were known, whence/
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/whence
)<'
k;
(ir^ r #
2  a.
0'\Q.S
The full significance of depth ratio in its 
effect upon scuffing is clearly seen from this 
equation*
The G factor may now be written
) V )
û'S ^
l^J 2-z{^ A
bt 1*00
whichever is greatest.
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APPENDIX 12.
MATERIAL CONSTANTS
All the foregoing remarks have assumed the use of 
materials and lubricants referred to in the second 
paragraph of the text under 'Tooth Loading Criteria'.
A later section of the lecture refers to the use of 
other materials and as the effect of such variants 
is not the same on the different criteria, it is 
desirable to make suitable provision in the formulae 
when presenting a complete system of design.
A fundamental property of a material used for 
gear teeth is its fatigue strength, and in general, 
if not in particular, this may be taken as proportional 
to the Ü.T.S.
Assuming a chosen pinion steel to have U.T.S. equal 
to U as distinct from the normal 45 tons per sq. in. 
then the material constant which affects rootMl?
stress, being a factor in the denominator of the root 
stress criterion C^, is equal to U/45.
The effect on the pitting criterion 0^ is more 
complex^
Appendix 5 shows Hertzian stress to vary as K^.
Appendix 6 shows oil film pressure to vary
a. _
Appendix 7 adopts the relationship that the stress 
below the surface of the tooth is a function of K/N^
This might imply that this actual stress is regeurded
as being proportional to
Then the corresponding material constant appearing in ^
the denominator of the pitting criterion is
but this requires experimental verification and possible
qualification with relation to pitch line speed, for
which/
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/which a small gear tester would be admirably suited.
It is assumed in each of these cases that no less 
than a corresponding increase is made in the U.T.S. of 
the wheel rim material.
The U.T.S. of the materials employed have no 
bearing on the propensity of a well-finished gear to 
scuff, this being some function of the relation between 
the molecular structures of the materials themselves 
and the properties of the lubricant. Disk testing in 
a laboratory can be a guide to the development of new 
materials and lubricants in this connexion, and the 
running of test gears under carefully controlled 
conditions should eliminate bitter experience afloat. 
The corresponding material constant in the denominator 
of the scuffing criterion is 0^^ , a value lower than 
1*0 indicating that by experience a particular 
combination of materials is liable to scuff at a 
proportionately lesser load than the normal materials 
referred to in the first paragraph of this appendix.
The reference made in the text to factors of safety 
shows that must be cast to correspond with the 
fringe of scuffing when = 120.
APPENDIX 13
SOME NOTES ON THE PROCEDURE 
ÉEÿÈïiîlED To ik APPEÏTbll 2. 
ESTA!HLÏSHÏn Ù VAiiÜES FOR
— fu<m'~W ËTrETcm —
Computation of Measurementa
If two large helical toothed wheels are in mesh, 
the length of the line of contact between two teeth 
is a maximum; this is referred to as the rack tooth 
contact line and may conveniently be divided into 
100 equal sections, commencing 0 at the tip to 100 
at the root of the tooth.
If one of the wheels now be substituted by a 
pinion of average diameter relative to the pitch of 
the teeth, rack contact will commence at 0 but will 
terminate at less than 100. The contact line on the 
pinion tooth may be similarly equally divided into 
100 equal sections commencing external to the line at 
point 0^  corresponding to the full nominal active tooth 
depth, lying on the circle which is tangential to the 
tip circle of the wheel and finishing at 100* at the 
tip of the tooth. On account of the curvature of the 
pinion its divisions are longer than the rack 
divisions.
The determination of the reference stations 
referred to in Appendix 2 is cairried out geometrically 
giving a result of which the following is an example 
relating particularly to a 14" P.C.D. pinion and rack 
with 0*7" pitch teeth, tooth form (e), addendum 
distribution Yn = 0*5
Rack contact commences 0, finishes 92, length 4*05"
, , (100=4.+")
Pinion " " 15, " 100
Reference stations, being centre points of six 
equally divided loading sections on full 
contact line on rack:- 8, 25, 42, 58, 7^ , 92
Ditto contracted to occupy shortened rack contact 
line distance of 92 :- 
7, 23, 39, 53, 69, 85
By/
By geometry these points are in respective 
contact with the following pinion points 
17', 27' , 39' , 53'. 70', 91'
The actual measurements were based on straight 
sample teeth of rack and appropriate involute profile 
respectively, the six stations referred to in Appendix
2 being 8,--  92 as above. Interpolated readings were
calculated for 7,—  85 on the rack and for I7J 91^
on the involuted form. To demonstrate their character 
these values are given in Table 4 for individual 
loadings of I8OO lbs.
Loading
Position
Deflexion in /lO,000" at
B D E P
Rack profile
7 szA
23 B
39 atC
53 D
69 E
85 — F
12.5
4.0
1.0 
0*1
4.0
9.0
3*0
0.7
1.2
2.9
6.0
2.2
0.5
0.6
0.9
2.1
4-2
1.6
0-3
0.4
0.6
0.7
1.6
2-8
1-2
Involute profile
17 » A 
27'= B
39'= 0 
53'= D 
70'= E
2.8
1.4
0.5 
0.5 
0. 2
91 F
1.0
3-8
1.6
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.1
1.1
4.7
1.9
0.8
0.3
0.2 
1-3 
6. 0 
2.3 
1.0
0.3
1.5
8.2
3.1
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.1
2-0
0.4
2.0
12.5
Table 4
Taking the loads at A, B, as (a, b, ) I8OO
and the common combined deflexion of rack and involuted 
forms as 100 x ins., then six equations can be
established /
established, viz ; -
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15* 3a + 5* 4b + l'5o + 0* 6d + 0* 2e 3k 100
5*0a +12*8b + 4* 6c + 1.3d + 0*5e + O.lf m 100
l*3a + 4* Ob +10.7c + 4*ld + l*3e + 0*3f as 100
0«6a + l*lb + 3"4o +10.2d + 3'9e + l*3f m 100
0*4a + 0*6b + 1.0c + 3.Id +11. Oe + 4.3f 100
0.1b + 0.2c + 0.9d + 3*le +14.5f 100
Prom which a = 4*54, 1b = 3*63, 0 = '4-78, d 5*05
e = 4*73, f = 5*51. (The significance of the 
character of this solution is shown by Pig. 6, drawn for 
a different tooth form.)
The total load to give the assumed deflexion is 
(a + b +  o + d +  e + f) 1800 = 28*24 x l800 lbs.
-4Whence the combined deflexion = 100 x 10
= 0*795 X 10""^ins/lb.per 
in. of 
contact 
1ength
No allowance is made for a small but indeterminate 
addition to stiffness consequent upon pinion 
tooth curvature along the line of contact
The expression for given in Appendix 2 has in
fact been formulated on the basis of addendum 
distribution m =» 0*6. This alteration of 
standard has a quite negligible effect on the 
foregoing loading equations but the length of 
the contact line is reduced from 4*05" to 3*95" 
and hence the combined deflexion (which may now 
be termed ) becomes
X = 100 X 10"4
1BÔÔ' X èB".-5’4/3.g5
= 0*775 X 10“^ins/lb. per in. of contact length.
A simplerapproximation can be made on the basis of 
measurements on the rack form only, assuming, 
initially, large wheels to be in mesh and taking 
the aforementioned reference stations 8, 25, 42, 
58, 75, 92 and their mirror reflections. The 
deflexion readings are those obtained from the 
rack profile prior to the interpolations of 
Table 4, and after evening up are given in 
Table 5 for the same individual loadings.
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Loading
Position
Deflexion in ^AO.OOO" at
A B 0 D E P
8 B A 12.2 3*9 1.1 0.5 0.3 -
25 » B 3*9 8.7 2.8 0.8 0.4 0.1
42 B C 0.9 2.8 5.5 2.0 0.6 0. 2
58 B D 0.1 0.6 2.0 3*8 1.5 0.5
75 = E - - 0.4 1.4 2.5 6.9
92 = P - - - 0.3 1.1 1*9
Table 5
Taking the loads at A & P, B & E, C & D as 
(a,b,o) 1800 respectively and the combined deflexion 
as before, then
14*la + 4.9b + 1.7c B 100 
5.3a +11.6b + 5«5c = 100 
l*9a + 5.4b +13'3o = 100 
Prom which a = 5*02, b = 4*90, c = 3*00 
The total load to give the assumed deflexion is 
(a + b + c) 2 X 1800 = 25*84 x I8OO lb.
At this stage the length of the contact line may be 
taken as 4*4" (100) consistent with the nature of 
the assumption, or as being compatible with an 
average ratio of pinion diameter/tooth pitch, 
in this case 4*05" (92).
The first method gives a combined deflexion of 
\-4100 X 10 
I B M  X S5.B4/^,4
and the second method
\-4
0*945 X 10”  ^iny'lb. per inch
v-6100 X 10 B 0*87 X 10" insAb. per inch.
IBM — 25.B4/4.05
Comparison with these of the more correctly determined 
value of 0.795 X 10“6 shows the effect (in 
substi-touting a pinion for a wheel) of the 
redistribution of loading, firstly along the 
shortened line of contact and secondly on 
equalized short lines of contact*
The /
The second method , (converting at the same time 
to the basis of m = 0*6) gives a ratio
•775 = -89-
Similar measurements and calculations made with 
pairs of teeth of forms (d) and (c) gave 
corresponding ratios *90 and *95, which 
may be fairly represented by the expression 
0* (giving *68, *89 and *9o for the
three cases respectively).
The use of this factor enables estimates to be 
made of combined wheel and pinion tooth 
deflexions on the basis of wheel tooth 
measurements only and this has curtailed 
the number of measurements required to give 
a broad impression of the significance of 
other variables involved in their effect 
upon tooth flexibility.
Co-ordination of Reaulia
The method by which the results have been 
co-ordinated is shown by the equation for 
Appendix 2 and in which the first term in the 
numerator represents the combined deflexion of wheel 
and pinion teeth at zero helical angle, namely (when 
y = 00 ) 0*052 'ha/t
As the line of contact for this condition is 
parallel with the teeth (as for spur gears), deflexion 
measurements were able to be made on conveniently short 
teeth, loaded their full length and using the same 
equipment already described. Pinion and rack teeth 
were loaded at their mid active depth (50) and the 
deflexions were recorded at this same d^th.
The second term in the numerator of the 
equation for 6 ^ ^  and the term forming the denominator, 
take reasoned form about the parameter y, which by a 
trial and error examination of the experimental 
evidence, is found to be of particular significance, 
representing as it does the ratio of the length of the 
contact line along the tooth to the differential 
radial /
radial distance between its ends. While the second 
numerator term nominally represents the increase in 
deflexion relative to a more radially loaded tooth 
as the helical angle increases, and the denominator 
term the stiffening effect of long unloaded portions 
of teeth, in fact the only distinguishing feature is 
that the latter is an exponential function which is 
appropriate to its designation, but there is no 
experimental evidence to delineate the terms.
Experimental values of obtained by the
methods here described are shown plotted on a base 
of helical angle in Fig.l3 which also shows the 
character of the derived expression and percentage 
discrepancies.
c
The derivation of the factor for the
conversion of the flexibility expression from 
representing conditions normal to a sin^e pair of 
teeth to deflexions in a tangential direction per unit 
load per inch width of gear face is as follows
Total length of teeth in contact over 1" width 
of gear face = No, of teeth in contact x length
of full tooth in contact 
over 1" axial band
to
y
Tangential load per inch length _
of tooth = P. [d -C-os
Normal P - co^ \
Cos"^ . CoS Yfj
~  P  ^
^  C«ss<3*. Cos
Let = deflexion normal to teeth = AN » ha. ^ BShJ
X.T = " tangential to gear = p
X , .  COSG-. CcS
_ P(y/p Costr. Coi 11J_
0SW
By /
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0*91 6 CoS <r
By approximation in Appendix 5,
coi
985 ( correapouding toCS** 30°)
CcSMV.
The value of m must be taken as for the calculation 
of the quantities, namely 0*6, the effect 
cancelling out so that does not alter with
variation of m.
Whence
/E.BSm
144
t-f t-f
4D'
For Ehd Effect aee Appendix 15.
APPENDIX 14 
ADDITIONAL NOTE ON TIP RELIEF
As referred to in Appendix 2, there is a corollary 
to the solution of the equations for variation in load 
along the contact line shown in detail in Appendix 13. 
This lies in determining the virtual variation in 
deflexion for uniform loading as reflecting an initial 
profile modification.
Taking the example following the loadings given 
by Table 4, as it is now stipulated that 
a = b = c = d = e = f ,  the combined tooth deflexions 
in ^ 10,000 inch along the load line must vary from 
station to station as defined by the L.H.S, of the six 
equations following the table namely 23*0 a, 24*3 a, 
21*7 a, 20*5 a, 20*4 a, 18*8 a.
The total profile correction that would be 
required to effect this condition as between the two 
teeth is then 5*5 a for a normal load per inch of 
contact line of
6 X 1800 a/4.05 or 2660a lbs/inch.
The full load figure to be expected on a gear of 
this size may correspond with a = -g-, whence the 
required profile correction in 0*00009" total for the 
two teeth (compare with 0*00005" given in text under 
heading of "Tip Relief" which applied to teeth of 
'* pitch having » 16° and = 0*76).
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APPENDIX 15 
SOME NOTES ON THE PROCEDURE REFERRED TO
IN' Aï>mï)îrT."r^!!ra5iT 5Hiy5 k 'stot buttun 
OFTOOTTXÜ'ÀStlTa AgRO'S^g''m’BEB"TOE:—
Loading Charaoteristic
The algebraical form to be assigned to the loading 
characteristic can best be considered by calculating, 
for a few significant cases, the pinion deflexion at 
the mid point along the helix due to such loading and 
comparing this with the tooth deflexion to which it 
should be equal but for any inaccuracy of the 
assumption.
p
The form taken in Appendix 3, (a + bx ), was 
first adopted for simplicity of expression and although 
the following examination shows the function 
(a + bx^ ^) to be slightly more accurate, the 
empirical solution of the dependent equation for 
Pm/P in Appendix 3 in fact more nearly satisfies the 
initial assumption of (a + bx^*^) than (a + bx^).
While the descriptive use of (a + bx^) is retained 
in Appendix 3» subsequent calculations on the 
corrections for the gap between helices and end 
effects in this Appendix 15 are based on (a + bx^'^ .
p
Reverting to the comparison between (a + bx ) 
and (a + bx?" it can first of all be shown on a 
basis of (a + bx^), taking L = B + -J-D, that if 
yg and tg be bending and torsional deflexions at the 
mid point of the helix corresponding to y^ and t^ 
rftdpectively at the end
E l  Ya =  b )
Taking a particular value of Cos , say 0*9, 
values Can be obtained for the ratio ^B + ^B
from /
and
from a consideration of tooth deflexion these should, 
if the assumption made for the loading characteristic 
is good, be equal to q »  ° ^
= 0*354 for (a + bx^) and (a + bx?"*^ ) characteristics 
respectively.
On the alternative basis of (a + bxP"'^), the 
expressions corresponding to those given in 
Appendix 3 for y* and t^ are
c r , =  0161 -b ^
and for L + B + -JD
£L. tg = 0-0657 bB"'*{|)V
For this case ^  J +
where _  â t a T + à s  'à)
Ol
64*
The following examples, taken with alternative 
values of S^ %\0^  ^ '30, *45 and *60, provide a suitable 
matrix for comparison.
I. Gears having 33% less width in relation 
to pinion diameter than the "optimum" 
as defined by
II. Gears having ^/b ratio to give ^  | by
the expression for single engagement given . 
in Appendix 3» (W + -J-G - 6s) being taken as 
1*85B, m = 0*5, =0*96.
III. Gears having 33% greater width than for II 
in relation to pinion diameter.
The /
The comparison is given by Table 6 which also 
vitally includes ^  values as calculated by the 
expression referred to in II above and distinguished 
by the heading "Derivation adopted". The close 
agreement between actual and "correct" values for 
 ^ ^ under the a + bx^'^ heading shows
how well the characteristic is represented by this 
expression, while the correspondingly close agreement 
between the Pm/p values obtained on the same basis 
as compared with the "derivation adopted", well 
supports an empirical expression based on this form.
Basis of calculation a + bx 2 a + bxl 5 Derivationadopted
St y- IC)'^ •3 •45 • 6 •3 •45 • 6 •3 •45 •6
Gears
Matrix for comparison I f
1-76 1^33-
d/b II
III
1-175 
. -88
•89 
• 665
I
I 1
Ya
I
II
III
•378 
• 343
•353
• 368 
•326
•3'f9
•342
•352
•367
•328
- - -
"Col'rect" value All •250 •354 -
I 1-29 - 1*29 1*26 - 1^26 1^24 - 1*24
II - 1^77 - - 1-70 - - 1-67 -
III 2-50 - 2^63 2^34 - 2 • 46 2^38 - 2-38
Table 6
A similar exeunination of the empirical expression 
derived for locked train pinions in double engagement 
at 180° spacing provides corresponding support for the 
treatment adopted, as shown by Table 7 for the same
% ratios.
Basis of calculation a + bx^ + bi^ 5
Derivation
adopted
y lO'* •3 •45 • 6 •3 • 45 * 6 •3 • 45 • 6
I •415 •416 •415 •415
y I I - •415 - - •415 - - - -
"Correct" value
I I I
All
•414
• 250
•414 •412
•354
•414
-
I 1. 22 - 1-20 1.20 - 1-16 1.17 - 1.15
^ " / p
I I - 1-45 - - 1-40 - - 1.35 -
I I I 1.85 - 1.75 1-76 - 1.67 1-67 - 1.59
Table 7
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correction for Gap betweftn Helices
Referring to the second and third diagrams in 
Fig.lO, the basic calculations for pinion deflexion 
are based on the moment of the bending moment 
diagram between 0 and A giving y ^ - , the 
differential deflexion (^^-^ 0 ) being the quantity 
required regardless of the fact that is assumed 
to be zero; but the fact that the inclination at 
0, , is taken as zero, represents in its full
consequence the temporary ne^ect of the central gap 
between the helices.
The area of the bending moment diagram between 
0 and C gives EI>t^= +
(again taking L » B + -J-D).
The expression for already referred to in 
this appendix, being in reality the quantity for 
£I(y^-yo) + £I , therefore requires correction in 
the ratio , _ ^ ^
bB*®(0-ÛS2.0-bSb|)+ OLS'^(|i 
which by inspection closely equals 1 + ^
In the derivation of the fundamental relationship
for » that which is really is
substituted by a function of <5.^  . As <5^  but not 
 ^ +• ^ appears in the derivation adopted for Pm/p
it is convenient to regard the gap correction as 
applying to and to state that should be
replaced by  ^ or that
— requires correction by the factor
An /
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An examination of the bending and torsional 
terms already quoted ( taking 0*3'^
gives
b B
\s
Cv. (b'û5a+ 0-6SS5 ^  + (b-231 + D'\39 f )
+• 6-463 {-|y
for
-==. say Y
The correction made in the derivation adopted 
^Pm - 1^ is t- g G  ^ g beings a CbnsZant^
whence %
^/b {' J
Taking the same broad range of sample gears 
chosen for Table 5 and with alternative values of
G/p, 0.1 and 0.5, the appropriate values of g  are
given by Table 8.
6-y It \ a>^ •3 •45 .6
•1 •5 •1 •5 •1 •5
Gears
D I 1- 76 - 1- 33
B II 1 00 -
III •88 - 665
I •200 •192 - - • 280 •260
% II - - •320 • 328 - -
III •360 •360 — — • 460 •420
Table 8
.The variation in 0 is small enough to justify 
establishing a constant value of j although has 
in fact been adopted to make suitable allowance for 
the 60° chamfer which it is customary to apply to the 
ends of the teeth.
correction for End Effect
Tooth flexibility meaaurements were extended 
to the ends of three specimen rack teeth to determine 
the relative increase of flexibility due to partial 
loss of end buttressing effect. Measurements obtained 
with tooth form (e) having 0«7" pitch and length of 
contact corresponding to d  = 30° are after evening up, 
given by Table 9 for 1800 lbs loads, deflexions being 
at the loading position in each case.
Loading
and
Deflexion 
Position
Deflexion in V l 0,000" with '
outei 
of CO 
di stg 
end c
0
end 0 
ntact 
meed f 
f toot
i"
f line
rom 
h by
line of 
contact 
central 
on long 
tooth as 
Table 5
inner 
line 0 
tact d 
from e 
tooth
i"
end of 
f con- 
istanced 
nd of 
by
0
8 = A 
25 = B
42 = C
58 = D
75 « E
92 = P
21*0
15*0
10*5
7*1
4*5
2*6
17*5 
13'0
9*3
6*5
4*0
2*3
15-2
11*0
7*7
5*2
3*2
2*0
12*2
8*7
5*5
3*8
2*5
1*9
12-2
8-8
5-8
4* 4
3*1
2*3
12*4
9*7
7*8 
6- 5 
5*0 
3*9
Table 9.
Considering the line of contact away from the ends 
of the teeth and excluding the effect of any load 
producing deflexion at another position on the contact 
line, the combined deflexion of A in contact with F is 
14*1, B with E 11*2, and C with D 9*3» averaging 
11* 5. But an examination of the solution on a more 
correct basis in conjunction with Table 5 shows the 
average combined deflexion for the same loading to be
\A-'\ g 4- b + c ^  15-0 
a  + b + c.
Considering /
Considering now the very commencement or the 
very end of contact, F on the driving tooth is in 
contact with A on the driven while B, C, D and E 
are unloaded and this provides a deflexion for the same 
intensity of loading of 3*9 + 21*0 = 24*9.
Consider now the position when the line of 
contact has just assumed its full length; A is in 
contact with F giving deflexion 21*0 + 3*9 = 24*9,
B with E giving 15*0 + 5*0 = 20*0, 0 with D giving 
10*5 + 6*5 = 17*0, averaging 20*6; the examination 
of the spreading effect of the deflexions in a 
central position suggests that this latter deflexion 
should be raised to 20*6 x 13' O/ll* 5 = 23*2.
When the contact line has moved further along
the tooth or about*65" across the face of the gear, 
the corresponding combined deflexion as so raised is 
16*5.
An examination of the deflexions shows that by 
the time the full contact line has travelled 3" 
along the teeth the loss of end effect is complete.
The co-ordination of these estimates can best be 
achieved graphically in relation to a particular 
example, say a 14" P.C.B. pinion, m = 0*5, face width 
27", gap 3" with average loading P * 10001bs/in.
L  = -415. lakinK Ss-= 1+.
= 0 +  )/( 1 + B ï %  )
being the loading at the outer end 
of the torqued helix without 
allowance for any end effect
whence a = 410, being the corresponding loading
at the central end.
The /
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The tangential Hertzian flexibility is given by 
t (l4- I'Z ) sin^ lA'/z**
O-OC.
^  0-4lS-O>OG
IO-2.S ^  0-3JS
C - 3 5 G
values are proportional to the combined 
deflexions deduced and when the is added, the 
load intensity which the teeth carry must locally 
be reduced in inverse ratio to the summations as 
compared with the central value (*415 in this case).
This further step in the calculation is shown 
in t abular form in Table10 and a first approximation 
to the resulting loading on the torqued helix of the 
gear exemplified by the graph in Pig.14.
Axial distance 
from middle of 
line of contact 
to central end 
of helix
inchea
Relative
combined
deflexiono
aa
deduced
Corresponding 
V. \o^ y 10^
Local value of F
To give 
average 
P - 1000 
without 
end
effects
To give 
reduced 
average P 
to tsüce 
account 
of end 
effects
0 24-9 • 68 •06 •74 410 305
1-75 23-2 •635 - •695 480 285
2*4 16-5 -45 •51 520 425
4-3 13*0 •355 - •415 675 675
6.75 " " - 930 930
9*2 " " " " 1240 1240
11-1 16-5 -45 " •51 1510 1230
11-75 23-2 -635 " -695 1610 960
13-5 24-9 .68 " •74 1885 1395
Tmbl# 10
-ts
t-ui V  !A44 '«F PfCft
■ vAg^ fc>c ^
The graph shows that the loss of end loading 
reduces the average load to P s 84O lbs/inch (it 
is more convenient for the present purpose to stop 
short of stepping up the whole of the loading to 
restore the original average figure). The reduced 
maximum load is Pm = 1340 lbs/in (excluding the 
peak of 1395 lbs/in. at the very end of the teeth 
which could never apply because of relief, and which 
varies slightly in the passage of contact from one 
tooth to another).
Thus the modified value of Pm/p = 1*60.
If the correction is to be provided in the basic 
formula for Pm/p by an equivalent reduction in face 
width of the gear, the reduction to give the desired 
effect in this case is 4*0".
Corresponding results with other two racks 
suggest that this figure can best be taken as a function 
of active tooth deptn which in this case is 6*25s.
For simplicity 6s has been adopted and the corrected 
formula for Pm/p is as given by Appendix 3»
APPENDIX 16
■SOIŒ NOTES ON THE PROCEDURE REFERRED TO 
IN' AÎ’ï’iiîÏJlï 4’ (nrVIïïS AM"'AtfRT)xlMATiON 
TZTTËE' EPPIj'CT' ÔF sLSW OP JOURNALS" IT
---------- ' s m m r u n r m K ----------
Based on the loading characteristic (a + bx ) as 
being sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this 
small correction, the system on the untorqued helix 
is given by
b B ^  +
JL2^
Cl
€>4-" \B/ '"T I 64-V.BJ ’^ 2 4 V B ^  ’ iao J
Taking 6^ = 0*4 x 10”^ the loading on both helices 
was evaluated for ^ = 0*8, 1.00 and 1«25 respectively 
giving relative values as shown by Table 11.
%
Torqued Helix Untorqued Helix
Maximum 
incraaent 
of load
i  b B V a
Uniform
Load Total
Uniform
Load
lOaximum 
increment 
of load 
ocibBVa
Total
0*8 1*94 I'OO 2-94 2-22 0-72 2'94
1.00 0.63 1.00 1.63 1.47 0.16 1.63
1.25 0.29 1.00 1.29 1.25 0.04 1.29
Table 13>.
The system of loads is shown diagramatioally on 
Fig.l5.
Taking moments about the bearing at the free end 
the percentage inequality of loading on the two 
bearings is found to be - 1»0, I-35 and 2*0 respective­
ly for the three examples, corresponding with
i o . 5 7 f r p f .
The further development of a working formula for 
the correction is described in Appendix 4.
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APPENDIX 17 
NOTES ON APPROXIMATIONS IN APPENDICES 5-12
Empirical expressions are introduced for ^  
(Appendix 5)^t^ (Appendix 8) and (Appendix 9),
each of which are accurate to - 3JÉ within the 
range of normal gear design.
The correct expression for ^  is given in 
Appendix 5 itself, the first term of the summation 
being appropriate to the zone of approach and the 
second to the zone of recess.
The function for tg is obtained from a 
graphical analysis.
The correct value of as applying to
recess is given by the expression 0
V 2. j
where is the portion of ^  referred to above as 
applying to recess.
In the assessment of stress at the root of 
the teeth, bending has been teiken as the criterion; 
direct compressive stress varies with quite a 
different function of tooth proportions but as it 
averages only about 6^ of the bending stress its 
neglect is justified by the complication and indeed 
the confusion avoided; shear stress gives a 
combined stress with bending which varies in 
relation to the pure bending stress approximately 
in proportion to , giving an extreme
variation of - 4^. With some additional 
complication this aspect can be incorporated into 
the calculations but without material effect on 
the final conclusions.
In Appendix 11, the conversion of the square 
of the involuting expression affecting tooth 
thickness /
G
y vO*t7
- ilthickness to the product — ^ ^
carried out with an error less than -
In each of these cases the relevant 
coefficients have been so arranged that the error 
is a minimum for gears of average proportions.
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APPENDIX 18
TYPES OP MARINE REDUCTION GEARS 
TO wKich TÉ'É K)é!egoii^ g ÀhAlŸdïë A1»PLIES
The three principal types of gear to which the 
criteria and various formulae apply are shown by 
the following three figures relating respectively 
to single reduction, double reduction articulated 
(or semi-articulated, depending upon whether solid 
or flexible type couplings are employed) and 
locked or divided train gears.
Pig. 16 - Single Reduction Gear.
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LQADINg on GEAR iPEETH (.
PORY/ARD - Recent cases of "scuffing”"of gear teeth 
have led to a general investigation and reconsideration 
of the knowledge relating to the loading and 
lubrication of gears, results of which are presented 
in this Report.
With particular reference to scuffing, the 
analysis has been greatly helped by the Admiralty 
Report E.W.24/250/41 dealing extensively with their 
experience in this connection. The final conclusions 
detailed in the present Report however give no 
evidence in contradiction to the essence of the theory 
as derived from the limited information formerly in 
our possession, and as stated in our letters to 
Messrs. Parsons dated 10th and 25th June 1941.
Upon more detailed investigation *e find that the 
incidence of scuffing appears to be closely related to 
a simple expression, representing the work done per 
unit volume of oil film by the frictional forces 
arising from sliding action of the teeth, a function 
which is a measure of the temperature rise, and 
consequently the reduction in viscosity of the oil.
The application of this criterion value (Cw) is 
illustrated with respect to the gears typified in your 
own Memorandum (Appendix L)î a n d s o  in Appendix M 
to gears of other Glasses of Vessels. Expressing the 
results of this analysis in relative numbers, we have 
found that of all the examples of Fairfield experience 
and of cases recently brought to our notice, so^kfing . 
has been in evidence between 238 and 121, the former 
being an extremely bad example, and the latter a 
borderline ease. Gears whTch.have not been prone to 
this defect have varied between 116 and 20.
The/ ,
7
The expression is of a similar nature to the 
criterion proposed in the Admiralty Report and 
consists of the factors
P 1
15 ?  andj ^r together with a refinement denoted
by the pressure increase factor associated with 
contact errors of the mesh and a term of fundamental, 
importance incorporating length of contact zone, pitch 
and flank angle of teeth, hy which "pressure per inch 
width of face" is converted into true normal pressure 
on the tooth flanks. The omission of this latter 
term has led to confusion of the main issue in several 
instances where different types of teeth have been 
compared on a supposedly common basis.
The occurrence of scuffing at low speeds is 
considered to be due to its inception when manoeuvring, 
and particular attention is drawn in the Report to the 
severe loading to which the gears may be unwittingly 
subjected under such circumstances, before the teeth 
have attained their ultimate polish. This conception 
provides a variable factor which could well account for 
the capricious nature of the defect in Vessels of the 
same Class.
The occurrence of this scuffing defect in such an 
unexpected manner has demonstrated that the basis of 
gearing design is not altogether consistent with
present-day requirements; and such simple'factors as 
p P '
IFT ; and P while they have their
proper place in preliminary design, cannot be ej^ected- 
to reveal the true conditions under which the gears 
function such as to enable the safety margin to be • 
reduced to a known minimum with sufficient certainty. 
The opportunity has therefore been taken in the 
accompanying Report to present the problem of gearing 
design/
' b
/design'in a rather more analytical form, although, 
for convenience in working on this proposed basis, 
the functions involved have been simplified to a 
maximum extent by graphical representation. The 
criteria which have been developed are -
PINION DISTORTION - 0^, the criterion being the 
maximum ratio by which it is estimated that tooth 
pressure is increased due to the contact errors, 
arising from bending and torsional distortion of the 
pinion, together with contact error of manufacture.
The latter varies in its effect over a certain range, 
and while its nominal minimum value is included in 
Cd, its nominal maximum value is included in the 
associated criterion Cg'. Successive criteria each 
include this pressure increase ratio as an integral 
factor, although its inclusion is not inimical to the 
consistency of the 0% criterion with respect to scuffing.
ROOT STRENGTH, Or - The chart associated -with this 
criterion (Appendix H) clearly shows the relative 
strength of different type s of standard teeth on a 
basis of pinion diameter. ’ The root stress as indicated 
by Or represents the maximum stress induced, having 
complete regard to contact error effects.
WORK DOIxE on Oil FILM, Cw - The significance of this 
term has been mentioned with regard to scuffing in 
recess. Wben considered with respect to approach 
in the manner later described, a value is obtained 
with small pinions which is greatly in excess, of that 
associated v/ith scuffing in recess. There is no 
reason to suspect the validity of the criterion on 
this account since the actions,occurring in.approach 
and/
/and recess are so different, particularly when 
pinion teeth tips are not relieved, that no reason 
exists why a given local drop in oil viscosity should 
produce the same effect in each reapeclfive case. 
Comparison between the two conditions is rendered 
less positive by the \mcertainty attaching to the 
definition of sliding/rolling ratio in approach; 
excessively high values of 0, would not have occurred 
in approach if this ratio had been taken on the same 
basis as indicated in Admiralty Memorandum E.If.24/250/41, 
but it is considered that the basis chosen in this 
Report (taking Vr » YOp instead of YO^ as described in 
Appendix C) gives a fairer estimate of the true 
, condition of the oil film; it also demonstrates the 
unsuitability of contact in the earlier stages of the 
approach zone in which experience has shown failure 
" of oil film evidenced not in scuffing but in ridging 
and grooving.
MAXIMTO PRESSURE IN OIL RILM. Cp - If sliding/rolling " 
is not excessive, 0# might, in consequence, be reduced 
to a sufficiently small degree to conceal the fact that 
the actual minimum pressure in the oil film may be •
. excessive, leading to pitting in the manner which will 
be described. This maximum pressure as estimated by 
the criterion Op may therefore require individual 
attention in certain circumstances, particularly in 
the case of non all-addendum gears.
This criterion is taken from H.M.Martin's article 
on gear lubrication in Engineering. 1916, and its 
approximate truth is verified by the fact that it forms 
part of the basic structure of the sliding work 
criterion which in turn has been shown to be a 
reasonable representation of true conditions by the ' %
consistency of its relationship to scuffing.
In/
5
In designing gears to carry a maximum load, it is 
agreed that the recent policy of utilising the minimum 
tooth pitch consistent with root strength is most 
desirable. Further, ther$ is no doubt that the gear 
is assisted in succesfully overcoming the excessive 
pressures associated with the early stages of running 
in, by' the limited polishing of the pinion teeth.
A proposal to relieve pinion tips was included in 
the Report, prior to receipt of Commander Given's letter 
of 6th October requesting our views on the subject.' 
Although Fairfield practice has so far not been to 
provide any such relief, I agree that it is most 
desirable, and although it could be, and for the present 
would have to be, provided by hand filing, there is no 
doubt that special hobs would make a more uniform job, 
although it does not follow that filing would be less 
satisfactory.
It is considered desirable that relief at the tip 
of the tooth should be provided for a depth of 1/16" 
towards the root, and the Parsons proposal of two 
standards of pinion hobs would be able to provide this 
within limits of +^18^ each group being suitable for 
the ranges 5" - 9," p.c.d., and 9"—  20" p.c.d. 
respectively. No trouble has of course been 
experienced with scuffing of pinîons of the latter 
range having 7/12" pitch teeth, but it is considered 
that the provision of relief is an aid to the successful 
lubrication of the teeth, and as such is desirable in 
all instances.' /
By judicious choice, having regard to flank angle 
errors, "mating" pairs'of hobs for cutting wheels could 
probably be chosen from existing groups in the 
possession of individual firms. This proposal is 
considered to be preferable to cutting the relief with 
a^eeial hob in an independent operation.
There/ - '— '
n
There seems little doubt that the cures of 
scuffing through the medium of hand work have in 
fact been effected by relief of thé tips of the 
•pinion teeth. It .is the tips which are always most 
affected by the complaint, and, whether intentional 
or otherwise, it is a natural result that a greater 
proportion of the hand work .should be applied to 
this region.
We are still of the opinion that the lubrication 
and working conditions of gears would be improved by 
the adoption of a pinion addendum equal to 75 per cent 
of the meshing depth. Although comparison between 
Gw or Kw values in approach and recess may not be an 
entirely reliable guide for reasons already indicated, 
the fact remains that comparison of the respective 
values for equal (50?o) addendum 14#° gears on this 
basis does emphatically indicate the lesser suitability 
of the commencement of the approach zone as compared 
with the end of the recess zone, conforming at least 
in principle with the known characteristics of this 
■ type of gear. Such a distinction would be less 
apparent with equal (50^) addendum gears having a 22#° 
flank angle, an«^  would be more than counteracted if the 
pinion addendum were increased to 75#. It is 
considered that this proposal, if put into effect, 
would not be accompanied-by any risk of failure and, 
it is to be borne in mind that the present lack of 
practical evidence in this direction is due to the 
simultaneous conversion made between extreme Unfits 
of both flank angle and addendum, without regard to the . 
finer selection of intermediate conditions.
It is possible, however, that the -analysis which 
follows may tend to clarify the comparison betv/een these 
tv/o extreme types of teeth, and show more precisely to 
what/
/what extent the variation of each of the factors, 
flank BUigle and addendum, is responsible for the 
difference in characteristics of the gears. Reference 
is made in Section I (e) to the fallacy of the theory 
of "the point of reversal of sliding", a factor 
conceived to account for pitting and grooving troubles, 
w M o h  being associated with oil film failure had 
escaped discrimination due to the limited scope of the 
simple criteria utilised. The all-addendum gear was 
a product of this conception, which probably would 
never have arisen had arrangements been made to observe 
the effects of progressive reduction of the pinion 
dedendum.
The effects of alteration of tooth pitch and 
addendum on the various criteria is indicated for gears 
of various classes in Appendix N.
%Troubles to which gear teeth are prone when 
prudent limits of loading are exceeded may be listed 
as follows -
(1) Excessive smooth abrasion
(2) Flaking and pitting
(3) Scuffing or seising
(4) Ridging ^ d  grooving
(5) Fatigue fracture of teeth in extreme cases- 
Fundamental causes of these troupes, assuming
that the cutting of the gears, the material, and the 
lubricant leave nothing to be desired, are -
1. Smooth abrasion: Excessive relative sliding of
the tooth surfaces in conjunction with a high 
' ■ • >
pressure in the oil film, is liable to cause undue
smooth abrasion. The relatively great amount of
work done on the oil film- causes it to rise in
temperature locally with consequent reduction of
viscosity, so that in way of microscopic high
spots, failure of the oil film may occur from time
to time resulting in mild abrasion of the surface.
The effect i^ likely to commence and be most
prevalent where the sliding is gr.eateat, i.e.,
remote from the pitch line,^ut it may spread to
an extent on account of the convection of heat to
adjacent oil and the distribution of small
metallic particles.
' • ) .
2. Flaking and- Pitting; ' Flaking and pitting may be
caused by excessive pressure in the oil film 
(and consequently on the tooth surface) in the 
absence of any considerable sliding; The heavy 
local pressure on the tooth surface causes high 
fatigue stresses at the surface of the metal, wttch 
may result in the flaking of microscopic high 
spots/
/spots or the pitting of the surface of the tooth. 
Pressures which oauae this trouble would also be 
associated with a degree of abrasioxft in zones 
subjected to sliding, and it should be noted that 
the latter action, as wear occurs, has the effect 
of transferring pressure to, and causing pitting 
* at, the portion of the teeth not subjected to 
sliding, namely, the pitch line zone. It has 
been observed that it is in the region of the 
pitch line that pitting is most prevalent.
3. Scuffing or Seizing: Scuffing ie considered to be
a product of the same factors which result in 
smooth abrasion whm encountered to a lesser degree. 
When the combination of pressure of oil film and 
sliding become altogether excessive, local failures 
in the oil film become more extensive, and the 
rupturing of high spots from the parent metal 
produces sufficient heat to Involve seizure, with 
the consequence'of an increase rather than a 
reduction in the surface irregularity - a process 
which rapidly becomes cumulative. The first 
evidence of the trouble occurs at a region where 
the sliding .speed is great, and the oil film 
is weakest, namely, at the root of.the wneel teeth 
where the pinion is terminating its contact.
^  ùiu WiUM rtoît
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Pig. lA shows the normal distribution of oil 
pressure over the effective length of contact, 
while Pig. IB shows now at the final point of 
contact/
/contact the development of the oil film ia 
seriously handicapped. The wheel tooth is 
affected prior to the pinion tooth probaoly 
because the sliding is more localised on the 
former, due to the advance of the contact point 
in contredireotion to the rolling, the conditions 
on the pinion tooth being vice versa and conse­
quently less severe. In addition the comparatively 
rough surface presented by the unpolished teeth 
of the wheel invites incipient scuffing rather 
than does the smooth surface of pinions polished 
in accordance with general practice.
4. Ridaine and grooving; Ridging and grooving of the 
tooth surfaces is another product of the factors 
.which cause smooth abrasion and scuffling, but in 
this instance it is plastic flow of the surface 
metal of the teeth brought about by the combination 
pf excessive pressure in conjunction withsliding, 
subsequent to partial failure of the oil film,a 
failure which occurs as a result of the same 
excesses. • The wheel tooth ridges in the region 
of the pitch line, the sliding being towards the 
pitch line both in approach and recess; the pinion 
tooth grooves at the pitch lir^, .the sliding being 
in the reverse direction.
5* Fatigue Fracture of Teeth; Incidence of this
trouble in the past was nearly always associated 
with material or bad gear cutting. Attention  ^
should, however, be paid to the root strength of 
pinion teeth in the determination bf.suitable pitch, 
and in considerations of undercutting with gears 
other than those of all addendum type.
Prevention/
Prevention of excessive loading in the design. 
constructionand operation of higk duiv gears -
To be considered under four headings -
I. Design variables
II. Design Criteria *
III.Manufacture of gears
IV. Operation of machinery
I. In the design of a pinion to transmit a certain horse
power at known revolutions, the factors which
may be varied are -
(a) Pitch circle diameter
(b) Width of face
(c) Plank an^e
(d) Pitch and depth of teeth
(e) Distribution of addendum
(a) and (b). It is the obvious desire that the 
diameter and width of face be kept 
as small as possible, consistent 
with a performance that is to be 
free from any of the aforementioned 
defects. The two factoids must be 
considered in.close relationship in 
determining the working pressure per 
unit width of tooth, having regard 
both to conditions of lubrication and 
errors in contact, brought about by 
. bending and torsional deflections of 
the pinion.
(c) Existing practice determines that the
choice of flank angle must be 14#° 
or 22#° (measured axially on the hob), 
these angles representing almost 
extreme limits of general engineering 
practice. The 22#° angle is 
undoubtedly superior to the 1 4 # V
H/14#° on account of, the stronger 
pinion tooth which results therefrom, 
the lesser sliding which is involved, 
and the reduction in curvature of 
the pinion tooth flank, factors which 
more than compensate for reduction 
in the length of the zone of contact 
and increase of the normal pressure 
between the tooth faces due to the 
greater obliquity. It is unfortunate 
that in the simultaneous change made 
in favour of both the 22#° flank 
angle and all addendum tooth, no 
opportunity arose to demonstrate to 
how a great extent "Çhe improvement in 
performance was due to the altered 
fleink an^e.
(d) Existing practice again determines 
that the choice of tooth pitch must 
be 1", 7/12" or 4/10" (measured 
axially on the hob), the depth of cut 
being in accordance with normal 
procedure. Sliding velocities are
• reduced with the 4/10" tooth, a 
feature which makes its use most 
desirable in the case of small 
diameter all addendum -gears; the 
shortening of the zone of contact is 
precisely compensated by the - 
increased number-of teeth in contact 
at any inatant. With bigger 
diameters and. consequent greater 
loading per inch length, teeth of 
greater pitch must be employed to 
provide the necessary root strength.
(e)/
(e) Other factors having been determined
the distribution of addendum remains 
to be chosen. An equpl addendum and 
dedendum gear is highly unsatisfactory 
on account of the excessive rate of 
sliding/rate of rolling ratio which 
. occurs at the commencement of contact
and which may be five times as great 
with 14#° gears as the value 
corresponding to the final point of 
contact at the end of recess; this 
leads to excessive smooth abrasion of 
the teeth and probable ridging and 
grooving unless the loading is very 
light. Furthermore, the pinion tooth 
is unnecessarily weakened at the root 
due to the involuting of the flanks.
It should be noted that it was in 
conjunction with the 14#° flank angles 
that these defects wbre manifest.
In direct contrast is the "All Addendum" gear in 
which more than half of the most satisfactory rsuige of 
the possible zone of contact is sacrificed merely to 
avoid contact at the pitch point. In consequence the 
rate of sliding is excessive at the end of recession 
and instances.occur in which the oil film breaks down 
due to the resulting high temperature.
The only argument in favour of the "All Addendum" 
gear (as distinct from a corrected gear having greater 
pinion addendum than dedendum) is this avoidance of 
pitch point contact; the evidence against the 
desirability of such contact is taken entirely from 
equal addendum 14#° gears which advertised their 
unsuitability by pitting, grooving and ridging at the 
pitch/
/
II
/pitch line, but the possibility that these defects 
were manifestations of grossly excessive sliding at 
the commencement of contact has been ignored.
Reference is made to the pitch point as the point 
of "reversal of sliding" implying that a crosshead' and 
its guide might be a suitable, analogy. In actual 
fact the rate of sliding in the region of the pitch 
point is so small, positive or negative, in comparison 
to the rolling velocity that such reference is entirely 
academic and the points at which sliding becomes of 
practical importance in each direction are widely 
separated on the. tooth flanks.
If equal sliding/rolling ratios were to be allowed 
in approach and recess with 22#° gears, the pinion 
addendum would be about 55#-60# of the meshing depth, 
but as a conservative proposal it is^suggested that 
gears with a 75.# pinion addendum should be adopted.
The sliding characteristics of gears of this type as 
compared with equal addendum and all addendum gears 
are illustrated on an accompanying graph.
Design Criteria - (for derivation see Appendix)
The following criteria are suggested for determination 
of the maximum allowable tooth pressures having 
regard to pinion distortion,, t'ooth strength and 
lubrication.
Pinion distortion - Criterion of the distortion of 
the pinion due to bending and torsion as compared 
with the amount by which the teeth bend to Jorreot 
the resulting contact error. The criterion is 
•intended to represent directly the ratio of the 
maximum-resulting increase in tooth pressure as 
compared with the mean value.
Gd/
Cd . (*d
Gd'"
+ /P) A ... Lower limit of static
contact error of 
manufacture» '
+ ^®/P)A ••• Upper - do -
A, d & B «
P «
N
D
w «
Root Stress - 
Cr « P.Ca'^r
coefft. from accompanying 
chart (See Appendix G)
126000 SHP/KD (w-2)
pinion RPM
pinion diameter - inches
gross width of helices - 
inches.
k ac coefft. from accompany­
ing chart (Appendix H)
Max. pressure of oil film - 
Criterion of pitting and flaking -
Cp Gd.kp kg « coefft. from chart 
(Appendix J)
Work done on oil film - Criterion of condition of
oil film to he considered with respect to commencement
of contact (if not all-addendum) and end of contact.
»
In each case the figure obtained should be related 
to actual instances of excessive smooth abrasion, 
ridging, grooving and scuffing in order of 
ascending severity. High values which might 
indicate possibility of scuffing at the end of 
recession would not infer similar conditions if 
applying to the commencement of approach, since in 
.the latter instance the breakdown of the oil film 
is not aggravated as described in paragraph (3). 
Pitting may occur as a secondary, effect if this 
criterion is excessive.
Gd. k^Gw = P 
T3
The/
= coefft. from chart 
(different values 
for approach and 
recess)(Appendix K)
The uae of charte has been necesaitateâ In order 
to avoid excessively complicated formulae on the
. ' one hand, or undue approximation, on the other. The 
derivation of the formulae is indicated in the 
Appendix to this memorandum, together with exemples 
of their application to several.types of gear 
including those listed as A-M in Admiralty report 
E.N.24/250/41. A typical comparison is also given 
of all-addendum, 75# addendum, and equal addendum 
gears.
III. Manufacture of Gears:
It is not necessary here to draw attention to the 
necessity of accuracy in gear cutting machines and ' 
procedure to ensure minimum errors in respect of 
cumulative circuler pitch, spiral angle, creep marking 
and form of tooth, excesses in any of which would 
involve the gears being subjected locally to loading 
in excess of the design allowance.
Local errors in the spiral angle call for limited hand­
work to give contact over the full width of tooth face 
but the obvious objection to such a process being 
employed in the correction bf excessive errors is the 
impossibility of maintaining the true.contour of the 
teeth, particularly in the case of small diameter 
pinions where the curvature of the flanks is 
appreciable. ^
As the result of much experimental work in the 
application of the axial pitch gauge which has recently, 
been developed by the Admiralty in conjunction with 
the N.P.L., satisfactory measurements have been made 
of several typical wheels ancLpinions, showing the 
magnitude of contact error (measured normal to the teeth) 
which/
. /which is likely to arise in gears which are accepted 
as being of a high standard of accuracy• The results 
of the investigation are the subject of a se^Eurate 
report but it may here be mentioned that, irrespective 
of the width of the element, the contact error appears 
to vary between .0005" and ;0015", so that in the 
worst instance, mating gears could have a combined 
contact error of .003" prior to hard points being 
relieved by hand. In considering the relative 
importance of these figures it is useful to recall 
that the contact error that has been permitted at 
full power over the width of the forward helix, due 
to the bending and torsion of the pinion, has varied 
from approximately .0005" to .0017", depending on the 
width of face, and with such allowances no evidence 
of pressure at the forward end of the helix in excess 
of that at the aft has been shown, indicating that 
the flexibility of the teeth is sufficient tp take 
care of a contact error, of this magnitude when evenly 
distributed. Incidently, there seems to'be no 
justification for allowing a lesser contact error on
. a narrow than on a broad gear since as the teeth are
'
helical, each individual tooth must bend in the region 
of the instantaneous band of contact, in order to 
■ correct the contact error in its path, and in so doing 
it is in no way affected by the width of face such as 
would be the case if thb gear were of the spur type .
It is unfortunate that it so happens that in the case 
of pinions, the involuting of the flank removes all 
trace of the radius which in the case of a rack or 
wheel is formed by the hob at the tip of the teeth,
\ since it is the pinion rather than the wheel which is 
in need bf the relief. In-extreme cases there seems 
little doubt that scuffing is partly a consequence of 
this abrupt termination/
/termination of contact as described'in paragraph (3), 
and if relief is provided at the tips of the pinion 
teeth the production of an adequate oil fjlm'is ensured 
up to the instant of final contact, thus more than 
compensating for the consequent reduction in the length ' 
of contact zone. In thé case of small All Adendum 
pinibns such relief also has the effect of reducing the 
sliding velocity where this is excessive» This 
provides adequate reason why the hand relief of the 
tips of pinion teeth should effect a cure for scuffing. 
It is considered that if it were made general practice 
that the tips of pinion teeth be slightly relieved by 
file, tapering the teeth for a depth of say 1/16" 
towards the root, the region subjectAd to the most 
severe condition would be benefitted, even although 
extreme evidence of oil film failure as exhibited by 
scuffing was not anticipated.
It is agreed that the polishing of the pinions provides 
them with a surface<which is highly beneficial to the 
running of the gear in its early stag^. The polishing 
process however, is only inl^ended to remove high spots 
and if adequate witness of the hob marking is not 
retained, there is a severe risk of spoiling the contour 
of the tooth, should the grinding wheel be at all worn.
IV. Operation of Machinery -
At no time are gears subjected to such severe conditions 
as during the very early running life of the Vessel 
before the hard spots on thetooth surfaces have been 
worn down and the bearing has fully spread over the 
width of each helix. Gears which have scuffed even 
prior to the preliminary trial indicate that not only 
at full power is the effective loading heavy, but that 
the gears can be damaged by undue "acceleration" at 
low speeds.
With/ . ' (
Y/ith particular regard to scuffing (even although it may 
not become manifest in sufficient severity to warrant 
comment), it is certain that during, running in the 
portion of the teeth subjected to the greatest sliding 
action, will be relieved of minor surface irregularities 
more rapidly than those portions where the sliding is 
less severe. If this initial process is performed 
without excessive pressure, the "lumps" will be 
reduced .gently, and, in consequence, the loading on the 
gears will be thrown more heavily on to the. portioh of 
the teeth subjected to less sliding and a permanent 
state of balance will be set up in which the highly 
sliding portions of the tooth surfaces will never again 
be so heavily loaded. Alternatively, if the initial 
running in process is too severe, local pressure will 
cause more extensive breakdown of the oil filip, and 
seizure or scuffing may be liable to occur.
With.regard to acceleration at low speeds it has been 
stated that the work done on the oil film is a function 
of at full power, or say at a reduced power
corresponding to revolutions per minute. If the Vessel 
is steaming steadily at this lower speed *P('%l'^or 
® ^ w h i c h  is obviously less than
indicating lighter loading on the gear.'
If the extreme though hypothetical case then be imagined
that full .steam be put on the turbines when steaming
. * 
at ^  revolutions per minute, considerations of turbine
efficiency show ^ ^
which is obviously greater than ' showing the
heavier loading on the gear as compared with full
power. ~
.
The following table shows relative loads on H.P. pinions 
assuming full power revolutions 360 and the corres - 
ponding control pressure to be 250 lbs. per square inch 
gauge/
/gauge, the full power nozzles being open under gill 
conditions. ‘ The full power loading is represented 
by 1.00 and relative loadings.are indicated for other 
speeds appropriate to steady steaming and also to 
conditions represented by a sudden increase in control 
pressure. The analysis is of particular interest 
considered with regard to manoeuvring Ahead and Astern.
Revs.
per
min.
Control 
Pressure 
Steaming 
Steadily 
Ibs/sq. '* 
0.
Relative Golr Loading (^w) wnen control 
Pressure is sharply increased to Ibs/sq.in.G.
0 25 50 Y 5 lou 15U 200 250
120 ■ 0 0.16 0.51 0.79 1.11 1.41
180 25 - 0.34 0,53 0.74 0.95 1.30
240 • 75 - - - 0.5,5. 0.71 0.97 1.37
300- 150 . - — - — M 0.78 1.01 1.20
360 , 250
"
1.00
In conclusion it is considered tnat if more analytical 
attention is, paid to the design of gears, possibly 
on lines ’si;..ilar to those suggested, avoiding the least 
satisfactory zones of contact in approach and recess, 
it should be possible by working up to allowable limits 
with more definite precision, to permit generally of 
greater loading on the gears and.consequent reduction 
in weight and space. Such a ^clicy v/ould oe assisted • 
if the.general practice were adopted of relieving 
pinion teeth tips as described. . Furthermore, it 
must be recognised that the successful after-liye of • 
a heavily loaded gear is largely dependent on the care 
with which it is treated when' new,' and the greatest 
respect is demanded until the major surface irregular­
ities of the' teeth have been given adequate Opportunity 
of being eased down.
In/
In the production of this memorandum, valuable 
reference has been made to the following. - 
Admiralty report on Damage of Turbine Reduction Gears 
by scuffing, S.N.24/250/41.
The Lubrication of Gear Teeth, H.M. Martin - 
Engineering 1916, vol.Oil, p.120.
The Lubrication of Gear Teeth, H.E. Merritt - 
Transactions Ï.M.E., 1937.
Mechanical Gearing for Large Power Transmission 
L.M.Douglas - Transactions K*E.C.1940-41.
An accompanying table shows specific instances of 
how typical gears could, according to the views 
expressed herein, be reduced in general proportions 
without exceeding reasonable limits of loading.
APPENDIX -
The following items are included -
A. Derivation of contact error due to bending and 
twisting of pinion; compensating bending bf wheel 
and pinion teeth; pinion distortion criterion Cd 
denoting ratio of increase of pressure on teeth.
B. Derivation of criterion of root stress of teeth, Cr.
C. Derivation of criterion of maximum pressure in oil 
film, Op.
D. Derivation of criterion of maximu:ii work done on unit 
volume of oil film, Cw*
E. Chart of Hate * of Sliding/Rate of Rolling ratios for 
equal addendum 14#° gears in comparison with other 
types.
P. Ditto to larger scale for gears other than equal 
addenduin l4#°.
G. Chart of pinion distortion coefft. kd for different 
types of gears.
H/
2.Z
H. Chart of root stress coefft. k^'for different 
types of gears.
J. Chart of maximum oil pressure coefft. kr for_ 
different types of gears.
K.. Chart of maximum work done on oil film coefft. k^ 
for different types of gears.
L. Tabular analysis and comparison of gears given in 
Admiralty report E.N.24/250/4-1 *
M. • Tabular analysis of other gears, Naval and 
MeTenant. .
N. Tabular comparison of typical gears incorporating 
different types of teeth, according to the 
proposed basis of design.
0. List of symbols used.
APPENDIX A -
Derivation of contact error due to b'endixig »nd 
•bwiating of pinidh in conji^ction with errorsi of
cutt£ngî compensating bending of^wKeel and pinTon 
teeth; pinion distortion criterion Qs -
In gears without centre pinion bearings the Forward 
helix of the pinion is subject to the greater 
distortion contact error since on the one hand the 
torque is geater than in the Aft helix, and on the ‘ 
other hand the bending deflection aggravates the 
torsional deflection in the Forward, while rather 
more than counterbalancing it in the Aft helix. 
Considering only primary effects, this contact 
error may be expressed in relative terms as 
follows -
Forward helix Contact Error (Torsion plus
Bending=Total)39+61=100
Aft helix -do- -do- 13-61=-48
Two secondary effects, however, play an important 
part. In the first place the pinion journals are 
slightly accommodated by the bearing oil^film, thus 
permitting the unequal radial reaction forces, 
brought about by the uneven contact errors, to slew 
the pinion out of line, thus tending to equalise the 
errors on the two helices. Secondly, the bending 
errors are minimised on account of the redistribution 
of loading which occurs with the pinion in the 
bent condition, resulting in excess loading towards 
the ends of the pinion with a resultant reduction in 
the amount of bend, which may be shown to be 
approximately 1/3 in amount.
The/
The resulting relative torsion and bending errors are 
tuus —
Forward helix Contact grror (Torsion plus
bending plus
slew = Total) 39+ 40 - 26=
53
Aft helix - do - - do - 1 3 -  40 - 26= 
-53
In assessing this contact error let -
P = Tangential load per inch net width of face =
126000 SHP 
Kd (w-è)
N = pinion RPM
D = pinion PCD
w = gross width of faces - inches
g = gap betvfeen faces - inches
C/ =■ circumferential pressure angle of teeth
= 2.5° T 33' for nominal 22#° flank '
= 16° - 35* for nominal 14#° flank
Then the uncorrected bending error over one helix 
(proportional to 61 in relative figures quoted) can 
be shown to be approximately -
e. -  ^
The corresponding uncorrected torsional deflection of 
the Forward helix (proportional to 39 in relative
figures quoted) is approximately - 
- lo&c. V D   ^ lo'"
("Z-)
The corrected bending and torsional error over either 
helix (proportional to 53 in relative figures quoted) 
incorporating the slew correction as a proportion of 
the torsional error is -
e — 3 X
\ « - -
w V i m
\c>ûfc> AX.
This/
Thla function le plotted for different types of teeth on 
an accompanying chart (Appendix G) whÿ.ch'also gives 
values of B. The significance of B and u are 
described hereafter.
The relative effect of such errors in increasing tooth 
pressures in various gears cannot be considered without 
reference to superimposed contact errors, due to 
irregularities of gear cutting which even in high class 
work are of a magnitude comparable with the distortion 
errors. After limited handwork in reducing the hardest 
bearing areas of the teeth, it may be taken that in 
good practice this static error is reduced to .001" on 
eaoh helix, which on the average will be reduced to 
.0005" by natural slewing of the pinion in the journals 
in the manner already described, although in the least 
favourable case, the higher value would apply.
Under running conditions the total contact error, if not 
excessive, is absorbed by bending of individual wheel 
and pinion teeth. It is impossible' to make a precise 
estimate of the amount by which they will yield for 
a given load since within the zone of contact of each 
pair.of teeth, the point of application varies from 
tip to root of wheel tooth æ  d root to tip of the 
pinion tooth respectively, while the adjacent unloaded 
portion of each provides indeterminate additional 
strength. Calcul'ations indicate that the combined 
deflection of a pair of 22#°, 7/12" pitch teeth with 
pinion of medium diameter (8"), would vary from
at conuaencenent of contact to * IS 
at mid-contact, and at end of contact, so
that if some allowance is made for the rigidity supplied^ 
by 'the adjacent lengths of unloaded teeth, the average 
deflection may be taken as - 
5 -  O'-Z
“  • ( .
(It/
(It will be noticed taat the precise value is not of 
great importance so long as the different flexibilities 
of each type of tooth are linked up on a similar basis, - 
since the deflections are to be Used in comparison with 
contact errors which may vary considerably with respect 
to their assumed magnitude).
It will be seen that the effective deflection has thus 
been taken as 2/3 of the wheel tooth deflection, whe'n 
the load line is at its tip, and no support is offered 
by adjacent lengths of unloaded tooth. The expression 
for the deflection is thus -
' -.•* {Sj
where p = nominal tooth pitch
z = tangential length of contact zone in
circumferential plane (See Appendix B)
t« = root tnickness of rack tooth measured 
normally
tqi = tip n do — — do —
= flank angle of hob
or in general terms &  =  /U. K  lO - ' — - — • -
Gn a similar basis it is .snown tiiat equals 0.2
in chu case of 4/10" piticii, 22#° teetn also.
If t.-o local increase in tOot.x pressure be considered 
due to bendin^, and torsional contact errors alone, it 
will be found that on account of the error being
• approximately parabolic in' form, tne maximum ratio of 
local pressure increase is - g ^
The static contact error is likely to be of sue:.'a form 
that initial contact between pairs of teeth, is over 
quite a broad area except for microscopic creep marking 
on/
/on the wheel. Considering all factors it seems 
reasonable to assume that due to static contact error 
alone, the maximum ratio of pressure increase would be' 
(l +   ^I depending upon
whether the maximum effective value of the error be 
taken aS .0005" or .001".
In considering ti.e combined effect of the two errors, 
and assuming one aggravates the other, it is approx­
imately correct to take the maximum ratio of pressure 
increase as -
=  (i -V 'j - -  - G)  •
or the worse case -
c l  =r ( l + 4- •'‘“ ‘/4 s') - - - '
In practice the simultaneous use of these two factors
in conjunction with the design criteria, briefly
•described in the body of the report, gives an Immediate 
impression of the relative effect of a known deterior­
ation in static tooth contact in any specific case.
The factors may.be expressed more conveniently in the 
form - .
Cet =  -----: -
Cd! == -*• A  - —  —
where iacUc d*i^Yxdtnt
In tne case of gears having pinions with centre bearings 
it may be shown tnat the contact error for the same) 
pinion diaiceter, face width and loading per incn width, 
expressed in the same relative terms as those already 
used are - . • .
Forward/
/Forward 55# of Forward helix (torsion plus bending «told.)
27 + 3 30 )
( 39
• Aft 45# “ do — — do — do — 1 2 — 3 *  9)
Forward 45# of Aft helix - do - 10 + 3 « 13 )
( 13
Aft 55# — do — — do — 3 — 3 * 0 )
It will be seen that a slewing correction of the pinion 
journals would even up the error to a relative figure 
of * 13 on the respective helices. The bending error 
is so small in proportion to the torsion error that the 
latter may be credited with the total relative error 
of 13 per helix.
This may be shown to be -
•e - 3
•= •'■*■7 - -  -- --
Xg. ■= f \ -b ) - - ' — "
juL V /
AJl — **S*2.
The pressure increase factors C.^  are obtained
by the aforementioned formulae (9) and (10), B  again 
equalling is plotted for this instance
also on the accompaiiying chart (Appendix G) •
The functions obtained from
the chart drawn with respect to 14#° centre
bearing pinions, and 22#° non-centre bearing pinions, 
in which instances the factor A*, is taken as 1.0.
To suit the following cases A  has the value as  ^
stated.
14#° flank without centre bearings' , A  - '
22#° flank with centre bearings A  V»€>o
APPENDIX B -
Derivation of criterion of root stress of teeth, Cp -
Using the symbols already. defined, the., actual normal
Î
load acting per inch, length of tooth flank, when 
the helical angle is 30*^  is -
R  =  p. c^. e  .
V —  —  — - —
Per the determination of 
approximately -
it may be shown that
roxl  ____
+. U  f-4-t»-^  0^  + y ^  + (jL-tavx/f i»5> 
r 4, , --'(so
%  « Cowtact"
C.i«cotv>vFe ite-vivi iKu
V/ith an equal addendum and dedenduuu gear the 
variation of ‘with diameter is small, being in 
the case of 7/12" standard 14&° tooth, 1.00" for 
a 5** p.c.d. pinion and 1,07" for a 12" p.c.d. pinion.
The fo variation is greater for an all-addendum gear, 
in the case of the 7/12" pitch 22i° tooth, being 
.575" for a 5" p.c.d. and .64" for 12" p.c.d. pinion.
The maximum bending moment per inch of tooth = K. 
where 4b = tooth depth.
The/
The maximum stress in the pinion tooth ne^eoting 
the support, afforded by its adjacent unloaded 
length is -
G» ^  Vv /1 -a. u)V«-e tr » ï^nî%A
' YV%Ok\ ^
This stress will be halved if the support of the 
adjacent unloaded length of tooth is considered to 
have the restraining effect as assumed in Appendix A, 
when mean S  was taken as 'Z ^ i n s t e a d  of 
* 4r V. the value estimated as being
appropriate to the load line at the pinion tip 
(corresponding to the condition now under 
consideration).
/, MaYÎmwm stress WiVi umVïîcVi ïs»
a criterion 1'^ i —
C ^ =  P.c^. lUjQ”
^ 'J. Of
or C.f ~ (2^ . ,^r* - — — - — --- — - )
 ('*)
this coefficient being plotted on a base of pinion 
diameter for various tooth forms on an accompanying 
chart (Appendix H).
APPENDIX 0 -
Derivation of criterion of maximum pressure in
oirTHmT-g'p"^ -----------------— — ;-----7“
Î
In his detailed analysis of the rolling action of 
gear teeth given in Engineering Vol.102, p.119,
H.M.. Martin showed the following relationships to 
exist -
Maximum pressure of oil film
Load carried/inch of tooth oC.yU Vu-
Effective length of loaded film ^ ----
where -
iA « viscosity which may he taken as a ' constant for this purpose
Vj| * rolling velocity of tooth flanks
R  - radius of curvature of pinion tooth flank
t = minimum thickness of oil film
The evaluation of entails 
consideration of true rolling 
as distinct from sliding. In 
recess, as the point of contact 
moves from 0 to X there is 
no question hut that 
represents the amount of sliding. 
Meanwhile, rolling action has 
occurred over the depth of
pinion flank, and of wheel
flank. The effective oil wedge 
forming rolling movement is the 
leaser value
In/
In approach, as ,the point of 
contact moves from Y to 0,
0^0^ is the sliding movement. 
Simultaneous rolling action has 
occurred over the depth of
pinion flank and of wheel
flank. The effective oil wedge 
forming rolling movement is again 
the lesser value but it will
be noted that in contra-distinction 
to the action in recess, the 
effective rolling is measured by 
the advance of the point of 
contact on the pinion instead of 
on the wheel.
>
■ In later considerations ÿ" rate of sliding/rate of 
rolling (Appendix D), the value is in consequence 
taken as in recess and in approach.
Hcsj.
To evaluate in recess, consider 
the point of contact advancing 
from 0 to X during which time 
the peripheral movement at the 
pitch line is given by 
cC
The poipt of contact rolls 
In recess
oC O .  a-d. - ^
To evaluate in approach 
consider point of contact 
advancing from Y to 0 during 
which time the peripheral movement 
at the pitch line is given by
The/
Zl
The point of contact rolls XC>^
^ Ow(^w  ^-■ * ^  - viV«<
In approach 
V b  «C
Radius of curvature of pinion 
tooth flank = R » OE = EF+av\*i .
But £ p
Approximately
^  «C. iiviaJL - - - , C^-4-')
From equations (19) and (20)
In substituting for from 
equation (14) in the following 
step, and also where it occurs 
in Appendix D, pressure angle ol 
has been substituted for flank 
C ' P \ a . * * x Q r . angle for convenience, the
relative difference introduced 
thereby for the various types 
of teeth being negligible.
For reasons described in the body 
of the report, particular 
consideration is given to condit­
ions at the pitch point with 
regard to maximum oil pressure 
and consequently is the same 
whether equation (22) or (23) is
used, Vvn being zero. TheVy
result will also be applicable
%
to conditions obtaining in recess.
From/
From equations (14) (22) and (24)
^ - Ca* ^  (%y :1. . >v,  Ci-o
As a criterion this expression can be more easily 
used when reduced to 2/3 power, i.e. -
or Pressure criterion
C,, = - CdL - - -  —
Vj\vft/-e VCk> fe- . — —---* — —  — — —  (%%)
the coefficient being graphed on a base of pinion 
diameter for different forms of teeth on an 
accompanying chart (Appendix J)
i
(It might here be noted that L.W. Douglas of 
iuessrs. Parsons ...arine Steam Turbine Company, in 
his paper "Mechanical Clearing for large power 
transmission", suggests the use of pressure 
criterion which is identical to (27)
for any one tooth form).
APPENDIX D -
Derivation of oriterion of maximum work done on 
unit volume of oil film, Cw - *
At the high oil film pressures obtaining between
gear teeth of the class under consideration, it
is approximately correct to assume a constant
coe'fficient of friction. Thus the work done on
the film per second is
cC. Fm.-t'It, ---------
where 1' is proportional to the effective length of 
the oil film say
and b = breadth of oil film 
Vg= sliding velocity
hut during each second the volume of oil passing 
under the influence of the maximum pressure is
. . t , L .   C-i-ah
where = rolling velocity of tooth flanks
t = minimum thickness of oil film
Prom equations (29)'and (30), t;,e work done on 
eacli cubic unit of oil is -
or from equations (21) and (24)
w '  “c  p„.    (ao
t
For/
For reoeas -
Prom equationB (14) (20) (22) and (24)
M  ^Svr*.V » —  - - * (^Z)
Henoe from equationa (25) (31) and (32)
w  (g)' .-h
« This is the oriterion which as stated in the body
of the report, might be considered as a guide to 
the possible occurrence of **scuffing" from which 
it will bé observed that the term in P is squared.
For simplicity-in use, the square root of this 
expression may be used as the criterion written thus -
2 . c*.^.KL. - - -- -
ir ,—  35. y-     "
and is plotted on an accomp.axiying chart (Appendix K)
^ , to a base of pinion P.C.D. for various tooth forms.
For approach v
Due to the modified"value of V in approach, 
equation (32) becomes - . ‘
Equation •(25) becomes -
^  i ^ V  • (a
Whence equation (33) becomes - . -—
^  SlvvVcsW —
As/
As before the criterion nay be written -
if
but for approach -
values of which are plotted on the aforementioned 
chart (Appendix K ) .
In the use of equations (17) (27) and (34) a more 
severe condition is represented by the substitution 
of Çkx for reasons already described.
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APPSCTIX H -
The analysis presented in tabular form in Appendices 
■L and LI illustrates several features principal of 
which are -
1. The value of (Cwi Cy/') in recess for gears v/hichhave 
scuffed varies betv/een 238 - 121 in the upper 
limit and 184-103 in the lov/er limit (v/hich 
corresponds v/ith a lesser contact error) . Gears 
which have not scuffed vary betv/een 116 - 20 in 
the lower limit and 150 25, in the upper limit,
the latter corresponding v/ith a greater contact 
error. The consistency of these values is such 
that every example would fit in v/ith the rule 
that "gears v/ith Cw greater than 120 will scuff 
(unless very carefip.ly handled v/hen new or urdess 
relieved at pinion tips), gears with Cy/' less 
than 12C will net scuff (wiôj. reasonable 
lubrication) and gears in v/hiczu 120 is inter­
mediate between ti.e values of Gy; and Gy/' are 
likely to be very dependent for their behaviour 
on such variables as contact errors of 
manufacture, polish of pinion teeth, manoeuvring 
of engines at sea.
2. It appears to be permissible to v/ork up to a root
ft
stress (based on Cg) of 30,000 lbs/square inch.
If in designing ,a gear Gy/ is lov/ but the face 
width ia determined by the root stress, it is 
a clear case for teeth of larger pitch, enabling 
the face width to be reduced thus hinging Cr and 
Cw each towards their safe limit. The gears 
of the Aircraft Carrier typified are an example 
of v/here it is considered teeth of greater pitch 
might have been more satisfactory, in that the 
v/idth of gear could have been reduced.
3/
3. The Hunt Class gears are a good example of where 
it is considered a change to 75^ pinion addendum
' would have particularly beneficial results. For 
ahead running the (Cwt'Qw') range would be 
reduced from 103 — 121 to 33 — 97 in recess, 
while the approach value brought into existence 
would be only minus 47 - 55. The stress at the 
root of the teeth would be increased only
4. Analysis on the basis proposed indicates in many- 
instances that excessive face width is introducing 
higher local stresses and loads on account of 
pinion distortion, than would apply were the 
width to be reduced. Outstanding among these
is the modified Black Swan Sloops, in which it 
would appear that the local loading and stresses 
would be reduced 14^ were the face v/idth to be 
reduced from 15" to 10". This may indicate 
that distortion correction criterion bears , 
excessive influence on the results, but on the 
other hand Fairfield experience of failure of 
pinions of a similar type showed that scuffing 
was restricted to narrow bands showing that the 
load was being carried by a comparatively narrov/ 
v/idth and. that contact errors were far from 
insignificant although the cutting of the gears 
was up to standard and the alignment was good.
5. The general impression conveyed by the results 
substantiates the.views regarding the excessively 
empirical nature of design as expressed in.-t^ e'
• body of the report. '
APPEKHIX 0 - 
List of Symbols -
A Correction factor of and 0^' ^
Ap Addendum of pinion, inches
Aw Addendum of wheel, inches
B Coefficient of pressure increase due to 
static contact error
h • Breadth of oil film
Criterion - ratio of pressure increase due • 
to pinion distortion and errors.
CcL' Criterion - ratio of pressure increase due 
to pinion distortion and errors (less 
favourable case)
Cp Criterion of maximum pressure of oil film
Cp Criterion stress at root of pinion teeth
Cw Criterion of work done per unit volume of oil 
film
D Pinion p.c.d., inches
' e Contact error due to bending and twisting of 
pinion, (corrected) inches .
0b Contact error due to bending of pinion 
(uncorrected)
et Contact error due to twisting of pinion 
(uncorreoted) .
P Depth of relief at tip of wheel teeth
g Gap between helices, inches
h Tooth depth, inches
kd Coefficient related to Cd - See chart
Appendix G
kp Coefficient related to Op - See chart 
Appendix H
kp Coefficient related to Cp - See chart 
Appendix J
kw Coefficient related to Cw - See chart
Appendix K
1 Length of oil film
1* Proportion of 1, being length subjected to
maximum pressure
N Pinion R.P.M. at full ahead power
n Pinion R.P.M. at reduced power
P/
■»
p
p'
R
t
‘*'r
tT
V/
5
L>
/
Tangential load per inch net v/idth of face 
at full ahead pov/er, lbs.
laximujn pressure of oil film at fi.il 1 ahead 
pov/er, lbs.
Actual normal load per incn of tooth flank 
at f’oll ahead pov/er, lbs.
Kominal piton of teeth
Tangential load per inch net v/idth of face 
at reduced revs, n lbs.
Radius of pinion tooth flaiiKs, inches
Ilninum thickness of oil film
Normal thickness at root of pinion toot:., inches
- do - - do - rack tooth, inches
- dp - at tip of rack tooth, inches
Coeffx, of flexibility of rack tooth
Rolling velocity of teeth, ft/sec.
Sliding velocity of teeth, ft/sec.
work done per cubic unit of oil film
Gross v/idth of tooth face, inches
Tangential iengt:. of contact zone in 
circumferential plane, inches.
Pressure angle of teetn in circumferential 
plane
Tooth deflection under load 
Flanx angle of hob 
Viscosity of oil
2COMMITTEE
ON
STEAM TURBINE INSTALLATIONS
REPORT ON VISIT TO
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TO INVESTIGATE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
DESIGN, PRODUCTION & MAI NTENANCE OF
MAIN GEARING
1
FEBRUARY 1^44
AW DAVIS FAIRFIELD S.& EC^LV
■ 0 0 N T E T ’s.
GROUP
" T I ™  Itinerary and Principal Personnel associated with 
the. discussions,
II, General Impressions.
III. Items discussed’, subdivide! as follows:-
Section A. Ooniparison of nested and looked train gears - 
Item 1, General.
2. Production time.
Nv T . 3, V/eight. »
‘ 4, Noise.
I B, Design and construction of nested gears -
i Item 1. Primary pinion bearing arrangement,
2. Permissible deflection of primary
wheel secondary pinion unit.
3. Torsional vibration.
4. Robbing arrangements for primary wheels, 
. 5, Typical proportions of gears for
Naval vessels.
0. Design and construction of looked train gears -
Item 1, Quill shaft design, torsional 
oscillation, steady bearings.
' S, Location of rotating parts.
3, Coupling design.
4. Boring of gearcases.
5, Adjustment for load distribution
be owe an trains and ge'aring' 
alignment,
6. Turning gear.
D, General gear design other than tooth form - 
Item.1, Gearcase construction and rigidity,
2, Main v/hsel construction,
■3. Bearings - loading, clearances, wear 
dovm, position of joint.
4. Lubrication - quantity, distribution, 
oil troughs.
5, Dehumidif1er s .
1, Tooth design - 
Item 1. Loading factors.
2, Tooth depth, pitch and addendum 
distribution.
3* Plank and helical angles, 
f 4, Backlash.
1 p. Gear cutting and finishing -
1' Item 1. Robbing machines, speeds and feeds.
$ 2, Robbing machine accuracy.
'3. Hobs and hob testing.
4, Shaving.
. , . _ 5t Lapping.
"Polishing.
V, 7. Gear measurement.
G.;-Gear testing -
Item 1. Torque teats, reasons for and against.
3, Equipment required and methods 
employed for back to back tests.
3, Noise levels*
IV, Personal comments on discussions.
GROUP I,
The following itinerary was followed -
Monday, 
Tu9 Bday,
Saturday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
(Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
February'
" T g g ’
14th 
15th
16thWednesday, 
Thursday, 17th
Friday, leth
19th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th'
28th
29th
Disembarked New York 6 p.m.
Arrived Washington S.Cjp p.m. and visited 
a. in 0. (W), AIWIRAL BURT of the 
BRITISH AHHRALTY DELEGATION.
Meeting at BUREAU OF SHIPS, Navy Dept.
9.30 a.m. to l.p.m.
Depart Washington 5.30 p.m.
Arrived Milwaukee 10.30 a.m.
Visited FAIK 00RP0R.iT10N, Milwaukee.
12 noon to 6.30 p.m.
Visited FAIK CORPORATION, Milwaukee.
9.30 a.m.-to 5 p.m.
Depart Milwaukee 6.15 p.m.
Arrived Boston 11*30 p.m.
Visited GENERAL ELECTRIC GO., Lynn,
Boston, 9.30 ^.m. to 6 p.m.
Visited GENERAL ELECTRIC CO,, Lynn,
Boston 9.30 a.m* to 5 p.m.
Dis0U33ion.with Mr. R.H. TINGEY,
CHIEF mGINEER, BETHLEHEM STEEL 00. .
Fore River Yard, Quinoy, Mass. 
at Statler Hotel, Boston, 8 to 11 p.m.
Depart Boston 11.30 p.m.-
Arrived Trenton 9.30 a.m* (indisposed).
Visited BE LAVAL STEAM TURBINE GO.
Trenton, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Depart Trenton 3.30 p.m.
Arrived Philadelphia 5 p.m.
Visited VfESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC MANFG. CO. , 
EssingtOn, 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Visited ’//Ê3TINGH0USE ELECTRIC MANFG. CO., 
Essington, 9.30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Left'for Washington 3.30 p.m.
Meeting at BUREAU OF SHIPS, Navy Dept.
9 to 11 a.m.
Obtaining Exit Permit 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Depart for Ndw York 6 p.m.
Visited ABMIRAL IRISH, U.S.N. at his 
Offioe,'Broadway, and thereafter with him 
.visited MR, ALFRED MYER at MESSRS, GIBBS & COX
9.30 to 11 a.m.
Passage Arrangements 11 a.m, to 1 p.mv 
Visited MR, J.W, ATKINSON of PARSONS 
MARINE TURBINE CORPOILfflON, West Street,
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Bnbarked 8 p.m.
1.. %
The principal poraonnel met at the Bureau of Ships and at 
each of the four firms visited were as follows ;-
Bureau of Ships
Admiral Brand:
Captain Sharp:
" Ward :
* Mr. Ball:
Falk'Corporation 
MessrsT Ëemaim Falk: ■
Harold Falk Sonr:
Carpenter t
* Loulà Falk: )
Harold BfeLlk: )
* Riohardflon: )- 
Green (Left David Brown about 191Û): Works’ Manager.
President 
Vioe President 
-do—
Plant Superintendent EAgineors.
Lieutenant Frasier: U.g.N. Supervisor.
essrsi K.M. Holt:' _
B.H. OWogood:
J.J. Zrodowski: 
L.B. #lte8oarver : 
Young;
R.ff. Trenholm: 
ff.J. Davey:.
H. Papazian: 
Commander Sampson:
Turbine'Engineer 
Gearing Engineer 
—do—
Assistant Sales Manager. 
Superintendent Gear Çhop 
Asst • —do—
Application Engineer, Marine Dept., 
Schenectady^
International G.E.C* Sohenedtady.
U.8.N. Supervisor.
De Laval
^Messrs. O.R. Waller : 
A. Peterson!
Bauer.
Navy Dept, Supervisor:
Vice President and Chief Engineer< 
Chief Bigineor, Pump and 
Compreaialon Department,
. Westinehouae 
’•TïeflsrïnTR. Davies; 
* Seymour:
. Navy Dept. Supervisor;
Plant l^gineer. 
Works’ ■Mana'‘:er,
* Denotes Personnel with whom principal^discussions took place.
On the visits to the Navy Department and the four
principal firms, 1 was accompanied by ? .
I Commander (B) L.S. Rebbeok^ R.% - As^t, Naval Att.aohd 
Lieutenant Commander ( B] , Cr. 'Miles R&N^V.R..
Mr. G.W, Richmond,. B. iii C;s'De?>t>'. . .% •
Lieutenant A.J. Kroog, U.S.NVR, - ,f
X Except ^  De Laval and Westinghouso
2$
i
yGROUP II.
GEUaib’iL I1ÆPRES3I0NS.
Tho four firms whioh wora vialtad differ vary nuoh in
oharactor.
G.B.C. and Wastingtiouso, particularly the former, are 
largo highly organised olanta which might bo said to typify my 
pro-forniod notions of American Industry as based on popular 
ooumont. On the other hand, Do Laval and Falk are strongly 
rominisoont of British firms., Tho lattor, hov/ovar., had an 
atmosphere of its own, whioh could only be desoribod-as being 
born of tho outstanding character of the Managemont.
The president, Mr, Hermann Falk, is now an oldarly many 
but thoir shops show much evidonoo of his practical engineering 
instinct, and this tradition is being.worthily maintained by his 
nephew, Mr. Louis Falk and hie oolloagues. No doubt the extreme 
success of the firm as stojl Founders, has boon a direct result of 
this applied engineering intelligence. Incidentally, it may be 
remarked that the Plant, whioh employe about 3000, is manned 
entirely by Non-Union Labour. Walking through the shops with 
tho Prosidont, it v/as apparent that he knows most of the men 
personally, and, furthermorethat■he was well respected by them,
A3 an extreme contrast G.E.C, could be quoted, whore, 
having regard to the tremendous size of this firm (in all their 
various Plants they employ 230,000), thoro is an impersonal 
atmosphere, and the high degree of organisation that would be 
expocted in an undertaking of the magnitude. Questions of man 
powor and expense appear to be of little consequence in the 
enfoavours of the Executive of each Department to ensure that 
their products are of the highest quality, and that no smudge shall - 
besmirch the name of their firm before the eyes of the engineering 
world.
The attitude of the Navy Department to all these firms 
is interesting. V/horo questions of intorchan/bability and general 
policy are involved, they specify their requiroments, but so far as 
details / 3^
- - GROUP n.
details are concerned* even large, details* the respective firms . 
are given an entirely free hand, and the responsibility is theirs 
for producing a unit that functions satisfactorily; thus for 
example while gearcase seatings and gear dinmnsiona are 
. standardised from the point of view of interchangeability, the 
details of the construction^ of the gearoases eind running parts 
vary between extreme limits according to the opinions and special 
facilities of the Manufacturers. All this goes to emphasise 
. that there is more than one satisfactory way of fulfilling 
^ •specific requirements in the manufacture of any unit, and it is
misleading to imagine that various American Manufacturers holding 
different view points, have been brought together and have reached 
■ an absolutely agreed decision regarding a design, subsequent to 
open discussion. The perfect design which appears to glitter on 
its pinnacle is an Idealism for whioh all are striving and while 
the nearest approaches thereto are as many as they are' various, 
any distinction between the best of them tends to become more a 
matter of prejudice than fact.
So far as gearing is concerned, the Manufacturers in 
the States have been forced into a common policy to suit the 
requirfisments of the U.S. Navy as regards type of design, and the 
firms which have had to bow to the inevitable in this respect 
and have been overruled in their individual opinions still hold 
■their original views, even after experiencing the merits 
emphasised in reaching the decision for the adoption of a rival 
. firm’s design.
Even on a question of theoretical design policy, the -
some situation exists., The Gaax'ing Manufacturers in the States -
* were brought together to agree upon a loading formula. Each
firm had its own particular ideas in this connection,■varying in
degrees of complexity, but in reducing their ideas to a common
basis, the gross product of their deliberations was a
recapitulation of the wall known formula P/D corrected for the
finite diameter of the main wheel by incorporating a simple
Expression of the gear ratio. 1t was made clear that this 
arrangenfânt was brought about to satisfy/
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satisfy the Na^yfU'epaftment, but that firms whioh have thought
more deeply,In the matter are.not Impressed with the usefulness
of this oyeraimplified obeffioient,
■ The opening remarks made by Mr. Davies of V/estinghouae
during our discussion are worth particular reference. He said
that he was willing to give us all the information wo wantod, but
that it surprised him that we had come so far. in connection with
any problem of gearing construction. He questioned v/hethor all
ooncorned wore not becoming too academic in this connection,
particularly with regard to tooth surface, and contrasted the
Immunity from serious trouble of gears of all types to the
■difficulties which have been associated with the turbines of high
pressure installations. .Ho would have been much less surprised
to have met a mission assooiatod with .Turbine-»design. Incident-
> ,
ally his remarks regarding gearing itself might find corroboration
. * .
in the service experience of British gears in both Naval and Morohan
' ■ ■
^practice.
. in concluding those general remarks, it would be
appropriate to express acknowledgment of tho care which must have
been expended on the involved arrangements for the tour by Admiral
Burt and his staff at the British Admiralty Delegation, Washington,
.and also to Oommander (E) Rebbeok and Lieutenant Kroog U.S.N.R.
who accompanied us on the visits; als.o to the firms themselves
for tho extreme hospitality and attitude of helpfulness whioh was
shovm in all instances, although the latter are unlikely to read 
«
these words.^
Pormission to visit the four plants and also Messrs.
Gibbs & Cox, Consulting Engine era in New York, was granted
officially by the U.S. Navy Department. With.regard to the .
lattor firm it had been the Oomraittoe’s roquost that I should, if
pbasible, meet Mr. Gibbs personally but at the last minute
circumstances, as far as Mr. Gibbs y/as 'concerned, made this
impossible and his place was taken by his Chief Assistant, Mr. AlfhedMycr.
■ 5.
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To met tho wishes of the committee and. further the 
investigation to its utmost, Commander Rebbeok endeavoured to make 
a jprivate arran^emsnt for me to meat lb?. Burkhardt of Bethlehem
Steel Corporation but. owing to his immediate departure from
• ’ ' ■ }
Boston oh other business Mr, Burkhardt arranged for his very able
assistant Mr. Tingey to meat me privately at the stabler Hotel.
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A. CQMlVJtlSON OF NESTED LOCKED TRAIN GEARS,
1, Gunorul.
Bureau of Ships. 16/8/44: On the one hand Falk and
V/33tinghou3d are in favour of the nested typo while, on the other 
hand, G.J.G., Farel Birmingham and Do L-*val- (the ori^inutors) 
favour the locked train,type. For the purpose of standardisation,
locked train ^ears have been chosen for all classes of vessel
although no trouble* has been experienced v/ith the nested design in 
general. Nested gears are in fact being employed for pov/ers as 
high as 32,500 3.H.P. par shaft at 185 R.P.I.. on b.,ttleships now 
fitting out. The Navy Department have had no more difficulty 
with alignijient in one type than the other.
Falk : Have supplied nested gears for 40 destroyers of 25,000
3.H.P. per shaft,and all have been entirely successful although one 
batch of them has been rather noisier than it should have been. De 
Laval developed the locked train vdiich particularly suits the small 
hobbing machines, of which they have an.abundance. G.E.C. have 
refused to have anything to do \vith the nested design. Fd., v/ere
strongly opposed to the locked train on account of its complication
and tha added hobbing times, having regard to the fact that their 
.machines v/ere laid out for the production of nested gears. Wcw*. 
ot-.udv.rdisutipn was brought about the Bureau decided on locked 
train, the preference of the mair gearoutting firms being three to 
two in its favour. Behind the scenes lb'. Gibbs has had a lar^e 
influence v/ith the- Buie^u w.nd u.s he fathered the locked train ty^ ie 
in its infancy, his opinions havv presumably carried weight in 
that direction. In their earli<.r designs of nested gears, 
Westinghouso ran into some troub]e with thoir so-called floating . 
frame which did not maintain alignment. ' They also had helical 
on^le troubles v/hich landed them into difficulties with both the 
nested and locked train designs. ■
G.E. C. : ‘Have never built any nested typs gears n^d. in view
of this fact they are not in a .,cod position to offer criticism of 
its / 7 .
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its nerita. Their facilities are suited to the Idtked tr,.in
design which they first employed in c^rgo bouts durin^ the l^st
War ijid whioh they claim to have developed into its present form
in 1933. A:'- rt irou considerations of possible alignment
difficulties, they have no technical objectivons to the nested type,
but from a manufacturing^ standpoint, they prefer to have sepc.rate
primary and secondary units so that production can proceed
independently on the various components until such time as they
are ready for assembly. Damage to a secondary pinion does not
entail dismantling the built up unit and rpcutting the primary
wheels after reassembly. They state that troubles have been
experienced due to lack of rigidity in the nested type (see
possibly Da Laval}. G.E.C. merchant and minesweeper gears are of
articulated type.
Mr. Tingey of Bethlehem Steel Corporation emphasised that
from the experience which he had had with repair work, there w^s no
marked distinction between the two types of gear in ,>erformance .
\¥hen the N„vy Department decided to stand;.rdise ^^ears,
the two largest firms in the States wished.to adopt different
desi^^ns. G.E.C. v/ere wedded to the locked train desi^n.a.nd
Westinghouso were in favour of the nested design but at that time
the latter firm was having considerable trouble \/ith some turbines
and possibly on account of this fact they were not able to shout
with quite such loud voice at Washington, and in consequence
G.J.C. won their point.
Mr. Tingey v/as not _sked for a categorical opinion of the,
.two designs, althou^^h’he had been advised by Commander Rebbeok, ,
our Assistant Naval- Attaché in Washington, of the purpose of my
visit, and he volunteered the statement that in his opinion the
locked train design was an abortion. Under ideal conditions in
the shop, it is possible to set these gei^rs, but, in the event of a
rjplacement beinj^  required on boi.rd ship, the difficulties a ire
such that it is their practice to sera,, a complete train to repl .ce
one pinion. The difficulty is magnified by the fact that ^ny
variation in tooth thickness bet\,een any unit in one'train and the 
other / *
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other renders it.impossible to obtain a balanced load astern with 
tha sama sstting as for ahead, Purthar difficulties are 
associated with variations in lengths of quill shafts as these are 
usually finished to place to suit individual gearcase set ups.
From the point of view of overhaul, the accoasibility of 
it^he thrust block and forward main bearing is abominable .
De Laval; A photograph was produced shcwin^ an early De 
Laval design of nested gear with which the Navy Department had had 
trouble in alienmajit. This showed tha centre bearings (4 bearing 
type) of the primc.ry pinion to be of extremely light construction. 
Mr. Waller is of the opinion that there is greater chance of 
distortion v.ith the nested type of gear than with the locked tr^in 
type and they are fully in agréeront with the Navy Department’s 
decision to .standardise on the locked train.
Westinchouss: 1938 programme destroyers DD39V-420 all
incorporatsd nested gears which so far as .Mr, D^ v^ies knows have 
been entirely satisfactory. At the present tinu, the Battle Ships 
"ALABAMA" and "INDIAILj," ..re being fitted out with 32,500 8 .H.P. 
units of the nested type.
In one particular design, tho -locked train gear has been 
shorter than the nested type but this is an exception. The locked 
train is .a problem to line up but when this job is done carefully 
ths gear is entirely satisfactory In operation. If the power is 
unevenly distributed between the trains tha bearings of the primary 
pinion take a load for which they were never designed, and gears 
have failed from this cause,.
Westinghouse very much dislike the lack of accessibility 
to the main thrust and have, in fact, modified their designs to , 
provide the oiltight plate, flush with the foremost platie of the 
gjarcase, thus completely housing in the thrust and forv/ard main 
bearing. When this olltight plate is removed the access to the 
thrust and main gearing is possibly/ somowhat bétter than in other 
designs^ut tha drawbacks of such a design are obvious.
Westinghouse /
' 9 «
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Westinghouso prafor tha simplicity of the nastad type of 
gear and Mr, Davies cited the v/all-knovjrn engineering criterion that 
simplicity usually goes hand In hand with tha best product.
Bureau of Ships, 86/8/44; Mr» -B.,ll was asked regarding tooth 
thickness requirements, in view of difficulties of inter change ability 
with the looked train design of gears. He stated that there were 
no raquirements in this respect, and that ho was not aware of any 
difficulties having bean mot with.
Admiral Irish & Messrs. Gibbs & ooxt Admiral Irish emphasised 
that ho had not bean intimately associated with gearing production 
during tha last few years but he was satisfied in his own mind that 
tha nested type of gaar was easier to produce,
In operation, ha'was of the opinion that the two designs 
wore six and half a dozen.
When it coma to a question of overhaul, Admiral Irish 
stated that tho locked train design presented difficulties. 
Conditions on board ship ware not suitable to the concentration of 
core and thought which the adjustment of these ^ears demanded and 
which they receive under ideal conditions in the shop.
Ih*. I/lyer stated that G,E,C, h»d developed the locked train 
gear and that no serious troubles had occurred with these deai^^ns.
The Navy Department desired to introduce a policy of 
standardisation of interchangeability of. running parts and gearoases 
and speaking for Messrs. G i b b s C o r  he felt they were fully 
justified in adopting the locked train design.
With regard to alignment difficulties, there had been 
instances of residual*stresses in castings producing unfortunate 
affects in this direction in both nested and locked train designs.
So far Vis space requirements of tha two designs of
were concerned, there was vary little to choose between.
He thought that one of tha main advantages of tha locked
'train type of gear was that tha bearing thermometers were placed 
prominently /
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prominently for observation.
g. Prod notion Tii.e .
Bureau of Ships. Mr# Ball has gathered that the looked train 
can be sat up quicker than the nested type of gear but states that 
comparison is difficult with different firms.
• Fi.lk: Stute there is S5ÇÔ iuore ojuroutting in the looked train
design, this bein^ largely brought about by additional setting time
for the greater number of units (Falk’s speeds and feeds are high).
■
They agree that 00^ is a reasonable statement of additional fitting 
time for looked train us compared with nested gears but when they 
first went into production they ware even more badly delayed due 
to such items us missing couplings, muddled quill shafts, etc.
G.E.C.: For the looked train design the elements of
production are not Interdependent and they consider that this 
speeds up production.
Do L a v a l ZOfo saving in gearoutting time for looked train
type. : ' . '
, .
Westinghouse; State there is no difference in gearcutting 
times for the two desijns but.that the total.production time for 
the locked train type of gear is twice thut for the nested type.
3, Weight.
Fwlk: Gave the ueijet of a 30,000 S.H.P. set of locked train
destroyer'gears (dry) ..s 2 Ibs/S.H.P. Their corresponding nested 
gear would be 10-15?o lighter than this although the ratio would 
probably cross over and favour the looked train design for main , 
wheel diameters greater than 10-feet.
Mr. Tint.ey: With regard to weight, this depends more upon
the nahufaoturer than upon the design.-of gear.
De Lr.Val /
"  11- ,
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De Laval; The locked train gear for a destroyer is 
10,000 lbs lighter per shaft than the otrresj/onding nested design.
Westinghouset No difference in weight for nested and locked 
train gears.
Falk: ' Noise level of nested and locked train designs not 
markedly different but possibly the looked train is slightly 
quieter due to the lighter parts but there have been both 
relatively quiet and noisy gears of both types,
Mr. Ti-ngey; As regards the noise level, his opinion is that 
it depends upon the individual gears rather than the type of gear. 
Even gears of similar design made by the same manufacturer may 
have widely different noise characteristics.
Do Laval: Do not consider that there isv any differenQo
in noise for the nested and locked train designs.
V/estinghouse: The noise levels of the two types of gear are 
the same, and are the same also as a single reduction unit at the 
same power. The'adoption of double reduction gears does not 
involve added noise.
IS.
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^  DESIGN fc CONSTRUCTION OF NESTED GEARS.
1. • Primary Pinion Bearing Arrangement.
PajUc: . Until reoently palk have preferred'primary pinions of. 
the three bearing type, the shaft being tapered from the tooth, 
root diameter to the journal diameter, in contrast to the four 
bearing type developed by Vfestinchouse. In their latest designs, 
however, they have now developed the two bearing pinion, the 
portion between the helices being swelled in diameter, in some 
instances to as great a diameter as that .of the couplings They 
consider.that this eliminates any possibility of the primary
pinion snaking ahd their limiting provisional rule in this respect
iG
jy max. = 5.5D____  J - face width )
— w'~ D = pinion p.c.d. ) See Pig.l.
V  G G = gap )
Where the shaft diameter is swelled in excess of the helix diameter,
the hobs may inevitably run in to the ends of the swelled portion.
Westinghouse': Westinghouse are now also developing the nested
type of gear with the two bearing primary pinions in whioh they 
limit the actual deflection over one face to .6/1000"* the pinion 
bein^ swelled to the coupling diameter, if necessary, between the 
helices and the end of the helix teeth washingvinto this swelled 
portion if as may be unavoidable.
2. Permissible Deflection of Primary Wheel - Secondary Pinion Unit
Westinghouse: The maximum bending deflection which Westing-
house permit for a secondary pinion is .001" over one face.
.
3< Torsional Vibration, . ■
Falk: Second order torsional oscillation' frequency of nested
gears is very hi^h - v/ell above working revolutions, even in ■ 
Destroyer designs, • * . V - . ^
/ • 15, ' ' .
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Westinghouse.: The nested type of gear Is a stiff system and the
oritioal torsional approximates to twice tha running speed, The ■ 
articulated type of gear (of whioh the locked train is an example) 
can not have such a high oritioal in view of th^ flexibility of the
quill drive, ■* '
/ ■
4. Hobbing AT range uBnts for Primary Wheels.
Falk: In the hobbing of nested type primary wheels it is Falk’s
standard practice to rough cut the wheels on mandrels with wheels, 
say, 3” apart than to shrink them on to the pinion with their 
standard shrinking rings and thereafter to finish hob the wheels, 
turning the element over in order to out the second helix ot otherwise 
depending on machina available and the length of the unit. It was 
stated, however, that for repair jobs they have finish out the wheels 
on mandrels and these have been sent to ths repair shipyard, fitted
to the pinion and put into service without ill effects.
5, Typical Proportions of Gears for Naval Vessels.
Falk: The type of gears proposed by Falk for the nested design
in the latest Class of Destroyers.(which have actually all been 
fitted with locked train type) is indicated on Fig. 2. Tha 
particulars of the proposed design for these gears are as follows:-
Secondary
Nominal 
Actual "
No. of teeth 76
P.C.D. 12.-3"
Total face 
plus cap 
Spiral angle 
Hobs 
S.-H;P.
R..P.M. 5695
Pressure lbs/in.1170
' Primary
H.P..Ehiori L.P. Pinion
T
6.190 .
90
14.55"
+ 33^» 
. 40®
.389" Pitch
4805
1338
H.P. & L.P. 
vEeels
377
44.75"
VJheel
15® Flank 
1563
 5
4.419 
91 358
30.-6" 00.6"
30^".+ 31", 
400 
150 Flank
397
P/D
Bearing sizes
121 112.7
7i" X 7i"
1563 
HP 1900 
LP 2000 
■ HP-116 LP 122.1
14" dia. X 11" 16i"xl6j*"
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C. DESIGN Aim CONSTRUCTION OF-LOCKED TRAIN GEARS! .
' 1- Quill Shaft DoslgHt Torsional 0tiOilI..tlDn. Steady Bearlnga.
. Bureau of ships : There are no torsional oscillation
diffioulti’as. After prolonged investigation, the Navy. Department ' 
had ceased to require consideration of torsional characteristics, 
in view of the heavy damping in the system. In earlier designs 
whioh incorporated elaborate boring of pinions ahd quill shafts, 
this was done entirely with a view to saving, weight-. Later 
wartime designs have plain bores.
■
Falk : No torsional oscillation problem for Naval cd^rs
where the excitation is low, but with slow running Morohant o^nrs, 
this is not necessarily the case.
Confirm that the elaborate boras in pre-war pinions were
to save weight to avoid a 25 c/lb. penalty for exceeding the
S
guaranteed figure. *
ouill shafts are designed for a stress of 8,000 Ibs/sq.in. 
nickel steel being used formerly but now a straight carbon.
Neo-prene (synthetic rubber) steady bushes for the quill 
shafts have been tried by Falk, but they are not considered necessary
G .B.C.. : The second order torsional critical has no effeo^.
It used to be customary to design for nodal tuning, but this has
now been abandoned having regard to the high damping effect of the
r
bearings. ’ - ,
Tha combined banding and torsional stress in tha quill 
shafts is based on a maximum of 5,000 lbs/sq. in. for carbon steel, 
and 10,000 Ibs/sq. in. for nickel steel. '
No steady bearings are fitted for the quill shafts.
De LaVvJ. ; Confirm torsional vibration of no importancei 
•hri^ ving regard to the damping effect/of tLe * bearings.
quill shafts designed.for torsional 0trass of 6,000
Iba/t'vj. in. with even distribution' of Ibdd.between - the trains, using
/  ' . • ' ' 
carbon steel. If nickel steal is employed, the stress limit is
raised / 15.
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raised to 8,500 Iba^/aq# in#
Steady bushes are not used, and the quill shaft is
1 ‘ ■ 1'
provided with a radial clearance of /16" or /8".
Westinghouse: Still prefer to balance the system for a
second order torsional oritioal, although the ifavy Department have 
dropped any requirements in this respect.
Plain bores are now adopted, and the quills are usuallyI
of nickel steel, no steady bearings being provided for them. There 
'is a tendency for the quills to rust up solid, and it is Westinghouse 
practice to paint them With a rust preventive before assembling,
S, Location of Rotating Parts.
Do Laval; Secondary wheel is located at the centre of the 
oil pan'and the gears are set up to accommodate this setting.
Primary wheels.have a total clearance of ,015". There is about 
"^Vlô" axial play in each coupling, so that the total axial play in 
the secondary pinion is about ,125"  ^ ,015" say ,140", There is 
1/4" clearance between the butting shafts of the secondary pinion 
and primary wheels*
3, Coupling Design.
Bureau of Ships: Star couplings are considered as completely
out of date, and it is now difficult even to obtain replace 
components in the States,
Four firms in the States specialise in the production of 
•small tooth couplings; included among whioh are Falk and G.E.C. ,
Qfyfo simultaneous bearing of teeth is required, and this 
is frequently only obtained by hand work.
Falk: Small tooth couplings are much preferred,
r
In designing the couplings, the tooth pressure is kept 
as low as accommodation for the unit will permit, although they have
no/ ' • . . '
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no knowledge of any trouble haying arisen, with any firm due to 
excess loading, '
It is Falk practice to shave the coupling teeth after 
cutting and 80^ contact is normally obtained without hand v/ork*
The ends of the teeth are relieved during the shaving process.
The claws are hobbed and the sleeve teeth are machined 
on a Fellows planer.
No difficulty is found in lubricating the teeth, but the 
end plates are now omitted so as to allow a circulation of oil 
without risk of collection of mush,
G<E,0.: Couplings are designed on a basis of 400 lbs/in.
loading on the teeth based on 605a teeth in contact. Both claw 
and sleeve teeth are machined on Syke’s Planers, and no hand work 
is required.to obtain the requisite contact.
De Laval: Designs arc based on 350 lbs/in, loading on the
coupling teeth, 90^ of t!ie teeth being in simultaneous contact for 
any position of engagement, a requirement which De Laval insist 
upon being observed by their Subcontractors, The designed backlash 
of the couplings is ,015".but'as little as ,009" is permitted, and 
as much as ^090', •
Westinghouser Design based on 350 lbs/in, on the teeth, the 
assumption being that they are all in contact. Some couplings 
have been designed on twice this loading, and of these, some have 
worn badly. It is essential to provide an adequate circulation
of oil to the couplings to avoid ‘the collection of mush, and it
' . '
is useful to provide a byepass for oil flow from any restricted 
portion of the coupling to avoid this occurring, Designed 
bàoklash .015", • ‘ '
V/estinghouse find it .neoo-ssary to specify vory carefully 
the conditions which must be aàtisfied to givç satisfactory meshinp;, 
They permit a maximum out of balance o.f. 8. oz,, inches.
4 /
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4. Boring of Gearoases,
Falk: Cast steel jigs are provided carrying all the boring '
bars in roller bearings, it being so arranged that the gearcases 
can be set up on the machine bed without disturbing the jigs. Two 
separate boring heads on continuous horizontgil shears, provide for 
simultaneous boring of pinion and primary wheel housings for the 
H,P, and 1,P, sides of the gearoase. A separate motor and 
specially adapted boring head, situated on the remote side of the 
gearoase, provides for simultaneous boring of the main wheel 
housings, This unit is non-adjustable for position.
Light oast steel frames are set up above this latter motor 
for supporting the boring bars when withdrawn.
The time taken to bore the housings of a 30,000 S,H,P, 
gearoase of the Destroyer typo with this equipment is 40 hours.
This is accomplished in 3 outs, bhe first which leaves ^/16" 
radially is accomplished by 2 tools per bar, one working in each 
housing of the same size. The second cut is taken with 2 split
collars on each bar, each ring carrying 6 carefully set tools,
,012" is left for the finishing out, which is accomplished by 2 
one tool cutters provided with micrometer adjustment,
G,E,C,; Boring is effected by similar sot up tp that employed 
by Falk, except in that the boring bar jigs are provided with plain 
instead of roller bearings, that multiple cutter tools are not 
provided for the sejinifinishing cut, and that the jigs are of 
fabricated construction. The boring; time per gearoase is about
100 hours, during dOfc of which time the main boring bar is in
operation. The bores in the gearcase are of uniform diameter 
throughout in any one axial line, and there are no recesses. In
boring out, ,002" is left for - beiding the mandrels by hand. No
importance is laid on maintaining alignment between primary and 
secondary gears within .this limit,
/
Do Laval; Boring is accomplished by a single head machine.
Cast / -
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Cast iron jigs are employed for the boring bars running in plain 
boies. Tho average time taken per goaroaso is 190 hours.
\/eatin^<hou3e : Boring of gearcases is carried out with a
single headed machine, employing oast iron jigs with plain bearings 
for the boring bars. To increase the capacity, additional gear- 
oaaos are bored on a similar machine without the use of boring bar 
jigs. The relative times are as follows:- ■
Hours
With Jigs Withou t Jigs
(bored after assembly)
Upper portions 110
Base - Main Bearings and Thrust ISO
Vertical Milling 37
Top and bottom portions together 30
Total ... 297 580
5. Adjustment for load Distribution between Looked Trains and 
Rear alignment. —
Bureau of Shins: Advised that it would be found that the
opinions of the various firms differ widely on this point,
Falk if Falk consider that the best distribution between the 
trains that can be relied upon is 62/38 although on an average they 
have probably now improved their technique to give say 56/42.
Their procedure for adjusting the trains is firstly to 
provide tho pinions and wheels iith zero clearance bearings all 
concentric exhopt in the case of those for the main wheel which 
are eccentric in the direction of the ahead loading. Tho aft 
lower couplings of the H,P, and L.B, trains arc left undrilled.
Backlash is removed throughout the trains in the ahodd 
direction with suitable levers. The undrlllcd coupling is then"' 
marked, removed, d.rilled and reanicd. The unit .is then replaced 
and meshing is checked by painting a^band of lamp black marking 
on the pinions and joggling the gears ahead and astern by hand with
' r
a lever on tho turbine coupling. flange, This, process was witnessed 
and showed that the black lead marking'had been lifted right across 
both /
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both the ahead and astern faces of each train.
It was emphasised that secondary pinions or primary wheels 
with thin teeth must be paired off or the astern marking would be 
indefinite.
An error of ,002" in the marking bf the coupling flange 
represents a lO^ j out of balance loading, In conseauence of this, 
there are no interchangeable spares for locked train gears* In 
making this statement it should be noted that Falk are not in 
favour of adjusting the gears by making use of prime teeth in the • 
flexible couplings or the difference in the-number of teeth between 
the primary and secondary gears, because of the difficulty of 
knowing what adjustment has been achieved when the process is not 
based on the manual absorption of backlash; consequently Falk 
provide their forward and aft couplings with a uniform number of teeth,
The probess described above is tho very antithesis of the 
procedure which Falk originally thought necessary when they started . 
to build looked train gears. At that time thpy torqued up the 
gear in an effort to take account of gearoase distortion, but the ■ 
results whioh they achieved were variable and unsatisfactory.
In meshing; the beadng housings, allowance is made for 
,002" scraping to obtain alignment. Alignment in a vertical plane 
is obtained with the use of a spirit level having an accuracy of 
,0005" per inch per division, t
G.E.C: G,E.O. consider that there is a 50/50 distribution of
power between the two sides of tho lockod train, both in theory nd • 
practice. Adjustment'Of gears is effected by prime difference in 
number of teeth between primary wlieels and secondary pinions. The 
small tooth couplings at the for/mrd and off ends are fitted with 
an equal number of teeth, thus providing no additional adjust ont 
The coupling keyvjays are'finished to drawing size and the adjustment 
of the train is effected, entirely by the above methodi ■ It is 
their experience that if a single coupling is left for marking o f 
the / ' ' . ■
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the keyway to place the errors involved In machining are 
sufficient to put the adjustment of the trains out to suoh an 
extent that prime tooth adjustme-t has to be resorted to in any 
case. At my particular request I was permitted to wait for about 
two hours at the test bed where they happened to be effecting an 
adjustment of this nature. The back to back test had shovm a 
li:htne88 of marking on one side of the teeth, as evidenced by the 
fact that the printers' ink whioh they paint in axial bands on the 
pinion teeth prior to the back to back test had not worn off one 
train. Regardless of the elaboration of the back to back tests, 
the amount by whioh the trains were out of adjustment, had'of 
course, to be measured and this was done by insertion of shims 
between the tooth faces in the following manner:- shims of a thick­
ness of ,005" were placed between the outer ends of all teeth in 
mesh. Torque was then applied by lever o,n the primary pinion 
and it was found that the shims of one train remain free. By a 
process of trial and error, it was found that all shims became 
simultaneously nipped when an additional thickness of ,014" was 
inserted, between the secondary teeth of the upper pinion and main 
wheel. The bearings, other, than those of the main wheel, were 
packed up to make the journals concentric in the oil ■ clearance. 
Reference to the Chart provided for the purpose showed the relative 
movement of secondary pinion and primary wheel that it was required 
to make, Unfortunately, the squad employed on this job appeared 
to be unfamiliar with the requirements, and after certain confusion 
had arisen, the job was abandoned for the neat shift to tackle*
De Laval: With their original-method of assembling gears under
static torque with loaded arms, they concluded that-the. load division 
might be as poor as 40-60, They have nov/ abandoned that method of 
setting np and consider that they have appreciably improved- the' 
balance by the following method : - The complete assembly of the 
gears and tho fitting of all the couplings except one from which they 
omit the key, the keyways having all’been finished to drawing 
dimensions /
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dimensions. The backlash of tho gears is then taken up by 
suitable levers and the amount by which the keyways of the unkeyed 
coupling is out of line with the keyway in its shaft is carefully 
measured. They then make the necessary adjustment to the 
relative position of the secondary pinions a^d primary wheels 
of one train, having regard both to the fact that the number of 
teeth in the respective elements have a prime difference and also 
that further adjustment can be obtained due to the fact that the 
forward and aft couplings are also provided with a prime diiference 
in the number of their teeth,
A description and typical calculation of the method 
employed was provided by the firm, and is attached hereto, Fig,3,
It was stated that a iO/o out of balance of load between 
the two sides of the -train was represented by a key setting error 
of ,005" for the and ,003" for the L*P.
During this process, ihe journals are allowed to lie in 
the bottom of the oil clearance. A check on the setting is 
provided by marking the gears with blue marking and rotating against 
a light restraining torque, -— ^
De Laval are not particular about the division of power 
for astern loading and they do not take account of varying tooth 
thicknesses on the two trains, although they do not anticipate 
any undue variation arising in this way.
Westinjghouse; Design for- 50/50 balance of load, but they do 
not imagine that this is achieved in practice. They consider that 
the actual balance of power whidh is achieved is indeterminable.
It is Westinghouse practice to torque up their gears
H.P, against L.P. with a system of levers and springs, so as to 
obtain 40^ of the full power meshing torque.when balancing the load 
between the trains, ' .
With regard'to balance of load for astern running, they
would pair off any pinion with thin teeth, a process which is greatly 
faoilit 
going /
c ated when there is a large volume of work of the same design
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going through the shops simultaneously.
The maximum contact error which they permit over the 
face of one helix is *0005" up to ,001" measured statically. In 
event of a greater error occurring the pinion bearing housings are 
scraped out. This was, in fact, actually withessed and a set which 
had been running on torque during the first day of the visit was \ 
dismantled and the mandrels were being rebedded in the housings 
when seen during the second day. Gears are chosen for the most 
suitable meshing from the large selection whioh are in simultaneous 
production.
Admiral Irish; Is of the opinion that the adoption of a 
simplified method of balancing the loading on the trains may be 
justifiable by a firm th t has had lengthy experience with the 
looked train type of gear but that for a firm commencing in its 
construction the very greatest care would be required to avoid the 
possibility of mishap,
6. Turning Gear.
.General Note; The typé .of turning gear standardised on all 
locked train designs is indicated on drawings available in this 
Country. On account of the high reduction ratio employed the 
gear may be used for the dual purpose of holding the shaft at 
sea even with the other shaft developing full power.
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1.- Gearoase Construction & Rigidity
FaIk I Groat emphasis is laid on goarcaso rigidity and they 
employ hoaviar plating, than v/as soon in any of tho other Plants 
visited, Height is kept down by oxtonsivo lightening holes 
carefully designed so that tho strength of the main structure is 
‘/oil distributed. This policy necessitates a groat deal of flame 
cutting whioh is accompliahod on large pantograph machines.
The plate to be out is placed on a stool grid from whioh it is 
insulated by ooppor pads whioh oonduot the heat away and prevent 
burning of the grids. Scrap is directed on to a sloping grato"''''"' 
whioh deposits it into a surip below the grating forming the floor, 
from whonoo it is easily coHooted. Plato thicknesses employed aro 
of the order of 2^/4" for tho inn:r wall and 1^/4" for tho outer 
wall, Lightening holes in olltight walls are closed by thin 
stool woldod panels which have boon previously pressed with a 
cruciform indentation to provide flexibility for welding. .
Tor tho locked train design, the A frames are c-ist in —
\
pairs Port and Starboard and afterwards parted by a flame cutter. 
Bearing assembly 'houses aro oentrifugally oast. In some designs 
tho entire top half of tho goaroaso is of cast stool. No trouble 
has boon oxporionood with distortion but it must bo recognised 
that m i k ’s stool founding toohniquo is quite exceptional ^nd other 
firms in the states have attomptod to follow thorn in sor/io respects, 
without suocoss. In the V/elding Dopartmont oxtonslvo uso is made 
of a wood lined pit about 30 ft. squaro and 10 ft, deep for 
facilitating woldlng, the partly fabricated structures being loaned 
up against tho aides of tho pit ^t'anglos suited to tho work in 
hand. Two largo manipulators aro also in use. Ono welding
machino is omployod over'tho pit working on tho Union,Molt system.
:
G.3.0./
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G.E.0. Tho gonoral dosign of fabrication is similar to 
praotioo in this. Country. Tho oxtont to whioh v/olding is omployod 
in goarouso construction varias, some designs employing oast steel 
bearing housings and others' being all fabricated. Tho view was 
oxÿrossoâ. that the former are the easier to construct, as can wo 11 
bo approelated.
Do Laval: Tho type of fabrication omployod is vory similar to
that of G.E.G, although possibly of rathor lighter scantlings.
V/o3tinghou30 ; Tho oharaotoristio appoaranoo of a V/ea.tinghouse 
fabricated structure is tho unbroken surface of the outside plates. 
This is in striking contrast to Falk and accessibility to some of 
tho welding must be difficult, After completion gearcases are 
tested by filling v/lth oil up to tho joint at a temporaturo of 140®F,
2. Main V/hool Construction.
Falk: ’»Vhools are of oast steel construction and of design as
indioatod. in diagram 4, Tho hub is split and is fitted a.ainst q 
shoulder on two parallel diameters on tho shaft, retention being 
provided by two shrunk rings and location ensured by a ring fitted 
in halves in a groove in the shaft at one side of tho wheel, this 
ring itself being retained in position with a shrunk-on ring.
'Thoole arc balanced dyhamioally.
G.F.U. Tho general design of G.E.O. wheel consists of a 
oast steel hub, boiler plate discs and forged rim all welded.
For tho rims G.l.O. prefer h i ^  carbon content, say up to ,50^ : but 
the N^ .vy Department limit is .4a/, Brineli being 160-190. .ill 
-olds aro magnafluxod. Prior to, and during welding tho hub is 
he^tod by gas jots and tho rim by an induction coil consisting of 
about 15 turns of cable absorbing 40 K.w, and giving a rim 
temperature of about 150°C. Tho actual process of welding tho v/hool 
*bakes six men about 100 hours for a Destroyer wheel. They can only
25.
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v/ork at tho job for a limited period without a rest on account of 
tho hoat, Tho hubs aro fittod on q J® tapor and aro hydraulloally 
prosaod up against a collar, tho draw boing ^/2". Tho bore of tho 
hub is finally sorapod by hand to obtain tho required draw. ^ftor 
annoaling the rims aro finish turned v/ith a c*rbldo tipped tool at 
220 ft/min. giving a highly polished finely sorratod surface, 'Æools 
ara balanced dynamically.
Da Lavait Tho Do Laval design of main and oriraarj" wheels 
incorporates tv/o dished sldo plates. Those aro bought in from 
outside, finish welded. In accordance with Navy Department require­
ments for metals having a carbon content of .40/ or over all welds 
are Kagnafluxod. The rims are heated to 13Q°F, for welding. 
Thereafter the v/heela 'are annealed, to a temperature of 50® less than
f *
the rolling temperature of the t Il., a careful history of which is 
kept. The Brineli of the rims, varies between 160 and 190, 150 
being regarded as the minimum permissible.
V/heels and in fact all rotating parts above 150 R.P.M. 
are dynamically balanced. -
The main wheel hub is pressed up on a taper on the 
spindle by a certain definite amcuat until it comes hard home against 
the shoulder provided. The amount of the axial draw-up is 
calculated so as to give a ring stress of 8,000 lb,s/sq,in. in the 
hub, A nut is fitted as a provision against slackening back.
Westinghouse ; Main v/heels eT3 all fabricated with flat side 
■’lates. Interoostals between the ;e plates are provided but the 
plates anC tho v/oldino is kept cla ir of the rim so as not to cause 
a variation in rini stiffness and iiiduoe possible vibration (a 
condition of whioh Do Lavâl have hid experience). Rims are flame 
heated to Î50®F. for weldin;j. Tho rims are of .3&/. carbon and as
I.
such do not r:quire to be Ma':naflu::ed. Brineli 160-190. Wheels 
for 150 R,P.M. and above are dynaiûâcally balanced only as a Navy
■ ■ I ■
requirement - Westinghouse consider, that static balancing is 
adequate/ , 26n’
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adoqiuato,. Main v;hool hubs aro pfossod up against a shoulder 
oh a taper of ,005" per inch, the amount of draw being such as 
to give a ring stress of 15,000 Ibs/sq,in. in the hub, viz., about 
«005" per inch diameter. Wo nut is fitted. Primary v/hools for 
the, nested typo of gears are, pressed on to a double parallel fit 
against a shoulder and secured with a nut and six ^/4" dowels,
3, Bearings, Loading Clearances. Wear Povm. Position of Joint.
Bureau of Ships; Minimum and maximum permissible bearing 
clearances according to U.S.W. practice are indicated in Pig.5,
The Bureau is prepared to accept gearing bearing pressures iip to 
200 Ibs/sq.in, although the maximum v/hich is In service at the 
moment (on a Oruisor) is 190 Ibs/sq.in. running at 154 ft/sec.
The use Of bridge gauges for gearing bearings has been abandoned 
having regard to the fact that the static reading is no measurement 
of wear dovm on the load lino,
, Palk* Bearing clearances aro .002" per inch diameter 
concentric, «i value of L/D about 1.0 is favoured. Bearing 
peripheral speeds are considered to bo of small significance and 
Pa Ik would not hesitate to employ 200 ü?t/s©c. The minimum angle 
between the joint and the load lino is regarded as 30^. Whitemotal 
is centrifugally spun v/ith a small dovetail at each end. For 
primary wheel bearings of nested typo gears Falk are now employing 
solid ring bearings without a split,
0,3.0, Clearances adopted aro for 2" diameter - .002" per 
inch diameter: 6" diameter - .0015" per inch diameter,: 12" and
above .001" per inch diameter. Tho minimum permissiblo angle ^ 
between load line and joint is regarded as 45®, . Rubbing speeds up 
to 150 or 170 ft/s 10. ai*o employed. G.B.G, believe in conservative 
loading for gearing bearings and regard 150 Ibs/sq.in, as a maximum.
'Jith regard to the proportion? of the bearing a ratio 
L/D = 1,0 is favoured although for main v/heel'bearings this ratio 
is/
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is allowed to rise to 1.5.
V/hitemetal is oast oentrifugally into steel shells 
without dovetails,
Be Laval: Bearing pressures up to 305 Ibs/aq.ip. have been '
used. Little attention id paid to rubbing sjeed. It is usually 
arranged that the load line be at 90° from the joint. Bridge gauges 
have been dispensed with and instead the bush thickness is stamped 
on the shell of the bearing in way Of the load line and at 45° each 
side therefrom. Bearing shells are of steel plate cross rolled 
before bending, thereafter-annealed and lined with v/hitemetal, 
using a 4" riser. Centrifugal casting is not employed; oast steel 
shells have not been found satisfactory,
V/ea.tinghougo : Bearing clearances are - ,003" per inch
diameter for high speed high temperature bsarings; ,002" per inch 
diameter for first and second reduction pinions and .0015" per inch 
diameter for slow speed wheels. Bearing loadings are conservative -
H.P. 125 Ibs/sq.in. and L,P, 150 Ibs/sq.in. Typical rubbing speeds 
are 150 ft/seo, for first reduction, gears and.100 ft/sec. for seqond 
reduction, but although 150 ft/sec. used to be considered' as the 
limit it is nov/ considered that 300 ft/seo. would not be excessive 
and, in fact, the nested gears for the Indiana have bearing speeds 
of 167 ft/seo,
4, Lubrication - Quantity, Distribution, Oil Troughs.
Bureau of Ships. The maximum oil temperature rise that is 
allowed is 50°P. and the maximum permissible outlet temperature is 
180°?. It is only specified that sprayers be provided for the ahead 
side of the mesh. The capacity of the sump is for two minutes' 
supply of oil at full power. The oil shield that’ has been adopted 
for U.S. Destroyers permits of tho gear being placed lower in the 
ship.and yet allov/s, the main wheel to run clear of oil. A drain 
hole must be provided in the shield or the shield will fill up with
mush / . ’ ‘
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mush, hut when the wheol is running tho pressure created inside the 
trough is sufficient to prevent ingress of 'oil through the drain 
hole.
G.E/0. Lubrication to jourrals in the looked train design of 
gear is effected by passages oast in the housings in way of the 
primary gears permitting oil to flow upwards round the outside of the 
housing of each bearing in turn, an appropriate proportion of the
feed being discharged ,into each baaring. In the case of the
secondary pinion bearings, the connection between the lower and ‘
upper housings .is effected by an internal pipe. Oil for the
bearings is fed into distributing boxas at the lower extremity of 
the it frames. iHl internal pipes aro of steel with welded joints.
V
Dq Laval: No astern sprayers are fitted. The following is a
typical distribution of oil for a 30,000 8,H.P, set.
Bearings 
Sprayers ■ 
Couplings' 
Margin
Total
240 gallons/minute 
’60 "
. 40 »
30 *'
370 "
They emphasise the desirability of using good grade oil 
particularly for initial running .and recommend the uso of anti-rust 
inhibitors,
WestlnghousG ; Bearings aro designed on the basis of a 30*^  
temperature riso. The. journal loss is appreciably greater than tho 
tooth losses in tho gears and it is probable that tho teeth have 
throe times the quantity of oil that they require. Sprayers are 
provided for L,?. astern. They are not really necessary on the
H.P, but it is standard U.S.N. practice and la probably desirable 
for aircraft Carriers. ^
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5. . Dqhumidifiers.
Bureau of Ships; This is coneldored as a gadget which is of 
no particular value since an air vont must bo provided to atmosphere 
somewhere or trouble is experienced, with the lubrication of the 
couplings and if an air vent is provided it cuts out the 
effectiveness of a dohumidifier.
.G.E.0: Consider dehximidifiers a distinct asset for keeping
down corrosion of the gears.
Yfestinghouse: Dohumidifiers aro not considered necessary.
They are a palliative and'it is more fundamental to stop water 
getting into the oil by the proper provision of baffles.
— f '
\
/ '
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з. TOOTH SE3IGH.
1. Loading factors.
Bu 1*0au or Ships : Tho Nuvy Doportu-nt havo iio do motic idoas
about tooth loading but it vas on thoir inatl.ution thaU tho 
principal g arcutting firms in tho States got tog th:r and agrooû
и.-^ on a corm;on loading factor. To a certain :>:tant ach firm had i'g 
ov/n relatively involved proposals but the only r.ictor u *on \rAch 
comr.on agreement could bo reached was the well-known simple ox ore as ion
'/he*re P/ND « lbs, load in; per inch face por inch diam.-tjr 
H = guar tooth ratio.
Tooth speeds up to 1C,000 f-et o;r minute ere p rmittod 
but thereafter it is thought thur, is dan g r of the oil boiny 
thrown off,
,ill Pirns yisit^d; <'jr. in u ' r unent r. ,^/d In the statement
of the basis of d sign givun at tlie Bureau of Chi s. Tho follow in 
arj Vulu , of K -
fustroyers - 110
Cruis;rs - 90
Bv,t tie ships - 05
Cei’tjO Vos lels - 65
.wll firms confirmed tho first of the 3o valu:s and tiiu l^tt -r I hr ;
\hiL'. Gup'li,.c' by G.e.d. It will be obs rved th^t th , -re for tl-
larger ships ar ba , d en mers cons .rva* iv . -
.. (face + cur)/p. T.f, ratio of 2,5 for ini ans 3 s "en A r/
r.w „.r'\.d 4.; an absolut. : ..ximur,;.
Pinion t jth .r. not reli ved at the- uhd ., T!ie process
is eIt.rally consi 'jr ■! unn.ces ;ary and .von un^ .Girjbl; from th
oint of vi ;'.v of tho rudual for." et ion of rl:' . toee th aid
of tho wheol taeth.
c , Tooth Do nth Pitch and "addendum Distribution.
Bureau of piiips /
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Bureau of Ships; These factors are loft entirely to the 
discretion of the respective 3c.r manufacturers. A pitch of 
9 D.f, (•35"} is, however, considered too small for any main 
ironulsion gear, j
Parsons'
Falk; Take addendum equal to dedendum = 1 = normal
normal D.P. standard
The total tooth dc'>t]i Including the root clearance = 2,25
normal D.P
In assessing tlv'se deaths, the basis of esigi ha , been 
to obtain tv/o complete t^eth in contact in one oircurnferen11 al 'lane 
From this it will be seen that an equal a 'denduiù and dedendun is 
worked to. A slight correction is made, however, by r -mon of the 
fact that they cut a greater nUiaber of tooth in a wheel than the 
noj.ilnul pitch circle would indicate. Thus, v/hilo the nu..ber of 
teeth corres ondin"- to a "iven P.O.J. may be 556 the actual nvcebor 
of teeth cut . n the v/h^ el is ma.e a5G.
5 D.P. ('62&I') is 31. 'loyod for secondary tuelh and 7 D.P,
(•448“') for iriiiury t’ eth ba-ed on normal to tooth D.P.
g. E. 0 : V/ere not explicit re rdin ; tooth ro oT-tion ch
they an, toy, but the followin' inf o r 1 1 ion vms obtained for a
particular design oC IT aval Gear -
PrJ^ uiarA; Sec on.- ary
Pinion ai.dondum .170 ,200
" dedendui'i (ex root clearance} , . 112 .300
Total . . .202 .400
hormal pitch ,^ ;44 .624
Given by G.E.O. as 7 D. . t- D.P.
Parsons’ nor;nal standard
iiieshin ' 'epth/eitoh • .636
G.E.G. mesh In' '.epth/pltcii . .uoc .640
= . UOÙ X  l.OC " - ,6ao X  1.01
Fl’om/
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From theso figures It is derived that G.E.O. are employing -
Primary Seoondary
Pinion dedendum/meshing
depth ,603 ,500
They made a casual reference to an addendum correction.
De Laval; Typical tooth forms employed by De Laval aro as 
follows -
Primary Gears Secondary Goars
Ciroumferential D.P, 5 3,85034
Normal Pitch .4444 .5830
Oirouxaferential pitch ,6283 .8159
Addendum; Pinion ,141 ,185
Wheel ,141 .185'
Meshing Depth ,282 ,370
Total Depth ,349 .450
Meshing de pth/pitoh .640 .636
The seoondary gears obviously oorros ,ond with Parsons' 
Standard *^/l2” tooth so far as pitch and depth is concerned but 5G, 
addendum is employed. Hobs are formed to give radius at tip of 
teeth. De Laval are not disturbed by pitting if this is uniform 
across the tooth.
WestinghousQ: Employ Parsons' standard tooth proportions
v/ith 50?' addendum.
5, Flank and Helical Angles.
Bureau of Ships: This matter is left to the discretion of
individual gearing contractors, Falk employ 15^ flank angle and 
40^ helix. The latter has been adopted in favour of a 30° helix -s 
it was thought that this would tend to reduce noise, but the results 
are inconclusive.
G.B.C: Employ 15° flank angle, Helical angles which they
employ are as follows
Primary Geoondary
Naval Looked Train Gears - 45^ 40°
Cargo Vessels Articulated Gears 35° 30°
Be Laval;/
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Da Laval ! Employ a normal flank angle of 15° and helical angle 
45°, With nested type gears in or1er to ovoid deflection of wheel 
a lower helical angle is employed about 18°, It was at one time 
considered that a large helical angle would be^efficacious in 
minimising gear noise but De L  val nov/ question v/heth^r noise is in 
any way associated with the particular helical angle chosen. In the 
case of the latest Destroyers De Laval v/ere given a fre^ hand by the 
Navy Department to adopt whatever angle they desired and they kept 
45° merely for convenience, having regard to the fact that that had 
been their recent practice.
V/estinghouse ; Employ a 14j-° flank angle in accordance with 
Parsons' standard as also for pitch and depth, V/estinghouse 
maintain that helical angle has no connection with noise an? they 
favour 18°.
4. Backlash,
Bureau of Ships; Tho U.S. Navy Department standard backlash 
is less than ours, namely, about ,015" but they .^re not particular 
as to hov/ great it may be. It has nothing to do v/ith the 
satisfactory operation of the gears.
G.E.C: Minimum backlash for 1" pitch teeth .060" v/ith
other tooth forms in oroportion, They do not fix any maximum limit.
V/ostinghouse ; See no reason to be concerned about the aitount 
of backlash so long, of course, that it is adequate.
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P. GEAROUTTING AND FINISHING.
1. Hobblna Maohlnea-. Speeds and Feed's.
Falk; In general Falk are bobbing their wheels with double head­
ed machines. Their machines incorporate a secret compensating device 
which in principle has something of the creep action. In appearance 
the wheels and pinions look as though they had been cut on fairly good 
creep machines, the creep markings being of rather smaller pitch than 
is customary in this country. Their hobbing speeds are greatly in 
excess of those met with in this country and indeed of any other plants 
visited in the Stated. Using a 4" - 4j*’ diameter hob and ? D.P.
N o . of
R.P.M. Feed Starts
40 .062 5
50 .100 1
Roughing 
Finishing .
They admit that as a result of these heavy feeds the tooth surface 
has deteriorated but this is corrected for in the shaving process.
Gears in excess of 50" diameter are too large for their 
shaving machine and these are cut with more conservative hobbing speeds.
They agree that it is desirable to finish hob a wheel with 
the same direction of rotation of the table for each helix but they do 
not lay great str ss on achieving this end, the object of which is in 
any case destroyed when using a double headed hobber.
Five of their new machines are of their own design which 
Is quite unorthodox and is shown diagrommatically in Figure 6. The 
machine tables are not provided with brakes but the hob spindles are 
30 fitted,
G.E.C; Have 31 Gear Hobbing Machines several of which take a 
200" diameter wheel, hobbing with double heads. Machines are all of 
non-creep design. It is their opinion that a. creep wheel is only a 
palliative for a poor worm wheel, and they have concentrated rather 
on obtaining really accurate worm wheels. Many of their machines.,, 
including their largest, are of their own'manufacture following Gould 
& Eberhardt practice. They employ cast iron worm wheels with bronze 
worms, and they do not experience wear with the v/orm after it is 
initially / S5.
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initially run into mesh. They emphasise the desirability of running 
the 'machines with a light load, so as not to strain them, and so 
destroy their accuracy. With this in mind they only U-e single 
start hobs for roughing, although they run up to about 30 revs, the 
feed being of the order of .050". For finish Cutting, they have a 
feed of ,030" and hob revs, about 43,
De LavalÎ All large gearwheels are out with the spindle 
horizontal. In their newest machines there has been some disagreement 
between tho Managers of the Firm as to whether this principle should 
be continued and they admit that in so doing they have merely been 
adopting a conservative policy. Their gearcutting arrangements were 
not very impressive. Using small diameter hobs their feeds and 
speeds are as follows
Roughing - ,045" feed - 50 R.P.M.
Finishing - ,035" fped - 30 R.P.M.
using all single lead hobs,
Westinghouse: Havo 39 hobbing machines, many of which are
in the new Maritime Defence Shop and these latter are fully enclosed 
and temperature controlled. Most of the machines are of Gould and 
Eberhardt design, many of which havecbeen completed and erected by 
V/estinghouse, The machines are of non-crcep type with small 
pitched wormwheels. With regard to creep machines, V/estinghouse 
are of the same opinion as G.E.C, The older machines have steel 
wormwheels and bronze worms but tho latest machines have hardened 
steel worms and bronze wheels. These wheels have been milled by 
Westinghouse on their best gear hobbing machine. The large machines 
(taking about 300" diameter wheel) have 720 teeth in the wormwheels,' 
about 5/8" pitch. A separate wormwheel is provided for roughing, 
having a pitch of about three times this amount. The worms are about 
6" diameter. The worm shaft thrusts are of the ball typo but those 
have been specially manufactured for the purpose. Mention was 
made of the unfortunate effects which accompany the use of a mechanite 
wheel with a hard steel worm. The appearance of wheels as finished 
hobbed varied. Those from some machines gave only slight'evidence 
of /
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of the wormwheel spiral while in the case of other machines the effect
■was prominent,, The general tooth surface presented the evenness
associated with a non-creep table,, A characteristic which was
unusual in the hobbing of the gears was the ragged edge which was
formed at tho tips of the teeth. The new machines are of tho double
headed type. Hobbing speeds and feeds utilised by Westinghouse with 
3
3 /4" diameter hobs aro -
Roughing - Feed ,060" at 35'R.P.M.
Finishing - Feed .040" at 35 R.P.M,
Westinghouse are not particularly keen on the two worm 
drive for the hobbing machines as they are always afraid thdt the 
roughing worm may be used for the finishing cut.
g. Hobbing Machine Accuracy,
Falk; Lead screw accuracy ,5/1000" in 16".
Cumulative error readings were not witnessed but individual 
pitch error readings over a span of about 13" showed values varying 
up to i.0005".
G .E.C . ; Lead screw accuracy .6/1000" in 30". l«S/lOOO" 
overall.
Individual pitch error readings over single pitches on 
elements as cut give a maximum error reading of .3/1000", The 
maximum cumulative error was statod to be about l/lOOO" for a wheel 
of about 14'0" diameter, but from tho appearance of the single pitch 
readings which were witnessed,, it is considered that the cumulative 
error quoted is extremely optimistic.
De Laval: Lead screw accuracy *5/1000" in 18",
Wep_tXh/?hp,^s,e: Split test wheel cumulative error ,001"
maximum for small machines but develops to ,002" with wear. For 
larger machines the latter figure may rise as high as ,003", For 
a contact error in excess of ,001" the spiral wheels on the machine 
are altered to provide correction. This in all probability entails 
using different spiral change wheels for cutting loft and right 
hand /
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hand hglioes, V/ostinghouae gavo the error of their lead screws as 
.3/1000" to .5/1000" in 13", but if the lead screws aro indeed as 
accurate aa this, there would seem to bo little need for the spiral 
wheel corrections, Vertioallity given as being true to within 
.5/1000" and worm error per revolution .I/1060", No hand work is 
done on tho worn wheels.
5. Hobs and Hob Testing,
Bureau of Ships; Havo no specific'requirements for hobs and 
there is no standard calibration corresponding to our N.P.L, 
measurement.
Do Laval and ^hatinehouse: Uso hobs of a considerably smaller
diameter end shorter length than those employed in this country. 
Those seen at Westinghouae wore narticularly noticeable in this 
respect, and with a tooth of about 7/12" pitch, the outside diameter 
of the hobs wore only Sy", their overall length being also 3*i",
After sharpening, these hobs arc carefully checked for profile in a 
hob testing machine. Errors in excess of about ,5/1000" are 
corrected by honing, a highly skilled operation and a lengthy one.
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Westinghouse; Westinghouse ere now employing shaving to an 
increasing extent and they havo recently put into operation a 90" 
machine in addition to thoir earlier 36‘* machine. Westinghouse do 
not consider that shaving is a necessary process but suggest that it 
may have some future. The appearance of a shaved tooth is one of 
considerable polish and slight close pitched undulations. It was 
stated that the shaving process rectifies tooth form, minimises 
undulation errors in the teeth and can to an extent bo used to 
correct for errors in the helical angle, depending upon tho amount 
and direction of feed, although results in this latter.connection 
havo tended to be erratic. The principle of shaving is that the 
element to be treated is set up on its own journals in bearings on 
the machine, truly parallel to the cross slide carrying tho shaving 
tool, and is driven by a motor, a suitable peripheral speed being 
400 ft/min. Tho shaving tool is really a broach and consists of a 
wheel 9“IB" diametor and 1" wide cut with teeth at a helical angle 
about-10^ or 15° loss than that of the gear to bo shaved and of
opposite hand. This involvep the spindle of tho shaving tool being
set 10°-15° off the lino of the cross slide, giving an inclination of 
the spindle corresponding in direction to tho helix of the wheol or 
pinion at tho instant it engages tho broach. This feature gives the 
process its name "Crossed Axos Shaving", Each tooth of tho shaving 
tool has about 12 cutting edges formed along the longtli of its flanks. 
The wheel is set into rotation and the broach is fed into the tooth to
be shaved until it is in full mesh, and is then given an additional
radial feed of ,001". The traverse motion is then engaged and the 
broach is fed axially across the face of the wh^ol with a feed varying 
betwoon ,003" and ,008" per revolution of the wheel, a liberal supply 
of oil being provided. The broach.is running free on its spindle 
and is driven only by the wheel with which it is in mesh. After 
completing /
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completing the traverse of the wheol face,' the broach is fed back 
at a similar rata but with no additional radial feed. In the choice.
of a broach, it is necessary to provide a hunting tooth with as 
great a prime difference as possible betv/een tho number of its tooth' 
and that of the wheel to be shave 1; e.g, a brJaoh having 61 tooth 
is considered quite unsuitable for cutting a wheel with 123 tooth.
An L.H. broach is used to shave an R,H. holix and vice versa,
Westinghouse have no information to suggest that tho 
shaved gears are quieter in operation but they prefer the process 
to lapping,
Falk: Gears less than 50" diameter are shaved and this firm
are taking advantage of tho process to speed up their hobbing times, 
the rougher finish of the teeth as hobbed being corrected in the 
shaver,
The process is similar lo that described for Westinghouse, 
but instead of one double pass of the broach Falk employ- 4^ double 
passes for each helix, 5 in one direction with a radial feed on 
the broach and 4 return passes driving light. Mashing elements which 
have been shaved are thereafter lightly lapped together,
G.E.C: Do not do any shaving.
It is their opinion that hobbing machines of inferior 
accuracy can be utilised if a gear is to be shaved but that the 
process is no substitute for a good hobbing machine. They further 
state that as shaving does not correct for helical angle, gears 
still have to be lapped, thereby spoiling tho shaved surface.
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Falk: Elements v/hloh have not been shaved are lapped v/ith' a
cast iron lap in a set up indicated diagrammatioally in Fig. 7. Tho 
lapping wheel being overhung on its brackets, its weight carries it 
into full mesh with the element to be lapped and it is this component 
of gravity which provides the total load between the teeth. The 
process is continued until marking shows along the whole length of, 
the tooth by which time the tooth thickness has probably been reduced 
by about ,006", While the gears are running a compound of machine 
oil and medium carborundum is poured by hand into the mesh. Lapping 
wheels are reçut after lapping each element. After this process, 
mating gears are set up in special bearings, great importance being 
laid on maintaining correct centres for parallelism, and are then 
lapped together for a further period. Shaved gears are also 
subjected to this process. The sides of the wheel rims are finished 
to a true circumferential plane so that a special gauge applied to 
the pinion journals may be employed for checking parallelism in the 
tangential direction. As can well be imagined, confusion can arise 
in assessing the degree of contact by the appearance of the lapped 
surface since a certain amount of roughening occurs due to the 
presence of the grinding compound even where the tooth surfaces may 
not locally bo in hard contact. Therefore, during the final lapping 
the process is periodically stopped, the elements are cleaned and 
lamp black marking is applied to the pinion tooth. Contact is 
assessed by joggling the pinion oiroumferentially back and fore in 
the backlash with a suitable lever. In appearance, a lapped gear 
shows a polished band in the region of the pitch line while tho 
addendum and dedendum surfaces of the flanks are of a matt finish. 
Falk state that thickness reduction is uniform over the whole depth 
of the tooth but it is difficult to see that this should be the 
case and tho markings which were witnessed certainly appeared 
to evidence heaviest contact in the region of the pitch line 
although it is accepted that this may be an optical illusion 
having /
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having regard to the different nature of tho tooth surfacds in that 
region* as already dôsoribod,
V
G.E,0 , ; G.E.C, have been lapping gears for 5 or 6 years. Witti - 
regard to lapping, it is their pft.ctioe first of all to lap with 
separate oast iron laps until an overall good bearing is achieved, 
and thon to lap mating elements tcgether, and these- processes ware 
witnessed in the shop. Lapping, it was stated, was for the purpose 
of correoting helical angle and teeth form.
On being questioned as to the merit of lapping with a 
separate oast iron lap to correct for helical angle (which might, 
in fact, be making conditions woree}, Mr, Twogood agreed that this 
was a pertinent question, and admitted that they were employing 
separate cast iron laps to a decreasing extent; e.g, with 
Destroyer secondary wheels they new only lap with the mating pinions, 
having regard to the fact that there are 4 pinions to be lapped.
Questioned as to the possibility of lapping destroying the 
tooth contour rather than improvirg it by reason of the fact that 
it would seem that a greater amourt of metal would bo removed from
■-s
the surfaces remote from the pitch line, it was stated that 
particular care was taken both in modifying the flank angle and 
also juggling with the addendum of the lapping wheels to ensure that 
no such evil consequence ensuedf. They were not explicit as to the 
nature of those corrections, but, ih any case, they can not bo applied 
to instances wherein mating pinions and wheels are lapped without 
the use of a oast iron intermediary, and in the circumstances it 
would seem difficult to justify the argument; Nevertheless, it 
must be admitted that meshings which were witnessed were broad and- 
uniform as a result of the lapping process; although the pitch line 
was quite evident on the surface cf the teeth, that being the only 
region where the tooth surface was polished,
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GéE.C, have no evidence of- exooasivo wear with the lapped 
teeth and although pitting on the pitch line is not unknown, they 
are not unduly concerned about it. In the process of lapping, the 
elements to be lapped are set up in special bearings and driven 
through gearing from motors kept for the purpose. Great care is 
taken in setting .spindles parallel and after initial setting, clock 
gauges are retained to check the maintenance of alignment. The 
teeth are pushed hard into mesh and rotation is maintained for 30 to 
40 hours, depending upon the condition of marking of the teeth, 
lapping compound in the form of medium carborundum In oil being 
applied by hand throughout the process. As lapping continues, 
the pinion bearing blocks are moved radially in towards tho wheel 
to make up for tho wear of the teeth.
With regard to the marking which might be considered as 
satisfactory, they would not accept a single line of marking along 
the pitch line, but they would be prepared to accept the gear if 
there v/as a second line of marking outwith that region. When 
mating gears are lapped together, the process is continued for at 
least an hour after ceasing application of the lapping fluid in 
order as they say to spark out embedded oarbordndum. During this 
period, the teeth are fed with E,P, oil.
It was emphasised that lapping was not associated with 
the adoption of the locked train gear.
De Laval: Mating gears are meshed together in temporary
bearings and run in .with powdered glass and oil. . They emphasise 
that too much lapping spoils the -itooth shape and that the lapping 
is not to correct helical angle. Their gears are out non creepy 
and it would seem that the lapping process is to reduce the worm 
wheel wave on the teeth. Lapping with powdered glass leaves an 
extremely rough surface on the tooth,
Westinghouse; Naval elements which have not been shaved 
are lapped with oast iron laps using Garnet which is of the hardness 
of glass but softer than carborundum, Westinghouse dislike the 
practice / ^2,
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and would not employ it, wore it not required by the Navy Department.
6. Polishing;
Falk; This is a particular process peculiar to Falk* After 
mating gears have been lapped they are burnished by the action of- 
meshing them with two hardened steel wheelsjmounted as indicated 
diagrammatioally in Fig, 9, a system of weigh bars providing a force 
which tends to close the centre distance between the hardened wheels. 
The load is adjusted so that'the bearing pressure between the teeth 
is raised to. two to three times the designed full power loading on 
the teeth. The mechanism is traversed slowly across the width of 
the helix, the wheel or pinion element being rotated meanwhile by a 
motor drive, and the meshes being lubricated with oil jets. It is 
considered by Falk that this process improves the state of the 
material of the teeth.
7. Gear Measurement,
Bureau of Shins; Have no specific requirements,
Falk ; Cumulative pitch readings are taken using the polishing| 
mechanism described above as a pitchometer, the weights being 
removed therefrom except for a light tensioning load and a clock 
gauge being inserted between the jaws, as indicated in Fig. 8,
G ,E .0: Cumulative pitch errors are measured by what they
call a pin check. In essence, this consists of placing a hardened
ground cylinder in the bosom of a tooth, its diameter being such
that it protrudes possibly a Vl6 "  above the periphery of the wheel.
The wheel is supported in bearings associated with the equipment,
and is rotated by an electric motor, so that the ground pin passes
under a shoe attached to a lever operating n- clock gauge with
suitable magnificiation;’ thus thj depth of insertion the pin
into the tooth is measured and from this the pitch of the adjacent
teeth is deduced. As the process of turning the wheel to pass
/ '
the pin under the shoe and clear Involves a turn of possibly about
7 teeth, it is arranged that say each 7th tooth is measured during 
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the first rotation of the wheel and intermediate teeth are gauged 
during successive revolutions of the wheel, until every tooth has 
been dealt with. A similar procedure is adopted for the pinions, 
but in this cape to facilitate the drive, the pinion to be measured 
is meshed into the wheel already set up in the machine, and is 
driven therefrom, the measuring mechanism being slid back along 
shears to accommodate the positioning of the pinion.
De Laval; No cumulative error measurements are made.
Westinghouse; No cumulative pitch measurements are taken, 
Helical angle errors are measured by a clock type gauge which regist 
ers two pins in each helix of the wheel or pinion. The pins are 
set with extreme precision to tho true axial pitch of the teeth 
and two clocks on the instrument are set to zero with the four 
pins in line, Thus, when applied to the wheel if the angle of ana 
helix is at fault the fact will be registered by the resulting 
variation in the readings of the clocks but the failing with a 
gauge of this type is that no indication is provided as to 
which of the helices, if either, is true.
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1« Torque tests, reasons for and against.
Bureau of Ships; ' The clause in the Navy Department mr»chinery 
Specification calling for back to back tes^ has now been eliminated 
to speed up production but may be reinstated after the War. On 
occasion gears have had to be realigned after test but it was agreed 
that the initial alignment may not have been as good as possible.
Falk; Have now abandoned the back to back tost in view of
the fact that it is no longer a Navy Department Requirement. They 
had some experience with the test during the period that it was 
required but they consider that the results obtained were incon­
clusive, e.g, some gears have riven trouble with thrusts which did 
not show up in the tests. During the test there is no irregularity 
of loading or distortion of the gearcase such as occurs in a seaway 
and from these points of view the test is not so severe as service 
operation. As regards meshing, Falk are of opinion that results 
only indicate what is shown by a static tost. No clistross was 
ever observed on the teeth due to starting under torque.
G.E.C ,Î Consider that the back to back test is absolutely 
necessary to check against the possibility of a gear having to be 
removed from a Ship. Questioned as to whether they over found it 
necessary to make an adjustment after the back to back test, they 
stated that probably one in ten times they did. Evidence of this 
was witnessed in the Shop but it was apparent oven then that the 
adjustment could have been correctly effected at an eorlier stare 
either by more careful marking or measuring of the tooth' clearance
with shims in the manner to which they finally had to rovert in
resetting. Tv/o sets of Cruiser gears were' witnessed running full 
load back to back. It so happened that while walking through the 
gearcutting shop I saw'a main wheel being recut which had scuffed.
On enquiring I was told that this was a result of extensive load on 
b:.ok to back test with elements having too large addendum correction 
(possibly 70/Î addendum). They were emphatic that a back to. back 
test / , . 46. ' - . . .
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test on all addendum gear would be most undesirable. It was 
emphasised that the baolc to back test was not associated with the 
adoj^tion of the looked train design and Indeed it was seen being 
applied to articulated gears for the Maritime Commission’.
De LavalÎ De Laval are strongly averse to the back to back 
tost on account of the amount of equipment required, the time taken, 
danger of damage to the teeth and finally because the results 
obtained are considered to be an unreliable guide to the functioning
of the gears unless Indeed it proves that the design is altogether
'
faulty.
V/estinghouse; V/ere emphatic that the back to back teats 
servo no useful purpose for gears in production.
Westinghouse do, however, employ a method of checking 
contact under load by driving one sat of gears from an electric 
motor through reduction gearing coupled to one of tho primary 
pinions with full torque and at lO/s of the full power revolutions, 
the power being absorbed by a prony brake driven by the other primary 
pinion. The gears are run at , J' and full load in each
direction for periods of an hour or so, the marking being examined 
periodically,
3. Equipment Required and Methods Employed for Back to Back Tests.
G.E.C.; For running the back to back torque test a special 
extension is provided on one of the secondary pinions to provide 
drive from a steam turbine. It was recommended that the power 
available at this source should be at least -4?b of the total power 
to be transmitted by tho two gears under full load service conditions. 
The primary pinions of the respective gears wore coupled back to back 
through long shafts supported in steady bearings, one of these shafts 
being broken in way of the final,drive of a multi-reduction gearbox 
coupled through an air operated clutch to a. GO.B.H.&. electric motor 
for / ; . • '
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for starting purposes. This Is to overcome the static load 
which is very heavy and the air operated clutch automatically 
outs out the motor when the turbine take* up the full drive. The 
equipment is elaborate,
*
Toothed coupling flanges for applying the torque were 
integral with the shafts connecting the primary pinions adjacent 
to the starting gearbox and were capable of being united by coupling 
bolts through slotted holes, The torque was applied by a pair of 
toothed jaws fitted with long levers. Each jaw engaged one of the 
smell toothed flanges and the outer ends of the levers were 
connected through a link arrangement with a portable air cylinder. 
The requisite torque was provided by admitting compressed air to a 
predetermined pressure through a reducing valve, I/hile in this 
condition the coupling bolts were hardened up, the jaws thereafter 
being removed. It is G.E.C, practice to run the gears light for 
a quarter of an hour then under quarter load for 15 to 20 hours, at 
the completion of which stage they check to verify that they are 
obtaining 100?o marking over all faces. The gears are then run up 
to 7^ fj load followed by a period at full load, the combined time of 
these last two trials taking 15 to 20 hours,
G.E.C. have in operation for submarine gears a torque 
applying device by. which the torque may be increased while the gears 
are running. So far as can bo gathered, this unit, which is 
hydraulically operated, functions through the medium of right and 
left handed splines on which work a coupling piece, G.E.C, have 
no intention to adopt this principle for use with larger gears,
Falk I From the, description which was given of the method 
which they used to employ when making the test a very largo motor 
{v/hich was seen) was used for driving the gears coupled to one of 
the main shafts. The load v/es applied through a coupling uniting 
the primary shafts, somewhat similar in nature to the arrangement 
used, by G.E.C, except that loading was applied by v/eights on the end
of / . ■ .
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of a bar instead of by air pressure.
De Laval ; In operating the back to bad; tent Do Laval used 
to employ a 900 H.P. turbine and starting up was.asaistcd by an 
.verhead crane pulling on a rope wound round a drum on one of the 
primary pinion coupling shafts,
3. , Noipe Levels.■ (for opmnarison of nested an locked train
designs see A.4. For the' offeot of holical angle see E.5).
Bureau of Shinsi Have standardised the measûrement,of sound 
to be averaged from readings taken l" from tho outer surface of the
gearcase in decibel units, Mr, Ball's description of decibel
ratings was as follows:-
108 - Loud gears necessitating shouting to make 
oneself heard.
122 - Painfully loud rendering it impossible to 
make oneself heard however loud one ) 
shouts.
Tho general standard, of gears fitted in U,3, .Navy.Vessels, 
is 108 D.B, 'An instance was recor.dod of 122 D,B, Lapping has the 
effect of reducing noise émission by about 2 D,3,
G.E.C,; Cruiser gears which wore witnessed running on bade to 
back test gave the impression of being average good so far as noise 
was concerned, There was no scream and the volume of noise emitted 
was not suc^ as to make conversation with a raised voice difficult. 
It was stated by Mr. Zrodowakl that the noise level would be about ■ 
105 D.B, and that this would probably reduce to 103 D,B, when the 
gears were fitted aboard the ship, . - . •
• De Laval : Dè Laval's description of*decibel ratings was as
follows:- / ■ '
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follows;-
95 - quiat Gears; converse in normal voioo.
S Æ - a f - »  -  .
They gave the following figures as being typical of a set 
' Laval looked train Naval gears : -
•  ' - a . s . * - ■
On board under full power load .... 95-100 dooibels '
Baok-to-baok test ... ... 103-105 dooibels.
ïtoSMSfihouse: ;s7e of the opinion that decibel readings are of
academic interest only. A gear giving 100 dooibels with a high 
frequency would be described as bad, while another gear giving n o  
deoibels with a low frequency might well be considered a good quiet 
gear. At one time consideration was being given by the Navy Depart­
ment to condemning gears which in operation ^avo a decibel roadihg 
noovo a certain .limit, but, having regard to tho uncart inty of 
decibel measurements and the fact th it at the present time no one 
was in a position to state the exact cause of noise or to give c 
specific remedy for the complaint (assuming that the gear teeth are
of high class finish J, the Department was persuaded to drop the 
proposal. . . .
Adg.ir,al Irish: Is satisfied that the lapping process renders'
gears less noisy in operation, . '
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I hay© arrived at the following oonalusions:- 
(a) The looked train dôsign takes longer to "/roduoo than the 
neBtod type.- available statements vary from 160-200?! of the time 
required for nested gears. These figures oorres)ond with estimates 
made in this Country,
(h) Gear outting time for the looked train varies with 
oirourastanoes betv/een 80?t-125?. of tho time required for nested ears. 
It seems likoXy that the lower figure would be more generally 
aoplioable, ' -
(o) Nested goars for 30,000 3,H.P* havo been quoted as being 
9,000 lbs. lighter,and alternatively 10,000 lbs, heavier than tho 
corresponding looked train désign. Goneral oharaotoriatics of 
design would load one to expect tho looked train gjar to be lighter 
but, in viow of the conflicting'nature of the evidence, it is clear 
that tho difference should not be groat, Falk's reaction to the 
examination of tho provisional nested design propared by Fairfield 
was that it v;as of sound construction and could afford to be roducod 
in scantlings v/ithout running risk of the' distortion which was undei 
emphasis at the timo the design Was pro pa rod,
(d) The space occupied by the .^ aars is slightly in favour of
r ,
the nostod type but the difference is so small as to 'e of little 
conséquence.
(o) Tho prominonoQ of tho bearing thermometers, quoted by 
Mr. Myor, is poor comeensation fof the bad accessibility of the 
thrust and forward main bearing'of the lookod train degi n. In ^ n - 
case, the bearing thermometers anc -indeed all the. bsarin s of the 
nested design arc readily visible and accessible. ‘ Nevertheless, it 
is the ease that, v/ith only tho light covers ,ramoved, tho running
carts / / • ■ '
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parts and bearings (ex main) of the looked train gears present a most 
pleasing appearance as a piooe of engineering and accessibility to 
these parts is ideal.
(f) In operation the two types of geai? are equally serviceable,
(s) Falk make the suggestion that the looked train gear may be 
slightly quieter In operation than the nested type. No other 
evidence was available to sugt .-ist that thero is any difference between 
the tv/o but it is obvious that Falk's statement must be made with 
some foundation and it is, thereforo, probable that while in general 
there is littlo difference between the two, the locked train design 
might on the.average be expected to run with slightly less noise than 
the nested type,
(h) -In replacement or repair the looked train gear is clearly at
a disadvantage and it is to bo noted that to scrap a nuriiber of
' ■ 1 
elements for a defect in one, vide .American practice, does not line
up with the British tempérament. The question all hing's about the'
meshing of coupling elements, the location, of coupling key//ays, the
length of quill shafts and the necessity of maintaining oqual tooth
thicknesses in the tandem trains,
(k) The question of small tooth coupling production with ade­
quate accuracy of meshing is regarded with extreme anxiety so far as 
British output is concerned. - Apart from the largo nui^ iber of those 
couplings per ge^roaso it must be recognised that for purposes of 
adjusting the trains, the quill shaft couplings must be romoshod in 
various tooth registers and in consoquonoe the required degree of 
.perfection in meshing must be attained with any position of the claw 
with respect to the sleeve unless Falk's method of sotting can be 
^realised and accepted,' In this connection see also ooim.ients on . 
Section 0.5.
(1)/ '
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(1) With TQgard to tho present programriio in Britain, it is 
strongly suggested that the coupling production question be fully 
examined in the light of tho, abovo notes boforo v;e arc committed 
too deeply in tho decision as to design. It^  is felt that, having 
regard to the closely competing claims of the t\/o designs, tho 
industry and all concerned in this Country should bo given a chance 
to form their ov/n opinions which could only be accomplished by 
building a number of luoh type v/ith full confidence that oach will 
bo entir’oly satisfactory. If, however, the question of man 
power is to be given its proper consideration, it cannot be 
reoomiiiended that the looked train design be constructed at the 
pr-isont time in other, than limited numbers. Incidentally, this 
policy v/ould probably lino up with the coupling production 
situation.
(m) It la a matter of incidental interest that only tho 
antagonists of the looked train g:^r in the States refer to it by 
thcit name, G.S.O, and De Laval aro respectively insistent that 
the titles "Divided train" and "Tv;in Drive" be ap>lied. The 
' reason for this is clearly that the adjective "looked" is 
descriptive in that it emphasises not just a peculi^.rity but an 
• undesirable peculiarity of the gear.
Section B.
Tho nested proposal put for fard in January 1946 is boin?
• examined in tho light'of the information received from Falk and 
V/oatinghouse.
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Section C
Item’1, High damping very evidently renders torsional 
osoillation of small moment-, ^uill shaft design stresses vary 
5000/0000 Ibs/sq, in, for carbon steel and 6500/10000 lbs/sq,in, 
for niokel steel, say, 6000 and 9000 Ibs/sq, in, for carbon and nickel 
steel respectively on a basis of equal power distribution*
Item Z: In every instance the gears are set up to suit.the
positioning of the main wheel. Extremely careful setting is 
required to enable employment of quill shafts to drawing length.
Item 3 : G,E,0, and West in:'house agree on a design basis of
320/350 lbs/inch of coupling teeth, all teeth being in simultaneous 
contact. Further comments are entered under Section A(k) above, .
See also comments on 0,5 below.
Item 4î A set up sqoh as those employed by Falk and G,E,G,
would only be'warranted if a very large number of gearoases of
'
similar design were under construction by one firm, but in view of
the fact that the times talcen by these firms represent only about
35^ andj 85^ of typical boring times 'in this Country for single
reduction units, it certainly appears that a simpler set up is
' ' • •  ^ ; 
justified. De Laval, with a single hedded boring* machine, would
appear to have struck a happy medium suited to the possible require­
ments Of this Country, giving an output per machine of approximately 
two gearoases in three weeks.
Item 5; In observing that Falk specifically do not favour 
the seemingly simple prime tooth correction for load balancing,, 
either based on wheel and pinion teeth and/or coupling teeth,, one 
is bound to query whether the real truth qf the matter.is that they 
are prepared to take considerable pains- in the method of load 
balancing ascribed against their 'name in order to ensure, thnt their 
couplings / .
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couplings can be definitely registered in one meshing position. It 
is therefore, possible that Falk's method of setting will be of 
particular interest to firms in this Country and, of course, their 
statement that there are no interchangeable spares for looked train 
gears lines up with this reasoning and confirms the conditions in 
repair yards described by Mr. Tingey.
Falk*s method of assessing marking by "joggling" is not 
nearly as accurate as methods employed in this Country with single 
reduction gears since the process depends rather upon "lifting" a 
definite thickness of marking, than of obtaining a metallic bearing. 
It is most probable, however, that they cannot afford to show a more 
accurate marking as no means of further adjustment is open to them 
when once the coupling flange is -drilled and reamed. It will be 
noted in this connection that C.E.O, have actually referred to the 
errors peculiar to the method employed by Falk but then G.E.C, 
(somewhat optimistically) believe they ultimately obtain 50/50 
power division, while Fglk only claim 63/38,
If the couplings available are sufficiently accurate for • 
indiscriminate meshing the De Laval procedure is preferred although 
it is suggested that the practice of allowing the pinions to lie in 
the bottom of the oil clearance may be deceptive and would require 
special consideration. The zero clearance bearings employed by 
Falk are good only if it can be guaranteed that the-pinions and
'1
wheelsj-when fitted in their correct bushes will lie truly parallel 
with their earlier position in the temporary bushes - this element 
of uncertainty appears to be introduced unnecessarily and the 
employment of brass shims in the oil clearance may well be preferred. 
No advantage is seen in loading the gears up with 40$ full 
power torque for checking balance of power in the manner of 
Nestinghouse and it will be noted that, both Falk and Be Laval have 
abandoned similar processes. . . . \
w  -, ■ ■■
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In the construction of single train gears there is no 
advantage, to be gained in giving very close attention to the 
maintenance of design tooth thickness, alwayte provided that a 
specific minimuiii, backlash is exceeded when meshing. In the 
construction, of locked train gears, however, this itéra demands the 
closest consideration or one train may well carry the full astern 
loading, and not only may the teeth be punished but the primary 
pinion bearings will be called upon to provide reaction loading for 
which they were never designed and the primary pinion will deflect 
under a bending loading system which it*was never intended to 
withstand, thereby providing added localised loading on the ends of 
the primary teeth.
The remark attributed to ndmiral Irish related to Falk’s 
method of checking their load balance but as the problem is novj seen 
in the'manner explained above, no alternative may be' open to them.
Item 6, The disadvantages associated with the complication 
of the standard U.S.N, turning geir are largely offset if in 
consequence of its possible adaption as holding gear, separate 
holding gear can be dispensed witi.
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Section D;
Item 1; Falk’s general principles of fabricated construction 
are impressive and it is considered that they could be followed 
more olosoly with a'-’vanta^.e whero adequate flame cutting capacity 
is available, Weights quoted by Falk for completed gears show an 
appreciable Savinq and this must be largely attributable to their 
principles of gearoaso construction.
Item 2: The cast steel wheels which Falk manufacture give
every appearance of a first class job but, having particular regard 
to the failure of other American firms to follow; their orocedure, 
it is considered undesirablo to contemplate the /'evelopmont of this 
method in Britain. -The method of locating and securing wheels to 
shafts as standardised by Falk is interesting and may on occasion 
find suitable a ‘>)lioation in this Country.
The policy of welding disc wheels is not impressive. For 
tho flat disc type employed by G.E.O, and V/estinghouse the man 
hours taken in actual fabrication for a Cruiser second reduction v/hoel 
as stated by G.E.C. is 600. They are anxious to emphasise the 
large amount of machining and fitting which is avoided by the 
abandonment of the bolted construction, but it is interesting to note 
that for a Destroyer single reduction whgel of similar proportions, 
tho avera.e time allowed at Fairfield to set the olatos, drill, roam 
and fit the bolts is .82 man hours, To this must be the time
roquired for the manufacture of the bolts and nuts for which a 
liberal allowance is'38 hours, giving a total of 110 man hours for 
the bolted type of wheel in comparison with 600 man hours for the 
fabricated type.
The De Laval type of fabricated wheel with dished side 
plates is attractive in appearance but aS rj.ards production time 
the situation is hardly likely to be more attractive than the flat 
nlated wheels, and tho plant required in their manufacture is more 
elaborate.
The/
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Tho dynamic balancing of main wheels appears to be an 
unjustifiable requirement, a view it will be noted that is held by 
Wostinghouse Certainly some cpf the Battleship wheels which were 
seen at G.E^O. showed evidence of having been, by our standards, 
appreciably out of balance having regard to the nuiiibor of blind 
balancing holes drilled in tho strips which are wqldod near the 
periphery of the plates for that purpose. It is probable that the 
fabrication method of v;hpol construction was responsible for the poor 
initial balance and this factor might tend to v/^rrant the dynamic* 
process of 'correction which presents another reason in favour of 
bolted wheels.
Item 4; . A Contradiction will be observed between the report
of the discussions at the Bureau of Shi 33 and at ‘./ostinghouse with 
regard to the Bureau's requirements in respect of astern sprayers.
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Section a:
Item 1: The loading coefficient might he described as the
Highest Common Factor of Technical Agreement between the firms 
concerned and does not represent the considered vie”s of those v/ho 
have examined the problem in greatest detail,
V/ith conservative tooth bending stresses and relatively 
small face width/diameter ratios, the need for thinning the ends of 
pinion teeth is loss essential to a certain degree, and it might bo 
on this latter account that the Americans have had no trouble with 
unthinned teeth, Nevorthelesa, the policy Cannot be reoomraended.• 
although if is considered that it is our present practice to remove 
an altogothor excessive amount of metal and all that should be 
required is a light relief to ensure that no heavy bearing occurs on 
the ends of the teeth.
Their policy regarding maximum face wldth^diameter ratio 
is concurred'in.
Item 8; According to the information obtained all firms are 
v/orking to a conventional ratio of meshing depth relative to pitch 
although, from information which the 'E. in O'a Department had 
previously obtained, Falk v/ould acpear to have standardised on a 
meshing depth 16$ in excess of the standard, rela'ÿ.ye to pitohi
z>The method of addendum correction employed by Falk requires
close analysis before cormient can be made thereon, The only other
firm to make an addendum correction is G.3,0. who in the case of
.primary gears only (and then apparently only in some instances)
apportion 60f- of the addendum to the pinions.
No one was prepared to express any opinion regarding
optimum flank angle and it is aapurent-that in this respect American.
... - - • .
policy has been cons rvative and the earliâr cOnven-^ional Id^/S^ - 15^ 
has been maintained without any specific reu.on that,could be 
hsoertained. , ' ,
It is surprising to find that the various American fi^ms
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are permitted by -the Bureau to work to different tooth standards 
as it would seem to upset the position as regards intorchangeable 
spares. No information was obtained on this point but it may be 
that a concession has been made with a view ^o easing the hob 
situation and utilising existing stocks. Alternatively the afore­
mentioned difficulties with"which the locked train spares question 
abounds may in any case ren* or it impossible to give consideration 
to replace components being supplied by any firm other than the 
original manufacturera.
Item g ; The theory that noise is minimised by a large 
helical angle, appears to have Been brought into disfavour. Having 
regard to the axial independent freedom of the looked train units 
tho need for a large helical angle is not obvious unless, indeed, 
it be with a view to minimising the lack of balance between the t ,/o 
trains■consequent upon pitch errors in the units'conesmod, It is 
noted that V/estinghouse and De Laval pr’3fer an 18° helix for nested 
type gears in order to reduce axial loading on the independent 
wheels. This Is presumably more desirable when the primaries are 
nested than when the sooondarias are nested on account of the stiffen 
construction of the single wheels in tho latter type, so that having 
regard to, the lack of facial freedom in these designs generally, it 
is, on the whole, not agreed that a small helical angle is 
desirable v;hen it is the secondaries that are nested.
Item 4 : Oliarly no one is concerned about any maximum limit
for backlash.
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5e_otlon F; Items 1, 2 and g ‘ '
The suocQQsful application of non creep machines is 
entirely dependent upon the use of worms and worm wheels of extreme
* ■ * ’ f
accuracy.
Westinghouse quote a worm error per revoluation of .1/1000", 
although it is considered from inspection of wheels cutting on 
.various machines that they have not attained this degree of 
perfection in all instances. This figure compares with a minimum 
worm rotation error of 0.3/1000" which one ol the leading Machine 
Tool Manufacturers in Britain was prepared to guarantee in a recent 
quotation. Machines are, however, in operation in this Country 
with an appreciably greater error than this and there is clearly 
room for progress to be made in this direction before the finer 
points of preference in tho choice of creep or non creep drive 
need be discussed and meanwhile we would be well advised to adhere 
to our creep ring policy.
Tooth surfaces exhibited the smooth finish associated 
with non creep drive and, as m.entioned, the worm spiral markings 
from average good to excellent but no visual inspection of 
Q ^heel can reveal the accuracy of pitch division, and tooth 
r-.^rface must not be regarded as a predominant criterion of quality 
for this reason.
Inquiries, into pitch accuracy met with disappointingly ,
\
negative response. Both at Falk and G.E.C. individual pitch error 
readings were witnessed being taken and their magnitude gave the 
impression of being inferior to our best standards, but in neither 
•case were cumulative error curves available and while the latter 
firm stated and confirmed that thoir total error for a wheel of 
about 14*0" diameter was just under l.O/lOOO" I am satisfied that 
. l.O/lOOO" per foot diameter is nearer the truth, if indeed this was - 
not/ ^
/
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Not actually the statement Intended, Curves demonstrating the
lessor error would I feel, have been prominent for inspection.
This would suggest that the error of G.E.O's wofm wheels is
generally about twice that'of,a good spur maqjfcer wheel in this
country which is not surprising having regard to the impossibility
of hand touching a worm wheel to improve pitch without introducing
worm rotation errors, while spur wheels can be effectively hand
finished, ' '
Errors of vertioollity and lead screws as quoted
appear to be commensurable with good practice in this country but
Westinghouse'3 reference to spiral wheel correction would seem
to confirm, as suggested by Falk, that they have in fact been
up against serious trouble with helical angles. Furthermore,
reference to Group III, Section F, 5, shows that G.E.C. allow for
a tooth thioJmess reduction of ,006" during lapping - a figure
which is suggestive of helical angle difficulties of a magnitude
not experienced in good class work in this country. My impression
is that in general,the U.S. leadscrews are inferior to the class
of screvj produced by the best firms in this country and particularly
by the N,P,L. on their cam bar correctèd machine.
In respect of bobbing times both De Laval and
Westinghouse line up closely with say Fairfield practice except
where time is saved by double headed bobbing ; their feeds, however,
are less although this is compensated by increased hob'revolutions ;
in this latter connection it is to be noted that the smaller
diameter hobs vJhioh these firms employ counter balance the
increased revolutions to give approximately equal shearing speeds
to those which we employ.
The cutting times taken by G.E.C. appear to be some 50$
y greater than those quoted above in accordance with their proclaimed
policy of restricting their machines to a light load. On the
other'hand Fall: are much more rapid for their small units as v/es
' indeed apparent from inspection of their machines in operation but .
it / '
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It seems doubtful •whether tho feeds wliioh they were understood 
to have-quoted can be correct and half these values would appear 
more likely.
it is questioned whether the use of small diameter hobs 
is not likely to prejudice accuracy of finish, the cutting effect 
being similar to say a two-start hob operating under our normal 
conditions. Furthermore hobbing machines for'cutting large 
diameter wheels with largo helical angles have to' be specially 
constructed for clearance of the hob carriage to suit the use of 
small diameter hobs. The merit of these diminutive hobs lies of 
course in their relative speed of manufacture, sharpening and 
gauging.
With regard to hob profile testing, as particularly 
witnessed at Westinghouse, the need for such 'a test in this 
Country does not arise os the calibration is fully and more clearly 
covered by the N.P.L. pantograph records and other gaugings of 
tooth profiles,
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Section Fî
Items 4 & 5:. The tooth surface of a shaved ^ear is attractive 
in appearance, and it is stated, as can be imagined if given an 
accurate broach, that it is a good method of correcting tooth profile. 
More obviously the process evens out short modulations and 
irregularities along the tooth surface. I agr >e v/ith G.E.O., hov/ever, 
in their assertion that shaving should not be regarded as a substitute 
for good hobbing and the question which naturally follows is, what 
standard of tooth finish requires to be achieved by hobbing before 
shaving becomes a redundant requirement? There is scope for research 
in this connection but as the chief respect in which ultimate benefit 
is likely to accrue is associated with possible noloo .rodu#i.dn (and 
it is to be noted that opinion is not consolidated even on this 
possibility), the question is essentially dissociated from wartime 
production.
Although the irinoiple of the shaving machine' is simple 
the equipment represents quite a considerable item which could 
not be justified unless the gain was real. The broach's themselves 
would cost several hundred pounds a pair, and a consi'-'erabls variety 
would be required for each tooth form in view of the necessity for 
avoiding many tooth combinations. Eu.oh pair of broaches is also 
suited to only a limited range of helical angle.
The whole question of the advisability of shaving is further 
oomolicated by G.3.0's objection that to oormot for helled angle 
it is necessary to destroy the shaved surfa'ce. This involves 
•oonsi:©ration of the lai)ing prooasses adopted in the States, bearing 
in mind that after a foar has been lapped it is impossible to shave 
it (as stated by Falk) without damaging the broach - an incidental 
admission of the abrasive condition of the tooth surface after 
lapping. A gear could, of course, be shaved after hand dressing 
for the correction of helical angle. Westinghouse qre not 
apparently troubled by this conqi eration and obtain the desired 
degree of meshing with their shaved- rs but they arc not averse
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to scraping out the bearing housings to aocommodate the marking 
ahd in assessing marking they are not dealing with the stringency 
of a static light load tost but with bearing under full torque - 
a much easier* condition.
It is clear that Falk and G.E.O, lap essentially to correct 
helical angle for which purpose a much more extended process is 
necessary than would be required to improve tooth form or smooth 
out undulations. In fact, prolonged lapping is a menace to the 
tooth form as emphasised by De Laval. Falk stated a preference 
for hand dressing teeth to correct for helical angle but their 
trouble in this connection ia an inadequacy of skilled fitters for 
the purpose.
In several gear out ting firms in this country, hand v/ork 
on the tooth has been either eliminated or reduced to a small 
amount and in such casos it is doubtful whothor lapping would be 
desirable. .The limitod noise roduotion claimed in the States . 
as being oonsoquont upon lapping may be associated particularly 
with non creep out gears which used to be notorious for their 
noise in this Country. Again, however, this is a question v/hioh 
is not associated with war production so far as good quality gears 
are concerned, although lapping might possibly be applied with 
sucooss in tho case of gears out on machines v/hioh are not 
considered sufficiently accurate in their present state for the 
production of Naval gears.
Item 6; It can bo visualised that for a tooth surface which
has boon lapped, the Falk polishing process may well be advantageous 
in oiosing the grain and reducing.the abrasive charactor of the 
surface. For a tooth v/hioh has not been la jpod, it is considered 
that the Falk polishing process would be of no avail.
Item 7; Methods of gear motsuroment, in so far-as.they 
exist are definitely inferior to those in use in this Ùountry.
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Section G :
Items 1 & 2: The only fi:.’m not opposed to - the running of the
back to back torque test was G.B.G. to whom the operation olearly 
appealed as a means of proving %heir products and demonstrating 
the extent of the care which tht y are prepared to lavish on contracts 
with which their organisation ir entrusted. The gear which they 
employ for the purpose is elaborate, and the space which the set up 
occupies would in itself present a problem to firms not blessed with 
the remaricable acreage of shops, which G.E.C, have at their disposal. 
As a laboratory experiment to test say the overload 
capacity which a particular design would carry for a long period^ 
the arrangement is clover but. an a:check, of production technique,
I am satisfied that it is misplaced and where the man power situation 
is critical the test would seriously impede output.
Item- 5; Combining the def:nitions of decibel ratings given 
by the Navy Department and De Lrval, the following is derived -
95 - Quiet: converse in normal voice
100 - Fairly loud: necessary to face person to whom
conversation is directed,
105 - Loud converse with raised voice.
110 - Unpleasantly necessary to shout to make oneself heard,
loud:
115 - -do- conversation almost impossible.
120 - Pain|ully loud: conversation impossible.
Having regard to Westinghouse’s remarks, a scream from a
gear probably outs right across the above sound ratings.
The respective opinions of the Navy Department and various
firms regarding average noise emitted in service under full lo©d are-
Navy Department (Mr, Ball) - 1Û8 
G.E.C, - 103
De Laval - 95-100
It is evident that Mr, Ball, the U.S.N, gear specialist, rates the
noise emission of U.S. Naval gears in general as verging on being
unpleasantly loud. Furthermore, either De Laval are optimistic in
their estimate or the average is raised by the inclusion of
"unpleasantly loud gears" manufactured presumable by the firms who
are more reticent with information regarding their decibel estimates.
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